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'ECONOMIC STATUS OF WOMEN

WEDNESDAY, TIBlarAllY 3, 1982

Commus Or ME UNITED STATES,
4 JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met', pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room 2154, Ray-

burn House Office Building, I-Ion. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the ,
committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Reuss, Richmond, Heckler, and Wylie;
and Senator Jepsen.

Also present : James K. Galbraith, excel ive d rector; Charles H.
Bradford, and Louis C. Krauthoff II, assistant di is Betty Mad-
dox, assistant director for administottion ; and Mary E. Eccles and
Chris Frenze, professional staff mernioers.

r
OPENING STATEMENT Or REPRESENTATIVE REUSS, CHAIRMAN -

Representative REUSS. Good afternoon. The Joint Economic Com-
mittee will be in order for its hearing on the economic status of women,
part of its annual inquiry into the economy.

Eight years ago, we held lengthy hearings on the econoMic prob-
lems of women. Witnesses from the administration and fr.= various
private sectors described the differential treatment that women were
receiving in employment, in earnings, in education in jobs, by. finan-
cial institutions and the insurance industries and through the tax,
social securitY and vcelfare systems. In every one of those, the prin-
ciple of-liberty, equality and sorority was conspicuous by its absence.

It's shocking how many of the same problems confront 'IS' today.
This hearing Nyill focus largely on two: the inequities faced by women
in the labor market and the inability of low income women to escape
poverty and dependence on welfare. Sure, there have been LiQtable suc-
cesses, women who've achieved prominence in their fieladvanced
rapidly, have broken down barriers. But for the most part, progress
has been slow. Over two-thirds of women who worked in 1980 earned
less than $10,000 a year. Even of those who worked full-time through-
out Me year, 40 percent earned $10,000 or less, and the median was
only about 60 percent of the level for men.

These gaps, although they're narrower for younger and better
educated women, can't be explained away just by diTerence in skills
or worker productivity. The reasons have much more to do with oc-
cupational patterns, the concentration of women in clerical service
and other low-wage jobs, which offer little opportunity for advance-
ment. For millions of unskilled women living in poverty, the chief
problem is that opportunities for regular employment, even at low
wages, just don't einst.
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Today's witnesses, in providing a fuller explanation \of these prob-
lems will discuss key areas where public policy has been inadequate.
The kinds of policy changds now lacing considered would ohly make
matters worse. The administration is already irrolved in efforts to
weaken enforcement -of antidiscrimination lawfi, to make further
reductions in already insufficient resources for job training, day care
and other supportive services and to cut spending on welfare by limit;
ing the eligibility of those who work:

Today we are going to be privileged to hear from another bipar-
tisan, bicameral panel of two leaders in the fight for equality, Repre-
sentative Patdcr ia Schroeder of Colorado and Senator Nancy Kasse-
baum of Kansas. After these two initial witnesses. we shall hear from

phnel comsisting of Ray Marshall, the former Secretary of Labial.,

now professor of economics and public affairs at the University of
Texas. Barbara Bergmann, professor of ek onomies at the UniveNity of
Mayland. Nancy Barrea. professor of economics .t American Uni-
versity, Eileen Stein, formerly general counsel to the U.S. Civil ilights
Cominission, and Mary Ellen Verheyden-llilliard, director of the
equitY institute and project director of the Women's Education Equity
Act.

Senator Kassebaum I'm totil, is on her way, and I think she will
arrive momentarily. Meanwhile, I'd like to ask our,. vice chairman,
Senator Jepsen, for bis comments.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JF.PSEN, VICE CHAIRMAN

Senator JF.PSEN. I just want to commend you,/Mr. Chairman, for
having this panel and holding this hearing. A sluggish economy, high
interest rates, and high inflation have been the partial causes of the
increasing number of women who do work outside the home, some-
where over 50 percent at this time. And where we have made, as you
say, great strides and steps, there's still some ground to be, covered
in making sure that, indeed, equal pay for, equal 'work and other
areas of equality are a matter of fact rather than fiction. -

We are all going to be working together on this issue in the coming
months. It is a very firmly subject to address.

I don't have any further comments. I was ,trying to help my dis-
tinguished colleague, Senator Kassebaum. I was stalling for time a
little bit here. (Laughter.]

Representative REuss. I would like to welcome again one of our
finest committee members, Representative Heckler, the gentlelady
from Massachusetts, who I know will want to say that she's here.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE HECItI,ER

Representative HECNT.ER. With pleasure, Mr. Chairman. I want per-
sonally tc thank:, you for calling this hearing, for your continual and
longstanding recognition of the significance of the role of women in
our society, and your support for legislation that advances the causes
of women,and the general concern and sensitivity to the problems that
women have faced. I think that .the very fact that the hearing is being
held is a compliment to you, Mr. Chairman, and to the concern that we
all feel on the subjects of equality and equity and fairness in our
society.
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I loo fors% ard to the testimony. I frankly feel that there has to be
much more public awareness of the problems that women face in tlils
economy. I also feel that there have to be jnore altermltive options for
a z,olut ion offered. We in the Congresswomen's Caucut, of which I am
ti cofounder, and presently share the chair with my colleague, Con-
gresswoman Pat Schroederhave on a b'ipartisan basis sought to
ad% ance the role of women in this society. But frankly, infinitely more
needs to be done--and much of whae we have done remains threatened.

I feel that in many areas we have gained only a first down when we
thought we had won a victory with the 'passage of legislation. So the
reconsideration of prior victories has to be an agenda for congressional
action on a bipartisan basis. The caucus, which now includes many
men, will be working on that kind of an agenda.

I personally look forward to the te,stimony of all the witnesses and
to the solutions that, hopefully, they will advance. The awareness that
is overdue will have to be joined and ligked with an agenda for action,
if we're going to have any effective redfess to the economic inequalities
and inequities that women have felt.

Thank you forplling the hearings. I thank my colleagues from the
committee who tre here and my colleagues from the committhe and
the Congress who have been so helpful on our economic packages this
year.

Representative REuss. Thank you, Congresswoman.
Senator Hawkins, a member of this committee, has 'submitted an

opening statement and it will be placed in the hearing record at this
point.

[The opening stat6ment of Senator Hawkins follows :]

s.



OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOli,,FIANIVIEIN8

I am especially pleased
that this hearing today will concentrate on the

major changes of rdcent years in the economic.status of women. Representative .

statistics demonstrate
tow remarkable the chanVes have been. In the 1970s,

three out of five people
entering the labor force were

womp, and in 1979,

women fflled 1.4 million of the 2:1 million new jobs d'reated. This influx

drove the labor force
participation rate for women to 52 percent, up from

43 percent in 1970, and frdM 35 percent in 1950. 'That means a record number

are now holding positions in the labor market.

Interestingly, beginning in 1980, married women with children were more

likely to be in the )abor
force than those who do not have children. The

unemployment rate for women who maintain families was 10.6 percent in

December 1981, while the unemployment rate for all married women in

December 1981 was 60. So, married women with
children are having a more

difficult time finding work
than women without them.

Evdn though women are
increasingly moving into higher paying professional

and managerial jobs, a large gap remains between
the amounts earned by men

and women, a gap estimated
at 59d on the dollar. And professional improvement

has occur?ed chiefly
in business rather than in nonprofit or government sectors.

.1
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It appears, therefore, that private sector growth--rather than growth In

'governmentis especially important tor women. One reason for the gap is

the nature of jobs now held by women. Data from the National Commission

on Working Women show that 80 percent are tmp1oyed4re in "female" occupations:

secretary, clerical, retail sales der emi-skilled operators rn light

7'..-5manufacturing, or in professionS such as nursing and teaching.

To facilitate women working, indeed to Ad discriminatibn against working

women with children, I believe vie must encourage development of more day-care

centers. I was, therefore, Pleased that the economic Recovery.Act of 1981

included'provisions _increasing the child care tax credit for eligible

individuals. But we also need tax incentives for business to encourage them

to offer child care for employees.

To conclude. With vigorous priivate sector growth and Increased availability

of day-care centers, I believe the economic prospects of women will improve.

While the curebnt recession hurts everyone, viewed from a long-term perspective,

the future for working women looks more promising than it has at many other

times in our history.
z

9
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Representative MN. We're delighted this aftern
mitteo is joined by a number of Representatives wh
work, have shown their dedication to equality, ane I w
come on our side, Representative Lindy Boggs of Now

c-

that our com-
by their life-
Id like to wel-
rleans.

STATEMENT OF HON. CORRINE C. (LINDY) mos (Mnts. Tr Atv.), A

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE SECOND CON-

GRESSIONAL DISTILICT OF THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

Representatrve BOGGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I'm
honored to be here to sit with this prestigious committee, especially to
be with my colleague from Massachusetts; Representative Heckler,
who has been in the forefront of the fight for the economic status of
women, and to think about its impact on family income and well-being.

Tho elimination of economic inequities is long overdue, Mr. Chair-
man. Even 20 years ago it,Was clear that econopic issues were tho most
critical issues facing women. Today rising Inflation has placed de-
mands on womon in their families which were unknown in the past.
This, combined with a history of discrimination, has put overwhelm-
ing pressure on them. Women's need for economic justice has never
been greater.

I commend the Joint Economic dommittee for placing this crucial
issue on its agenda. I thank you very much for gathering the magnif-
leant panel .of witnesses and for hearing my colleagues, Congress-
women Schroeder and Senator Kassebaum, on this.very crucial 3ssue,
and we look forward to sitting in with you and to having continued
hearings on,tho issues of economic importance to women and to make
certain that you're involved in all of the hearings and all of the brief-

. ings that we have that will keep you current with what comes to the
Congresswomen's, Caucus and to our individual attention. vAnd we
thank you' again, you and other members of thecommittee.

P.cpresentative Rxuss. Thank you, Representative Boggs.
We're also delighted to have with us another strong voice for equity,

over tho years, Representative Carl Purcell of Michigan.

STATEMENT OF HON. CARL DUANE PURSELL, A U.S. REPRESENTA-

TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

,Representativ73 Puncma.Thank ybu, Mr. Chairman. I would like
to submit a prepared statement and also congratulate you and particu-
larly the momen in Congress who are, I think, going to lead this fight,
grid I think we're goingto join in that effort. Regardless of admInis-
trations, I think it's important that equal pay and the issues before the
American public be brought out. We hear a great deal of talk on-the
B-1 bomber and tho MX. missile and a lot of issues that men seem W
generate, a lot of agenda and congressional time, and I hope we change
that attitude here with a little sprit of looking to women's issues in
terms of equity on the congressional agenda for the next couple of
years.

ThaRk you.
(The prepared statement of Representative Pursell, together with

attachments, folkiws :]

45
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PORSELL

Mr Chairman, I ass pleased to be accorded this opportunity to present my views

and recommendations regarding the economic status of women. It is my hope that

these hearmgs will be the formal beginning of a truly bipartisan effort in 1982

that wifl result in effectwe legislative actiom before final adjournment of the 97th

Congress.

The dramatic increase in women's participation in the labor force'm recent years

has been one of the.Nalion's most significant economic phenomenon. In the 1950's
A

approximately one-third or the total labor force wal comprised of women. by 1980
,

more women were employed (51.7%) than men. Despite this trend, the call of

"equal pay for equal work" must still be made, along.th that for equal working

conditions and other benefits.

Another serlout concern relates to the particular problems of single heads-of

households. For example, approximately 83% of one parent families are women,

while only 4% of the divorced womentin the U.S. receive alimony and only 2296

have the benefit of child support, even though 90% of: the divorces grant the

women custody, of the children.

Meanwhile, one of the mostsevere forms of econlimic discnminition,results because

our laws fail to attach an economic value to services done by women in the home.

Accorggly, any attempt to study the ecOnomic-status of women must not only

look at the fate -of the so-callel "working women," but also homemakers and other

family members as Well.

As one who voted in th.e Michigan State Senate W ratify the proposed Equal

Rights Amendment (ERA) and here In the U.S. House of Representatives to

C'
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extend 'the ratification period. I have been distressed thai the EltA has nOt yet

become a part of the Constitution. Nevertheless, enactment of the ERA would not

overnight do away with sex discrimination. With or without it, governments at ,

both the state and*federal levels need to make comprehensive analysis of their

statutes and`take action sto ensure that the general concept of equal rights pro-

claimed in the ERA is embodied, in, laws and reguIations dealing with specific

matters affeciing women.

Despite disappomtmentt, there has been progress made in the c4use for equal

rights during the past y-e-a-r-.\ The "Economic Recovery Tax Act" signed into law

' csci

in August reduced the so-called "marriage penalty" and addressed other in-'

equities, including limitations in Individual Retirement Accounts and estale tax '

exemptions.

1981 Saw the first woman appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court and as Am-

bassador to the United Nationg, I was particularly proud to play a role in the

appointment of two.women from my state of Michigan to high government posts --

Loret Ruppe as Director of the Peace Corp and Dr. earolyne Davis as head of the

Health Care Financing Administration.

During the 96th Congress, I held a series of me ings with women in`my Congres-,

sional district to study various legislative proposals directly affecting women and

to secure a consensus on a "Women's Bill of Rights" package of proposals. Subse-

quently,,1 have been working here with member: of the Congresswomen's Caucus

and other colleagues on this concept, Accordingly, I was pleased this past year

with the introduction of the "Economic Equity Act" (H.R.;*3117 and S. 888), which

incorporates a number of the proposals backed by th, women in my District.

-fl

12

cac
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The Economic Eciuity Act (EEA) is one of the most comprehensive econol rights

packages 1eV.er introduced in Congress. It is comprised of 7 titles, encompassing

11 legislative areas, Briefly

Title I affects tax and retirement matters. It would

o allow homemakers to open their own "Individual Retirement Accounts"

ORA5);

o,"reform" private pension laws;

o p.rovide that the standard deduction (zero-bracket amount) for heads

of households be equal to that of 'married couples filing jointly;

o entitle former spouses of militarov members, married 10 or more years,

a pore on of the member'scpublic retirement pension; and

o allow a tax credit to employers for hiring disphced homemakers.

Il would

o allow employers to offer day care services as!i tax free fringe benefit

and mddifying the present tax credit provisions.

Title III would

o elmanate gender-based distinctions in promotion and separation standards

in the armed forces.

Title IV affects agricultural estate tax. It wOuld

o reduce the estate tax for widows who inherit favos, making it easier

to retain family ownel:ship. (Substantial parts of this provision are

in the Economic Redovery Tax Act.)

Title V would

o prohibit discrimination in all types of insurance on the basis of race,

color, religion, sex, or national origin.

3
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Title VI would

o eliminate a number of federal regulations reflecting unequal tceatment

of women and men.

Title VII would

o'prOvide for e study by the Depirtment of Justice of the probleies of

enforcing alimony and child supzort payments.

Needless to say, the EEA is not the total answer. However, it appears to be the

most workable and effective vehicle presently available for meaningful legislative

action toward the goal of eliminating sex discrimination. Accordingly, I would

like to urge my colleagues to Join me ina cosponsoring H.R. 3117 and in urging

prompt and serious consideration of it by both Houses of Congress.

In addition, I wou/d like to take this opportunity to formally submit for the

official record those Other "consensus proposals" backed at the study sessions in

my District. J ask unanimous consent that they be printed in the record at this

point.

Furthermore; I would like to make special reference to one of those proposals,

which I have introduced as a separate bill (H.R. 5234) -- "Tax Averaging Equity

Act." This measure was not only endorsed, but actually created, by a task force

in My District. This legislation is aimed primarily at those women who have been

career homemakers and are displaced from their family role without any source of

financial security because of divorce or the death of their'spouse.. In essence,

H.R. 5234 would allow,qualified
indiviiluals to disregard the income of a former

spouee in the computation of base period income foilincome averaging purposes

and figure their tax liabilitylon their sign income only.

I 4 .
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In conclusicin, the goal of these efforts, the ERA EEA, and the "Women's Bill of

Rights", is to provide the women of our society economic and political equality.

Such a goal is not only lust, but pragmatic. Until equality is achieved, we as a

Feople will continiie to be deprived of valuable contributions women have to make.

All too often, much of the hard work, talent and brainpower of women is forsaken,

It is in our country's best inteFest to tap that natural resource to the greatest

degree possible.

1 5-
4
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97T0 CONGRESS I-I R. 22171ST SESSION
,.

..
To amend section 1304 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 relatiq to income

tax returns of marriedindividuals..

IN THE HOUSE OF RPPRESENTATIVES
FEBRUARY 26, 1981

Mr. PURSELL (for himself, Mr. TRAXLER, Mr. PANETTA, Mr. LAOOMARSINO,

and Mr. STOKES), introduced the following billi which was referred to the
Committee on Ways and Means ,

A BILL
To amend section 1304 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

relating to income tax returns of married individuals.
..

1 Be it enacted by the Senate aial House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SHORT TITLE

4 SECTION 1. This Act`may be cited as the "Tax Averag-

5 ing Equity Act". .

6 PURPOSE

7 SEC. 2. That (a) subsection (c) of section 1304 of the

8 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to failure of certain

9 married individuals to make joint return, etc.) is amended by

16

,
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2

1 redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph (5) and inserting

2 after paragraph (3) the following new ptergraph:

3 "(4) INCOME AND DEDUCTIONS OF FORMER

4 SPOUSES OF CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS NOi` TAKEN INTO

5 ACCOUNT.

6 "(A),IN GENERAL.7411 the case Of-

7 "(i) any qualified individual who is not

8 married for the computation year but who

9 was married for any base period year, or

10 "(ii) any qualified individual-

11 "(I) who is married for the compu-
,

12 tation year, and

13 "(II) who was married to any

other spouse for any base period year,

15 the liase period income of such individual for any

16 base period year shall be determined without

17 regard to paragraph (2).

18 "(B) QUALIFIED INDIVIDUAL DEFINED.

19 For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'qualified

20 individual' means any individual the base period

21 income of whom (determined without regard to

22 paragraph (2)) for any base period year is not

23 more than 85 percent of the base period income

which would result from combining his income

25 : and deductions for such year-

95-266 0 62 2
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3

"(i) with the income and deductions for

such year of the individual who is his spouse

for the computation year, or

4 "(ii) if greater, with the income and de-

5 ductions for such year of the individual who

6 was his spouse for stich base period ydar.".

7 (b) Paragraph (2) of section 1364(c) of the Internal ReV.-

8 enue Code of 1954 (relating to minimum base period incOnr)

9' is amended by striking out "For purposes of this part," and

10 inserting in lieu thereof "Except as provided in paragrapt

11

12

13

14

(4), for purposes of this part,".

SEc. 3. The amendments made by the-second section of

this Act shall apply to computation years ending after the

date of the enactment of this Act, and to 'base period years

applicable to such computation years.

0

14_
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"Womens' Bill pf Rights"

Permit an individual to simultaneously -receive both an
old-age or disability insurance benefit, as well as a widow's
or widower's insurance benefit. .
Carry out the recommendations of the Presidential Task
Force on Womens' Flights and Responsibilities by amending
the IRS, Social Security,'CiVil Rights and Defense laws
to alleviate discrimination based on sex.

Remove "economic profitability" as a factor upon which
employers can base a wage'differential between employees.

,
Allow two-earner couples the option of filing their income
tax as if they were single. (This proposal was somewhat
satisfied in the "Economic Recovery Tax Act.")

..
Allow homemakers to open their own "Individual retirement
Accounts" (IRAs).

. -
P:ovide that seniority systems that perpetuate the effects
of past discrimination shall not be exempt from the prohib-
ition against unlawful employment practices. (This measure
is aimed at Congressional employees.) .

Allows a tax crepit to employers for hiring displaced home-
makers. ,

"Nondiscriminstion iti Insurance Act",
Entitle former spouses of military members, married 10 or
more years, a portion of the member's retirement pay.

4
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Repiesentative REuss. Representative Richmond of New York,,a
valued member of the committee. Please proceed, Congressman.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE RICHMOND

Representative RICHMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't usual-
ly make opening, remarks but it occurs to me how singularly impor-
tant these hearings are, because this Nation is fazed with a two-class
soOety. Wo have 40 million people, 20 million people who live below
the poverty level, 20 inillion people who live at the poverty level, and
then the rest are middle-class people who are enjoying the great Amer-
ican life. I think the conservative Reagan administration ought to pay
a littlo attention to those 40 million people, most of whom are either
women or children. as we all' know; and realize that if we could help
these 40 million people to become equally productive, taxpaying, edu-
cated, healthy individuals, we would resolve one of the largest single
problems our nation has today.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I do want to congratulate you on hav-
ing these hearings, because any_thing we could do to bring to the fore
the problems of women in fre United States, I think will undoubtedly
help the'whole American economy. Thank you.

Representative REUSS. Thank you.
Representative Bill Green, my old friend iroin New York. Please

proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. S. WILLIAM GREEN, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE 18TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK

Representative GREEN. Thank Pou, Mr. Chairman. You see I couldn't
stay away, even though you left the Banking Committee and I left it
the same tithe as you left.

I do want to thank you very much for your thoughtfulness in per-,
miffing Members of the. House who are not members of the Joint
Economic Committee, but who are very concerned with the issues that
you're covering today, to participate in these hearings. I think the
charts that you have here spell out the problem, and we should take
time to see what the committee has already assembled by way of data.
We made some progress last year on the tax bill, MR, 4242, but we
still have a long, long way to go, and I commend you for continuing
to focus public attention on this issue.

Representative REuss. Representative Barney Frank from Massa-
ch usetts

Well, the Queen's mel.senger has arrived, and we thank pu. We
filled tho interim very 3411.

Con cfresswoman Schroeder, would you kindly proceed,

STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICIA SCHROEDER, A U.S. REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF COLORADO

Representative SCHROEDER. Thank you very much. I must say, after
all the wonderful, opening statements, I feel like I'm talking to the

20
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chair, but I know Margard, Lindy, and I, as well as Senator Ka..453-

baum, are especially thrilled to have this great opportunity to bring

this in front of. the Joint Economic Committee, because it has been
something Congresswomen have heen working on for a very long time

and sometimes we feel like we talk to ourselves. So it's wonderful tc:

see how well-briefed all of you already are and how-Ve can all work
together in a coalition to make this a little better.

Mr. Chairman, I was sitting here listening to all of this, I was think-
eAng, "Now what am I goilig to tell the choir? I've got the same facts
ilia they've heard from the panel and that, they probably already
know." And it, suddenly dawned on meI'Ve been reading a book of
14 Mr. C4.rinan, that I'd like Wshare with all of you, because I
thuik there's some great irony that we're talking about the same issues
90 years later. If you go back to 1892, there was the 400th 4mniversary

of Columbus' founding of America going on hi Chicago. I know Con-

gresswoman Heckler will love this, because this sounds like today. The

first thing ,that happened is, sonic women showed up and were very
angry that they didn't kut Queen Isabella in there too, because she had

.paid for it ; right? [Laughter.]
The nest thing that happened was the men got very angry and said,

"That's it. Yon know we didn't have any women at the centennial. We

are going to let you.into this, but if you're going to be that way, forget

it."
Well, there were the women, and they didn't know what to do.

They'd just been liut out. They found a woman named Mrs. Palmer,
and if you've been- to Chicago, you all know Palmer House,. that hap-
pens to be the same Palmer. And Mrs. Palmer was a heavy in Chicago.

And she headed up the women's group and they put together some very
radical things. They put together a women's exhibit hall, done by a

wyman architect, but they went two steps further. It was almost too
much for everyone in the city. They put in a day-care center.

Well, there were editorials that people were going to bring their

children, leave them there and never come back. [Laughter.]
It was like they all knew women couldn't wait to get rid of their

kids. And here was going to be the city of Chicago with all these
foundlings left, because these radical women had done this. They put
in a worldng women's dormitory for 50 cents a night, so working

women could come. Well, I want to tell you, 90 years ago working

Women were considered different kinds of women, and not necessarily

the kind you'd want to encourage, and the men weren't too pleased

about that.
Interestingly enough, these women under Mrs. Palmer's guidance

made money on their exhibition. It was one of the few that did. But
the great, part isif I could have been a fly on the wall at some his-

torical moment in the United States, this is one of the times I would

have wanted to be onNthat the then-President of the United States,
Grover 0,1eveland, came to cut the ribbon and open the exhibition, arid

wo all remember him from our school boob. He was rather a formida-
ble man and didn't make an opening statement quite like this illus-

trious panel. Ho instead made some comnients about the women being

there, and how it really wasn't his idea. This may not be the best idea

America had ever come up with, but nevertheless he consented to come

and cut the ribbon.
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The next speaker on the agenda was Mrs. Palmer, and Mrs. Palmer,
who had to have hn incredible amount of guts, stood,up and Said,

Mr. President, thank you for your comments. They were interesting. I just
want to ask you some questions, since you are such (I romanticist and do not
approve of working women, I have done a lot of research and want to know
what you romanticists would like to do about working women?

She said, No. 1, her statistiesjD 1892 in America were that 75
percent of the women were working because they did not have a nice
secure family to retreat to. It wasn t because they were tired of eating
bon bons. She went on and said:

I have done a lot of research. Other countries handle it in different ways. In
some countries they allow husbands such as thine, whp are terribly wealthy,
to take in as many wives as they can. That solvesIt-In other countries they
control the number of baby girls. Excess baby girls are kind of done away with.
In other countries they have this wonderful nostalgic thing of burning the widow
at the husband's funeral.

I mean, she really went on in this heavy thing. I can only imagine
what Grover Cleveland must have looked like, as this audacious
young woman was standing there giving him a lecture. And she was
saying:

I think you really ought to join us In training women and helping women. IVs
not that they want to be there, but we really don't like the "roinautic solutions"
of other countries, and let's deal with the real world.

I guess the irony of all that is, I was reading that, and I looked at
today and looked at my Lestimony, and it's now 90 years later, and
we're still saying the same thing.

They diddit leave any babies there. The wometii all came back and
got them. They liked them. They took them to the day-care center;
they came to pick them up. The working women did ayood job and
so forth.

We are still talking about the fact that women are in poverty,
women are still making the same amount of money. We still hear
people saying that women going to work is what destroys the family.
Hey, all the surveys shop that women are going to work to hold the
family togethey, to make family life better, to make their children's
life better. It's just really the reverse.

And. my testimony is geared toward that. I should probably go
through it all, but you're going to hear it from everybody else. It's
statistics, statistics, statistics. The statistics aren't reallyany different
than in Mrs. Palmer's time.'

I am so delighted that we novi have educated men and women up
talking about this openly. Let's hope we.can take it and Move it so
that 90 years from now we don't have somebody going through the
same thing all over again. People work because they want_ a better
life, and if you deny equal economic.status to women, you are dgnying
the quality of life to their family, their children and their future.
Itikaust that simple, and that's what it's all about. So I will.put it in
tho "ecord and be quiet, and say how honored I am to have Senator
IC sebaum and my colleagues with me.

he prepared statement of Representative Schroeder follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SCHROEDER

I am pleased that the Joint Econocec Committee is holding hearings on the

economic status of women and its effect on fanily income.

The relationship between women's economic status and the family economic

status.becomes clearer when one looks 'at how the traditional structure of

the family hag changed in the nast twenty years:

." The typical one-earner hOuisehold declined to 251

of all housenlIds from 43%.

w* Tpe labor force participation rate of married wonen

ilmped to 48% of all married women, melting two earner households the

mort common household today.'

** The number of children with mothers In the work f.;ree

(3( million) surpassed tho number of children with mothers at 'hone

(27.5 million).

" The number of female-headed households has douhled

'Ito IR million from 9 million.

Discussions of the familv's economic status generally ignore its relationship

to women's economic status. The oversight perplexes me. Trend? such as

the ones I have Just cited, show that the primary reason women are
0.

entering the labor force in such unprecede,ted numbers is to maintain

their family's standard of living in the face of high inflation rates and

soaring inrierest rates.

2 3
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Working women and working mothers are stereotyped ae luxury earneis.

But women work to live, not live it Up. Their contribution to the

family bank account is crucial.

In over 20% ortwoearner families, working women raise family income above

the poverty level: An twoearner families, women's income means -the

difference as to whether the children will go to college, whether the

family will be able to buy a house, or whet4r the family will be agle

to support'an elderly parent. In female single heads of households,

where women's income is the sole source of support, the income mtans

the difference of whether the familv will be ahle to meet its most basic

needs: groceries, rent, health care.

Because Oomen's income provides the crucinl margin of difference for many

families, women's income is directly related to familv income. When

women are at an economic disadvantace in the lahor force, families are

at an economic disadvlare.

I can't emphasize enough that women work out of economic necessity. "There

Is A myth floating around that employment weakens women's commitment

to the family. These peopl,. any that granting women equal economic rights

heralds* the breakup of the family. This myth frequently surfaces during

the debate on the Equal Rights Amendmentond here in Congress, ns a premise

for legislation that seeks to protect the family.

Women work because of their commitment to their families. They don't

want to disrupt the family, but to solidify it. If we are really concerned

about the survival o: the family unit, wc v./pi look for policies, suchD.

as those that improve women's economic status, that'allow families to
t

become economic/Illy stable.

24
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A society that places so much value on the family and.its well beine

must also.be concerned with how women fare in the labor mariZet.

America today, however, a litany of facts prove that this isn't o:

**Women's equal economic rights are not guaranteed in the U.S.

Constitution.

**Women earn 59 cents for eveiy dollar men earn.

**The median income for women with a collepe education is less

than'that of men who have a hiph school education.

,
** 502 .of all employed women can be found in just 4 occupations:

clerk, saleswoman, teacher and registered nuts.. All of these are traditional

female occupatelons.

**Women Are underrepresented as managers,
comprising only 25% of

all managers.

**Half of women.over age 65 and living alone have less than $1,000

in savings. ^

**Only 9: of women aver 65 receive corporate pension!.

**Only 40q women, /Optic 5%, are managers.in the top 50 industrial

companies. -
**None ofthe chief executive officers in the top 50 industrial

companies are women.

It doesn't help women that public policy does not see women's needs as

workers integrated with their.needs as mothers: Ironically, motherhood,

the institution that ties women to the family, festricts women's efforts

,in-.the labor force to provide for the family. In many ways, it is ,compaiable

to how prOtective laws hampered women's participaision in the workforce.

This is apparent in women'i employment
patterns.. Women interrupt their

work years to raise faidlies. Thit's fine and our socieiy encourages it.

gut when the children grow up and mother wants to reenter the workforce,

she can only find a low paying job, if she can find one at all. The .

honor she has bf being a mother does not pay the rent. There Is very

little educ:t.tion and training available to her to take a skilled job.

She has to pay for the unusual
employment pattern in her old age, when

she receives an inadequate retirement income.
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Public policy has also ,been slow to recognize the new and diverse family
.t

structures resultillf frpm women's Tjrticitation in the labor force. .

Programs and.policy in the UnAed States.are based on the premise that

the family is,a static ilnit where the father 1.iorks while the mother stays

A

at home. But that static approach is irrelevant fo 757, of all American

families.

Policy must take into account the fluid nature of the family. The fa'milv

structures I mentioned earlier are stages of eve; American' family. Take

'.

ts-A.. following example. A one-earner fimiy through-economic necessity

may become a two-earne'r family. Then,,through divorce or death, the

sane family becomes-a Single head of household. That'same slimily can

change again and through remarriage, become a one-earner family. As the

'structure of this family changes, so"do the type and number of 'support

services it needs and appropriate policy responses. Yet our public

policy continuea to be geared to the one stnge of one-earner families.'

Women are continuing to flock to the labor market, despite a biased

public policy and inequities in the labor force. The current economic

condition and the future economic forecast indicate that this is a major

and irreversible economic teend.

Acknowledgipg the permanent entrance of women in the labor force, co6orations

such as General /ills, and organizations such as the American Association

o University Women, have been studying the 11Zonomic relationship between

women, rk, and families. I applaud the Joint Economic Committee for also

focusing o thisissue and would encourage you to further look into how

various policies effect the ecopomic survival of families.
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Representative REUSS. Your picture is worth 1,000 words. We're
glad to have it.

Senator Kassebaum, we're honored to have you here.

STATEMENT OF HON. NANCY L. KASSEBAUM, A U.S. SENATOR FRof

THE STATE OF KANSAS

Senator 1CAssEnAum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a real pleasure
to be able to appear before the Joint Economic Committee. I know
that you, as a past distinguished chairman of the Banking Committee,
are very sensitive to the economic inequities that have faced women.

I would also like to commend Senator Jepson, since he is here today,
for the initiative that lie has taken in introducing legislation for retire-
ment benefits for divorced military spouses. This has been a fight in
which Congresswomen Schroeder, Heckler, and Boggs have long been
involved, but I am appreciative of the hearings that you have held in
the Senate Armed Services Committee. It is an important piece of
legislation.

The Women's Economic Equity Act is a very complex and broad
piece of legislation, but I think that one of the positive first steps is
the fact that this committee is undertaking a review of the subject,
which I feel is central to full equality for women.

A focus on economic concerns is particularly important at this time.
We are all very conscious of these considerations today. It is important
not only from the standpoint that national attention has centered
around aggregate economic matters, presenting an opportunity to
address spacial problems faced by women concurrently with more gen-
eral efforts to improve the economy, but also because the most severe
problems faced by women today are economic in nature.

When we speak of the financial plight of older individuals, we are
speaking for the most part about women. When we speak of the grow-
ing povirty among single heads of households, we are again referring
largely to women. 'When we discuss the increasing inability of individ-
uals concentrated in low-paying, nonmobile occupations to make ends
meet, we find once again women are disproportionately represented.
- In dealing with these problems, we must not lose sight of the fact
that men have as great a stake as women in finding equitable solutions.

Over the years Congress has made substantial progress toward elimi-
nating provisions of the law which overtly discriminate against
women, and certainly the three Congresswomen today have been in
the forefront of many of those battles. I have been a follower into
those battles, but really think due recognition should be paid to those
who were on the barricades early.

GOVERNMENT POLICY OFTEN DISCRIMINATORY AGAINST -;(;):11MEN

Wa are now at the point where we must examine provisions of the
law which have he practical effect of treating women inequitably.
We are only just beginning to realize that many laws which are gender-
neutral on their face have in fact a disproportionate impact on women.
Although I will direct my remarks today largely on government
policies which have lagged behind societal change, I do want to men-
tion that government is not the only place where changb must occur.
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Government policy -must work in conjunction with individual and
private sector forces, if we are to realize our goals.

Many of the economic problems which women face today are mani-
festations of the laghetween changing circumstances and public policy
in its broadest sense. At one time, not all that long ago, it was reason-
ably safe to assume the family unit would be comprised of a bread-
winning husband and a homemaker wife in a life-long marriage. It
was also reasonable to assume that couple's Would assume the greatest
portion of their later years together, given the fact that about 56 years
ago there were about equal numbers of older males and feinaTes.

OVer the past several years a number of things have happened which
challenged these assumptions for a substantial part of our population.
I think these figures are figures with which or eiyone isfainiliar, andso
I am not going to go into all of them. One which is,1 tllink, a particu-
larly significant factor is that the number kwoinen in the labor force
has nioie than doubled since 1950. lii 1980, 60 percent of women 16
to 61 were working in paid employment.

Although the trends are apparent, policies dealing with work and
retirement have been slow to respond to them. Public and private pen-
sion programs, for example, still are better suited to the traditional
work patterns of men than women. Under the Employee Retirement.
Income Security Act, ERISA, a private pension plan need not allow
an employee to participate until that employee reaches the age of 25.
It also penalizes workers who do not remain with the same employer
o ei must of their v urking lifetime, or who expel ience breaks in service
with an employei. On their face these requirements are not discrimina-
tory, yet women are at a clear disadvantage in all of these areas. As
a rule they begin to work at younger acrbes. than men, switch employers
more frequently, and leave the work force for some period of time in
childbearing years.

In our,social security system many married women who have worked
and paid social security payroll taxes for several years find that they
receive no more in benefits than they wouldjlave received, had they
never contributed to the s.ystem. In addition, it is currently possible,
under both ERISA. and CAN il service retirement,- for a worker to elect
not to take a joint or survivor annuity option without any notifica-
tion to the spouse. that such an election was made. One can easily
imagine the desperation felt by a widowed homemaker who discovers
only upon her husband's death that she will not receive the retirement
benefits she had expected.

The rapid increase in the divorce rate had a decidedly negative im-
pact on women. Although a great deal has been done to recognize the
economic contribution made to a marriage, thgre are,still instances in
which a divorced spouse is left without any pension, protection irre-
spective of the length of the marriage. Most notably, military spouses
are not entitled to any share in military pensions as part of a divorce
settlement.

'As decreasing numbers of women remain in the home. we are finally
seeing true recognition of the economic value of homemaking. Yet,
such recognition is slow to translate into dollars and cents or count-
able experience in the event that a homemaker needs an outside source
of income. As more women enter the workforce out of economic nece3-
sity, salary discrepancies between jobs traditionally held by women

28
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and those traditionally held by men become an even more glaring
problem. In addition, as the numbers Qf, two-earner couples and single
heads of household increase, there is ti need to examine current pat-

terns of work to accommodate business and family concerns.
As women assume greater economic responsibility within thetamily,

mon must assume greater responsibility for other aspects of that life.

To an extent, government policies can influence marketplace decisions

in this area. For example, the tax bill enacted last year provides incen-

tives for employment to offer day care services for their employees,
and we have come a long way from the illustration that you gave, Con-
pesswoman Schroeder. The Government has conducted experiments
in flexible work schedules among Federal employees which can serve

as a model to private businesses.
The culmination of all these problems can be seen in older women,

who as a group are among the very poorest in our society. After a life-
time of caring for both the young; and the old in our society, today's
older woman more often than not finds herself alone in her later years.
Fully two-thirds of married women can expect to spend their last 18
years as widows. The average widow receives approximately $12,000 in

death benefits from her huSband. Over half of all widows use up all
available insurance benefits within 13 months. Thus. an older woman
alone becomes one of the growing number of women for whom our as-
sumptions no longer fit.

Clearly there is a great deal to be done toward improving the eco-
nomic status of women. Asa cosponsor of the Economic Equity Act, a
package of legislative steps deiigned to address many of the problems
I have mentioned, I am committed to the revision of public policies
which impede development of effective solutions. The work ahead will
be tho search for an appropriate balance among a set of competing
demands.

While recognizing that old assumptions do not fit current realitks in
a growing number of instances, we must also recognize that these as-

sumptions do apply to another substantial segment of our population
One of the strengths of the Economic Equity Act is that it recognizes
the diversity of cirpumst.inces in which women 'rid themselves. We
must take a multifaceted view of the role of women at work and in the

homes if we are to achieve our goals.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We appreciat,e the oppor-

tunity to be here.
[The prepared statement of Senator Kassebaum follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR KASSEBAUM

Mr. Chairman, I welcoine this opportunity to address the Joint Economic Com-
mittee on the econceic status of women. I comnend the committee for undertaking
this review of a subjei't I feel is central to full equality for women.

A focus on ecommlic concerns is particularly important at this time. lt,is
importantloot only from the standpoint that national attention has centered around
aggregate economic metters--presenting an opportunity to address special problems
faced by women toncurrently with more general efforts to improve the economy- -but
also because the most severe problems.faced by women today are economic in nature.
When ue speak of the.financial plight of older individuals, we are.spmeking for the
most part about women. When re speak of the growing poverty among-single heads of
households, ue are again referring largely to %omen. When we discuss the increasing
inability of individuals concentrated in low-paying, non-mobile occupations to make
ends meet, ue find once again women are disproportionately represented. In dealing
with all these problems, we must not lose sight of the fact that men have as great
a stake as women in finding equitable solutions.

Over the years, Congress has made substantial progress toloard eliminating pro-
visions of the law which overtly discriminate against women. W8 are now at the point
where we must examine provisions of the law which have the practical effect of treating
uonen inequitably. We are only Just beginning to realize that many laws which are
gender:neutral on their face have, in fact, a disproportionate impact on women.
Although I will direct my remarks today largely on government policies which have
lagged behind societal change, I do want to mention that government is not the only
place where change must occur. Government policy must work in conjunction with
individual and private sector forces if we are to realize our goals.

Many of the economic problems which women face today are manifestations of the
lag between changing circumstances and public policy in its broadest sense. At one
timenot all that long ago- -it was reasonably safe to assume the family unit would
be comprised of a bread-winning husband and a homemaker wife in a life-long marriage.
It was also reasonable to assume that couples would spend the greatest portion of
their later years together, given the fact that less than 50 years ago there were
about equal numbers of older males and females. Over the past several years--as
Congresswoman Schroeder hat noted in her testimony--a number of 'tbings have happened
which challenge these assumptions for a substantial part of our pdOulation.

Without repeating Pat's testimony, I want to highlight three trends which have a
dr-matic impact on women:

--The number of women in the labor force has more than doubled since 1950.
In 1980, 60% of women 16 to 64 were working in paid employment%

--Currently, 595 of individuals age 65 and over are women; at the oldest
ages, women outnumber men 2 to I.

--In 1940, one in every seven marriages ended in divorce. Unfortunate as it
may be, today the marriages of one in three women age 26 to 40 are expected
to end in divorce.
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Although the trends are apparent, polfcfes dealing wfth work and retirement
have been slow to respond to them. Public and private pension programs, for example,

still are better suited to the traditional work patterns of men than of women. Under

the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ER1SA), a private pension plan need not
tllow an employee to participate until that employee reaches age 25. It also penalizes
workers who do not remain with the same employer over nast of their working lifetimes
or who experience breaks in service with an employer: On their face, these require-

ments are not discriminatory. Yet, women are at a clear disadvantage in all of these
1 areas. 'As a rule, they begin work at younger ages than men, switch employers more
frequently, and leave the workforce for some period of time for child-tearing. The

highest labor force participation rate among homen occur? among those fn the 26 to 24

age bracket. In 1978, 68.3: of the women in this age group worked in paid employment,
and this fioure is expectol tn rourh mmr 7K% within the next five years.

In our Social Security system, many married women who have worked and paid
social security payroll taxes for several years find that they receive no more in
benefits than they would have received had they never contributed to the !astern.

In addition, it is currently possible under both ER1SA and Civil Service retire-
ment for 6 worker to elect not to take a joint and survivor annuity option without
any notification to the spouse that such an election was made. One can eatily imagine

the desperation felt by a widowed homemaker who,discovers only upon her husband's
death that she will not receive the retirement benefits she had expected.

;I

The rapid increase in the divorce rate has a decidbdly negative impact on womek.
Althougb a great deal has_been_done_to_recognize upon divorce the_economic-contribu-
tions which a woman makes to a marriage, there are still instances in which a divorced
spouse is left without any pension protection--irrespective of the length of the

marriage. Most notably, military spouses are not ant1,5,ed to any sgare of a military

pension as part of a divorce settlement.
bo

Younger women, who generally receive custody over minor children, also ex-

perience financial problems wen divorce. As a rule, child support payments are
quite small and even non-existent in a substantial percehtagm of cases.

A paraliel trend, explained in palq by the increase tg the incidence of divorce,
Si

is the growth in the number of female-headed households. Between 1970 and 19 7, the

number of such households increased by 35%. In 1977, households headed blwomen con-

stituted approximately 47% of all poor families. These figures offer a 1ear challenge

to the'assumption that only men are bread-winners and that women work on y for "extras."

Even In cases where the family is composed of doo.wage earners, economic necessity is
the primary reason that women.work outside the haw:

The influx of women into the paid work force raises a number of issues.
As decreasing numbers of women remain in the home, we are finally seeing trae recog-

nition of the economic value of homemaking. Yet, such recognition is slow to translate

into dollars and cents,or countable experience in the event that a homemaker needs an'

outside source of income. As more women enter the work Yorce out of economic necessity,
salary discrepancies between jobs traditionally held' by women and those traditionally

held by men become ap even more glaring problem. In addition, as the ntmber of twv-

earner couples and single heads of households increase. \there is a need to examine

current.patterns of work to accommodate business and family concerns. As women assume

greater economic responsibility 41thin the family, men mustassure greater respon-

sibility for other aspects,of family life.
Ss
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To an extente government policies can influence marketplace decisions in these
areas. For example, the taL bill enacted last year provides incentives for employers
to offer day care services to their employees. The government has conducted experi-,
ments in flexible work schedules among federal employees which can serve as a model
to private businesses.

The culmination of all these problmas can be seen in older women, who as a
group are among the very poorest in our society. After a lifetime of caring for both
the young and the old of our society, today's older woman more often than not finds
herself alone in her later years. Fully two-thirds ot married women can expect to
spend their last 18 years as widows. The average widow receives approximately $12,000
in death benefits from her husband. Over half of all widows use up all available in-
surance benefits 4thin 18 months. 'Thus, an older women alone becomes one of a growing
number of women for whom our assumptions DO longer fit.

The U.S. population as a whole is growing older, with the most rapid growth
occurriag amolg women in the 65 or older age group. If we do not begin now to prepare
for the challthges which will be presented by demographic changes, we will continue
to find that a lifetime of low wages and inadequate pension protection translates
into a bleak economic picture for older women.

A

Clearly, there is a great deal to be dont towards 'improving the economic status
of women. As a cosponsor of the Economic Equity Acta package of legislative steps
designed to address many of the problems I have mentioned --I am committed to the re-
vision of public policies which impede development of effective solutioni.

The work ahead will be the search for an appropriate balance amoh a set of
competing demands. While recognizing that old assumptions do not fit current realiti $
in a growing number of in tances, we must also recognize that these assumptions do
apply to another substa lal segment of our population. One of the strengths of the
Economic Equity Act is hat it recognizes the diversity of circumstances in which
women find themselves. We must take a multi-faceted view of the role of women at
work and in thibpde if are ts achieve our gulls.

-4
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Representative REUSS. Thank you both for a remarkable contribu-
tion to this comMittee.

RECESSION AND HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT PARTICULARLY TROUBLESOME FOR

FAMILY LIFE

In your testitmony each of you made the point that women have a
particularly hard timo when there is recession and high unemploy-
ment, such as the Nation is now undergoing, and therefore the fight
against unemployment ought to be redoubled. I thoroughly agree.
.Would you not agree also that there is involved here not just an

economic but a social and a psychological point; unemployment in the
onii who is 'unemployed tends to bring out the worst that is in all of
us. As unemployment increases, increasingly you hear comments to
the effect of "a woman is taking my job," or "a black is taking my job,"
or "a Hispanic is taking my job," or a younger person or an older
person or whatever is taking my job. Would you Mit agree, therefore
itiTWask each one-ofyou-to-respondthat_thisinevitably sour
human attitude is going to be with us and the best way to dbal with
it is to do something meaningful about the general economic situation?

Representative SCHROEDER. Certainly I would agree. I think there
are a lot of problems. We have seen the studies showing that whileut-
employment is on the rise there is a higher instance of domestic abuse,
child abuse, all sorts of pressures psychologically that impact on the
family. We know that there is a lot of trauma if the husband is out of
work and the wife can find some kind of work but it's very menial.
That's a real strain. Any of those combinations are a real, rear strain
at that time, and so I think there have been so many studies showing
the connection between what .happens to family life.when a family
gets caught in the unemployment or the down cycle that you don't
need to document them all. But they are very serious, add I think
that's one of the reasons we should make it very clear that we are
committed to getting the economy moiring, because that is really the
best thing you could do. It's the best medicine for family life in
America.

ena AMEBAE*. I would certainly concur with that, Mr. Chair-
man. I l ink, as I mentioned, the figures that show the tremendous
increa. in the. number of women in the work fOrce havsignificantly
change patterns. The demographic patterns that show a significant
growth n the older population versus the younger ay also a significant
issue recognize when we talk about the overall economic picture.
Agai women will largely be affected.

0 courseot is hard for us to talk even about some of these issues in
the- Economic Equity Act at this point because the economy is so slow.
On the other hand, we cannot neglect to begin to study hokv we can
addresa these problems. In particular, we need to be looking at pen-
sion policy and other areas where there has already been a considerable
amount of study d. . t is iihriOrtant to move -ahead In some way
because it is going tsi be a rduous task.

Representative REuss. T a ou. I'm delighted at the very fine at-
tendance here this afterdoon, an I'm sorry that I see a number of
citizens and taxpayers who are ving to stand. We have somo extra
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, scats here, and you're an invited if you want to, to come and occupy
thenLany time.

Representative Heckler.
Reptesentative HECKLER. I'd li1-16-tbi crratulate both witnesses on

their as-always excellent testimony. I h worked closely with Con-
gresswoman Schroeder for some time an now of her commitment.
:And I want to say it's a particular asset for the Congresswomen's
Caucus 'to have such a strong ally and member of the caucus in the
other body, and we very much appreciate your strong support;Senator
Kassebaum.

ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE

One question I would like ro raise is this question of the economic
returnb to women derived from marriage. I understand the statistics
indicate that there 4as been a substantial decline in this, and that this
has fukther compli6ted the economic problems that \Omen face today.
Would either oflJoth of you like to address that?

Representative SCHROEDER. You said the economic consequences of
marriage?

Ro.prentative HECKLER. Yes. I was thinking of alimony, actually.
41're,sentative SCHROEDER. I think it is one of the great tragedies,

and you know Congresswoman Heckler, because you helpecl.,,us with it.
If you look at the census and how they, used to collect data,11,y is a
checkoff for any kind of income you can tbink offarm incbme, m

boials. and all t his. But alimony and child support were dr. Ted
from that in ihe 1920's. and we really have not collected data since
then. So there is the myth that all wQmen are "being taken care of" and A
so the only reasoh that any woman Nli'ould work is bechuse she's bored.

If you look at the statistics that have been co lected, which are not as
thorough as we would like, you would find th t attitude just doesii't
meet, the criteria; that probably 90 percent of t w women pi America
will have to work at some time for any number of reasons.-But, I have
always felt that ehe great American institution that no politician talks
about on the 4th of July is the young woman who is 25 who has two or
three children and a di rce, doesn't have the job skills she needed be-
cause she was told-if sl lust had her Mrs. degree and knew how to deal
with ring around tlie co ,43he'd be all right. She has her divorce. She
may have $50 a month ch support that she may or may not collect
because it usually costs her more to collect thrui it's worth. She prob-
ably doesn't, have any alimony because very few(courts give alimony
anymore and she has her whole life in front of ner. And that has be-
come an American institution which we have exported all over the
world. ,

It's not something we're very proud of and we don't deal with it.
We still talk like all of America is a Norman Rockwell painting, and it
isn't. I mean, the charts show it, the figures show it, real life shows it,
but.we just haven't had public policy deal vitliit. It's stin written in
1932 terms and in Norman Rockwell oils. We just have not malt with
thet.*So the alimony and child support payments are 'very, very low
and very, very few ever get alimony. I think it's 4 percent what they
estimate nationwide.

34
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Senator KASSEBAUM. I don't know that I would have anything
further to add. Many women now have to be in the work force because
of the inflationary cycle that we have been experiencing for a con-
siderable period of time.

As illustrated by the fact that two-income families hleve become the
norm rather than the exception, two p

iay
checks have become a neces-

sity for many families to keep up with nflation.
Representative HECKLER. Mr. Chairman, the questions are endless

and we have many superb witnesses, but 1 can't imagine two that could
exceed the quality of the presentation made today by both of you.

Representative SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, we don't always wear
tho same color. We just want you to know, as cochairs, it just happened.
[Laughter.]

Representative REuss. Representative Richmond.
Representative RICHMOND. Thank you.

FEDERALLY FUNDED JOB TRAINING AND CHILD DAY CARE PROGRAMS

Senator Kassebaum, I heard your remarks with great sympathy.
And I know you care about the economic status of women or you
wouldiPt be here this afternoon. Yet, your administration has done as
much to hurt the economic status of women this last year as I have
seen in theI years that I have been in Congress.

You have cut back job training. We know that there is no way to
take that woman on welfare out of her tenement and get her a job at
the Metropolitan Life Insurance C . where they do need file clerks and
thev do not need clerical people vit lout giving her some job training.

But your administration hfs cut back job training by 50 percent.
And the other thing we know and these are given facts, and there's no
point in my discussing the,M with Congresswoman Schroeder because
the ,Congresswoman and can takk about this on the floor of the Hous&
almost on a daily basisthe other face is that without a national day-
care program, there is no way in 1 million years that women can
possibly get the training that might be offered them in many areas.

As you 'mow, we're the only industrialized country in the world that,
doesn't have universal day care built into our educational system.

Now, under President Carter were we finally up to 20 percent day
carein other words, 20 percent of the women who needed day care
o e te ing ill* can under our Democratic administration. Now,
under President Reagan, we're down to 15 percent.

But, Senator Kassebaum, shouldn't yoil he using your enormous
clout, the fact that. you're a distinguished Republican leader of the
Senate, to 61.1pcate the adnnnistration on the qeeds of women ? There's
only you and Senator Hawkins in there. Both of you are intelligent
Republicans who can get to the President and make him realize that
until we have a better day care program, until we have a better job
t raining program, the taxpayers of the United States are going to keep
having-to support the women of the United States who really don't
want to bo supported. They want,to go out and work.

Senator tCASSERAUM. First, let me say, Congressman Richmond, T
have tried to speak to the interests of women with the administration,
as well as the interests of men.

-
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I am a-member of the Budget Committee si as a member of the
Bud_pt Committee, I have at heart the economic siderations with
whieh we have to deal in order to break the . lb° ry cycle that we
aro experiencing.

I think a good case can be madebecause of so 6 of the very rea-
sons that I mentioned earlierthit women are disProportionately
hurt when we are in'such a period. I also believe that continuing in
the direction ,that we have been going does not necesserilymean im-
provements cannot be made in either clay care or job training. %

I am very sympathetic to the need to improve otir day care facili-
ties, programs, and initiative. I do not believe that it necessarily needs
to come just from government as far as the funding goes.

Representative RicHmoNn. Except, as you know, in the entire world,
evety industrialized country in the world has its day care supported
by its national government.

Senator ICASSEBADM. That is true, but some other nations have prob-
lems as well in their economies. I also think we have to deal with it as
it-fits us here.

Now, that is not to say that I ço not think we should be very cog-
nizant of some rettl concerns tha `e out there. And it is not going
to bo easy to Make some 1;)f the shi ts that I think are important for
us in the future.

Job training is very important, but I do not know if it needs to be
directed- from Washington. Indeed, we, see the differences among
communitiesDetroit has very different needs, fdr instance, than
ToPeka, Kansas. There are similar needs for job training. These needs
can be addressed in the States just as well as they can" frem the Fed-
eral Government, as limo. as we make sure that they do not fall Through
the cracks. That does notjnean that we still cannot be yery cognizant
of the very things we are talking about here.

Overall, we have hRd an inflationary pattern that is hurting women
and men far more thnn anythincr else. If we are ever going to get it
under 'control, I think we have% be willing to find some different
solutions.

I. am not pretending that I have the answers, nor have I agreed
nectssarily with all of the approaches that the administration has
taken., But I am very sympathetic to the need for new initiatives in
finding better solutions,than we have in the past.

Representative RICHMOND. Senator, the old initiatives were actually
working. And unfortunately, we!re still trying to operate under the old
initiatives, only with a fraction of the amount of money and a fraction
of the amount of services.

Under Secretary Nrarshall, we were developing a lot of jobs for an
awful lot, of people, who otherwise would be at home tending their
children and probably getting more and more frustratedbecause yoti
know how frustrating it is for a mother to be on welfarealone in her
apartment all day long with one or two children. She doesn't want
to be there, nor do the,children want to be there.'

Senator 1CASSE8tTM. As a member df tfie Budget Committee, I am
very frustrated with the deficits that seem to be growin every year. I
think that is a factor we must consider as well.

3,6
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Representative RICHMOND. You don't think maybe a bel,ter capital
investment would be in job training and da are than perhaps some of
the money we're spending on defense?

Senator KASSEBAUM.I agree. ut there are questions of priorities
and approaches that iv e have to settle. Yokt cannot just say, in black and
white, that we are neglecting those concerns. We are really going to
have to find different ways to deal with them.

Representative Ric natorni. Thank you.
,Representative REUSg. Congresswoinan Purcell.
Representative PURCELL. No questions.
Representative REUSS. Representative Boggs.
Representative BOGGS. I would..ne also, to add to what my col-

leagues have pointed out, that the aid, eo families with dependent chil-
dren mothers who are working really need to continue to work to,have
their familieb have the benefit of their salaries in order...to live a better
life.

And I would hope that we would address ourselves to makAgi cer-
titiii-thiii these women are not forced to go uff-of the payroll and com-
pletely on to the welfare rolls.

I wonder if the two of you would address yourselves to that?
Representative SCHROEDER. That's always been one of my concerns.

Before I came here, I did an awful lot of legal work at different com-
munity centers, and most of my clients that I did the volunteer work
for were this specific person you are talking about, the woman who is
heading up a household who is going to be third, fourth generation
welfare if she can't get some help to get into the job market.

Most of them we got into the job market, but they started at the
minimum wage. They were doing things like putting tickets on dresses
in the department stores and so forth. It was a great boon for them. I
mean, you re a mother 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. You can't leave
the office you know.

And it gets to be very tense if you're living in a housing project in
MI urban core and every Othei house is also headed by a female head of
household. It's a very, very tough existence.

I would ask everyone to go stay in one of those some weekend and
wonder hoW anyone keeps their sanity, because I used to do that.

The way that these women were abk to do it is by our subsidizing
their day care. There was no way in the World they could make the
minimum wage, pay the going rate for day care, pay their carfare,
wear the nylons and so forth they had to wear into the department
store to ticket. But it was still much cheaper for the taxpayer to pay
their day care than it was to subsidize the whole family on welfare.

I think one of the toughtest things that's gone on in the budget
cr c was cutting 1)ff of that life raft we had thrown to those kind

en, because &hose were 'the kind of women I had for clients,
ust say I was always terribly moved by what they were doing

iy to bring up their family. That vias their first way out of the
roject. They were so excited about getting out of the project. And I

don't think there's anything crueler or more dangerous in a socitty
than to say "Here isihe life raft," they climb up and. just as they're
readY to enjoy it, vou push them back off and say, "Whoops, not yet.
We decided we don.'t have enough room for you this time."
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So, I think that whole thhig alIout working mothers and forcing
them to have to go back on welfare terribly damaging psychological-
ly and it's also more costly.

Senator KABSEISAIIM. 1 would agre with Congresswoman Schroeder
in that therO is a cycle there. Unle there is something that helps
one break out, it becomes a vicious on generation after generation.

I certainly think there have been efforts to work with businesses that
are starting day care programs. There are many initiatives that we
should promote to make sure that that assistance is still available. I
feel very strongly that it should be.

Funding reductions in a particular program does not mean that the
Government needs to determine that those reductions are going to be
made in day care, by the way.

Representative I30008. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that'I
feel that Senator Kassebaum has taken her work for improying the
economic status of women where she is and she's done a very good
job in trying to relate, to the other members of her committee and her
administration, her feelings in these regards, And it's been pry

, successful. ,

And she is one of the cosponsors of the Economic Equity Act be-tcause it's an a in Msich all of us can arrive at agreement. If we try to
control and (Meet 4,01110 of the economic inequities for women,
we will have gone a long way to settling problems about pensions and

Insurance and work force and day care, and so on. ...
So, I really do compliment her. And I hope that she will be able

to prevail upon her administration to go into some of the other areas as
well. I'm certain she had tried.

Senator KASSEBAUX. Thank you.
Representative REUSS. Thank you.
We're honored to have with us this afternoon another stalwart mem-

ber of the Women's Congressional Caucus, Congresswoman Geraldine
Ann Ferraro from the Ninth Ccrogressional District of the Statd of
New York. t

Representative FERRARO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I )ust want to commend you for holding these hearings.
I am sorry I was late and was unable to hear the testimonypresented

by the two witnesses at the tal4v-But we've had many private On-
versations. I know how strongly you feel a ut the economic inequities
facing women today.

I look forward to the additional testimony. -

Thank you for allowing me to join you. ;.

Representative REUSS. Thank you.
Congressman Green.
Representative GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And I thank our colleague from Colorado for her testimony and

the Senator from Kansas for hers. I think they were both most illumi-
nating, both from a historical and a current point of view.

I'd like to ask Senator ICassebaumryou, I think, brought out very
effectively the fact that social seCurity is in many ways a women's i§sue
because of the fact that, given the demographics and the employment
patterns-of-the past-and-the-longer survival rate-of women, They are
much more likely to be dependent olt the social security system than
are men. e
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-,You mentioned one area of grievance certainly, and that is that
where tiro spouses work, often one payment is seen as yedundant
because there are no extra benefits growing from it.

Are there other areas that you'd like to 'tall our attention to where
you think there could be improvements in the` social security system,
thingg like wives' rights in divorce hearings, and like that?

Senator ICASSEBABM. That is true. There has also been a lot of dis-
cussion about the economic value of work at home and whether there
is any way to factor that into pension systems.

I know we have all been involved in discussions and hearings on
this issue. There has not been any good answer, because I think we
have yetall of usto make the larger decision as to where we want
our pension programs to go. Once that decision has been made, I think
thesp other aspects are going to have to come in play. Of course, there

-are some glaring problems now in the system, c ised largely by social
changes that have occurred. As I mentioned, the e are some inequities
that should be addressed before we go into larg r questions of overall
pension policy. I do not have a good answer for the treatment of
women under Social Security, because we are faced with a system that
we worry about being able to fund at this point.

PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN LABOR FORCE

Representative GREEN. I wonder if either of you would care to say
or guess or make a projection as/to whether you would anticipate the
continued growth in the participation of women in the labor force?
Or do you think that that has now run its course?

Representative SCHROEDER. I guess I should have never been a his-
torian, because I tend to look at thins a little differently. But one of
the biggest. and most dramatic changes m this society that we haven't
talked about is that if you.look at the average lifespan of a woman in
this country at the turn of the century and the average number of
children that she had and so forth, the big difference between then
and today was her life, if she had a family, tended to be mainly rais-

,ing her family. And it was a much more difficult time, You didn't
have the laborsaving devices and solorth.

The average woman didn't live to be much older than finish ; she
had almost six children. So, you figure out that by the thne they finally
got there, you kind of figure that, well, the last one is gone, and that's
about it.

The big revolution has come in that you now have much smaller
families and women living longer, and that we have reformed a lot
of our- idea.%

r remind some of the women who are out vehemently fighting
women's rights that they got an education which they couldn't have
had at the turn of the century ; that most of them are professional
women, which they couldn't have been at the turn of the century;
they're married women who own property in their own name, and they
couldn't have done thata tremendous revolution in women's rights
-ince even 1900, that families now educate women is not considered
a frill.

So, I think you're not going to see anything but more and more
of an increase in that.
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I also have to say, over and over and over again, think about this
society. When you walk up to anyone what do you say to them ? You
don't say "W`lo are you ?" You say "What do you do?"

And if you say "Well, nothing"I mean, you're kind of a nothing
in this society. We kind of identify people with what they do, with
puritan ethic, how you're identified, and so forth. If you say "I'm
a mother," that's terrific. But we tend to put people more and more
into careers and more and more ;:-.4.o what they're doing:

And we figure if yoti've invested in those educational careersthey
may even be a professional volunteer that donates a lot of time. That's
what I did before I came. But nevertheless, I think we're going to see
moro and more of that.

I think -we're going to want to use the education and'skills that
they've gained. And I don't think you'ro going to see women retrench-
ing back to the 19bO's.

Representative GREEN. I wasn't anticipating that, but whether we
cotild expect to see still higher

Representative SCHROEDER. Oh, I think so. I think you're justtoing
to see more and more and more of that as you go. I don't think people
are predicting a turnaround where sudenly we go back to six- and
eight-member families, shorter lifespans, and so forth.

So, I think that you just will see more people getting education and
using those skills and having their family, and the family will be
a stage rather than the double life.

Repre3entative GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative EMS. Congressman Frank, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF N. BARNEY FRANK, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE FOURTH COMMISSIONAL DISTRICTGF THE

' STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Representative FRANK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the chance to discuss this issue, because I didn't get

to say it's being damaged by general erends. I Was struck by' the testi-
mony of both witnesses, both explicitly and implicitly. There was. a.
plea and a recognition of the need for a stronger affirmative role for
the government, including the Federal ,,Governmtnt, both in the
financial area, it seemed to me, and ill the regulatory area.

For instance, one of the things that it seems to me, clearly, both
witnesses are saiing is: -

That if the Federal Government were not to do 057thing 'further,
inequity would persist within the marital relationship ; that we have
a set of arrangements, lawsz rules, and customs now in "z:dtenee which
discriminate unfairly against the female partnor in the marriagein
pension and in other areas. Whether in ERISA or whether through
civil service or the military, all of which were mentioned, women aro t
discriminated against.

I gather that both witnesses agree this is a case where there *was an
affirmative need for.the Federal Government to do something to cor-
rect this situation.

I think that's worth stressing, because there has been, it seems to
me, an-unfortunately undifferentiated state of rhotoric-that.says: We
must everywhere, at all times r)nd in all ways, reduca the Federal role.
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VA.

And I am struck. It seems to me, both of you were saying that even
in something as intimate as the marital relationship, the Federal
Government really ought to intervene because private pension rela-

, tionships, in some ways, leave the fema!le partner at a disadvantage
and the Federal Government ought to do something about it.

Is that an accurate interpretation of what y;ou think we ought to
be doing?

ECONOMIC INiQUITIES IN MARITAL RELATIONSHIP

Senator ICAssEnAtm. I do not know that I strongly advoCated the
intervention of the Federal Government in marital relationships. I
think that the point you are making is that, frequently, we have not
known how to handle, or have not even recognized, that inequities exist
simply because they have been policy for so long.

Representative FRANK. You do think that the Federal Government
has something to do with equity?

Senator KASSEBAUM. In .many ways, it has provided the leadership.
That has been important.

Representative FRANK. The Women's Equity Act, specifically-, of
w hien I ant a cosponsor, ath ances specific proposals for the FedLral
Gov ei nment to intervene, where it does not now intervene and it says
pensions must be apportioned fairly.

So, the indication is that the Federal Government is not now doing
enough, inclmding the economic relationships between spouses?

Senator KASSEBAUM. Yes; I think this is true as we look specifically
at government policies. Benefits to divorced military spouses are a
case in point.

Repi esentatil e FRANK. I thought. it was yourself, Senator. Maybe it
was Congresswoman Schroeder who mentioned that under ERISA
there is an Jection; there still is the right to elect not to protect the
surviving spouse.

Would you change that, then?
Senator KASSEBAUM. I think that should beChanged.
Representative FRANK. By Federal action ?
Senator IcSSEBAUM. Yes. It is the onlz way that we could.
Representative Faialic. Well, I appreciate that. But that's a case

of the, Fedei al Go% ernment saying to a husband, "With your privately
earned pension, you may not ignore your wife. We, by Federal law,
w ill require you to recognize theeconomic contribution that your wife
made' of either spouse.

I think that's right. But I think we-ought to recognize that that noes
to a lot of the general rhetoric that we have that says the Federal Gov-
ernment simply- has to pull back.

That's an intervention that the- Federal Government is not now
making, that you think they should make?

Senator ICAssmAt7. I think so. In this particular case, there is
an inequity that exists under that present regulation.

Representative FRANK.. Congresswoman Schroeder.
Representative SCHROEDER. I

bffuess
I would just say that as long

as this Federal Government is collecting equal taxes from women as
they collect from men, I think it should afford them equal protection.
And I think that's what we're really talking about,.
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It:'s interesting. In pensions, some areas, you do better in a pension
if you are in the private sector than in the public sector. We have
Federal laws that preempt the Federal pension from being split up.
It's really crazy. And-yet, we say we are prO-family.

But you know, I think that's the whole debate that we're talking
about.

There was a legislator in Florida who suggested that all women
going to state schools only pay one-third the tuition that the men were
paying, because upon graduation, they were onlyrgetting job oilers
for one-third the amount that the men were being paid. [Ltiughterd

You could do that with the whole protection thing, and say that than
we ought to lower women's tax bills by that amount, and then we an
negotiate.

But as long as we are going to be in there for the full stack of
chips, we would like equal treatment and equal benefits under the law,
and we think that we should be treated equally. That the wife's inter-
est in inheritance of the pension ought to be considered at least equally
with the man's, and that it should be not just his decision, under the
Federal law.

Representative FRANK. The overriding point, I take it, is that the
status quoboth the legal status qua and the customary status quo
in a lot of areas is unfairly discriminatory against women, and that
unless the Federal Government takes affirmative action in a variety
of ways, that discrimination will be perpetuatedr

Representative SCHROEDER. That's what the act is all about.
Representative lentonc. I think it's sort of nice for somebody to

say a good word for the Federal Government these days. [Laughter.]
Representative_ REuss. Senator Kassebaum and Representative

Schroeder
'

you have given us a memorable afternoon. Many thanks.
We will now ask the panel of Mr. Marshall, Ms. Bergmann, Ms.

Barrett, Ms. Stein, and Ms.Verheyden-Hilliard to step forward.
Let me say how delighted we are to have you back, :Mr. Marshall,

and how proud we are of your lefidership and the fact that you have
not fallen into innocuous desuetude after your departure from public
office.

I am told that you must leave to catch a plane at about 4:15 p.m.,
and we will bear that in mind. We will see how it goes, but if we aren't
through with the panel before that, perhaps we will give members
a chance to.question you separately. Otherwise it would be my inten-
tion to receive the written statements of all.wienesses, which we much
appreciate, in full into the record.

Now, I ask you to proceed in your own way, Mr. Marshall.

STMEMENT OF RAY MARSHALL, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS AND

PUBLIC AFFAIRS, LYNDON B. JOHNSON SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AF-

FAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN, AND PRESIDENT,

THE NATIONAL POLICY EXCHANGE

Mr. MARSHALL. Thank you vory much, Mr. Chairman mind members
of the committee.

I will summarize, as quickly as I can, my full remarks.
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Let me say that I am very pleased to have the op,.- rtunity. to be
here and express My views on this very important subject. What I
will tly 'to do is to answer the specific questions you raised, Mr. Chair-
man, in your letter inviting me to testify.

First; with respect to the importance of thig question, I think that
it's very clear that fuller and more effective use of our resources, par-
ticularly our people, will require much greater attention to the special
labor market piublems of women. The growing numbers of women
who work outside the home make important contributions to family
incomes and to our Nation's economy.

Work is also increasingly the central organizing experience of our
lives, and is the way most adults identify themselves, and either
achieve or fail to achieve self-fulfillment.

The growing importance of work means that the workplace is where
the suecesses anti failures of-Manya-four national and-iuternational
problems will be founa. The labor market experience of women is
therefore an important national problem.

This is true of all women, but especially for minority women, who
suffer multiple labor niarket disadvantages and who are much more
likely to be heads of households, and whose families are much more
likely to be poor.

In two-parent families, the mother's self-image and the family's
economic and emotional well-being are heavily conditioned by the
ability of the mother and the father to work. A paid job has become
an important symbol of self-worth and personal independence for
women, even though most women work for economic reasons. The
mechanization of household work and the increasing life expectancy
have given much more time to women to pursue careers.

The main contours of the labor market experiences of women are
fairly well illustrated, in these charts before usI don't know whose
charts they are. I attached some to my statement. But let me sum-
marize what seems to ine to-be the salient features of the statistics.

One, there has been a very rapid increase in the labor force par-
ticipation rates of women, and this trend is likely to continue during
the 1980's, when women will account for about two-thirds of the
growth in our work foice.

In 1950, about 70 percent of families were headed by men whose
income was the bole source of family income. Today, less than 15 per-
cent of families are in this category. Even though there have been
great changes in the w ork force, jobs and fringe benefits still reflect
this 1950's assumption about the model of the work force.

Today, most of the 32 million children under 18 years of age have
working mothers.

Two, although most women remain in traditional jobs, there have
been important increases in some nontraditional categories like law,
medicine, and accounting.

Three, despite this occupational upgrading during the 1970's, women
had about the same crs_earnin relative to men at the beginning of the
1980's that they had at thjsbeginning of the 1970's. That is, about 60
percent-59.5 perceni black and Hispanic women had relativelyhigher
earnings, but this was mainly due to the relatively lower earnings of
black and Hispanic men.

4 3
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Four, our ability to account tor these occupational and earnings dif-
ferentials, with precision, is linlited by inadequacies in our data and
analytical techmques. But the nain conclusions I think are clear. To
some extent, these employment patterns reflect differentials in educa-
tion, continuity of employment, and work experience. =

But a large residual cannot be accounted for by.controlling for these
things. StudLs n hich control for education find significant differences
between earnings and occupational differences of men and women. In
the case of women, discrimination is both overt and institutional.

TRENDS AND POLICIES APFECTIral THE LABOR MARKETING OF WOMEN

Five, a comprehensive set of trends and policies affect the labor mar-
ket experiences-of women including:.

First general economic conditions, especially the growth of em-
ploymentand unemployment;

Second, selective human resource development programs have both
been successful and, it seems to me, will be essential to the continued
progress, or even to prevent the deterioration of the relative position of
women;

Third, programs to combat overt and institutional discrimination,
especially needed are affirmative action programs;

Fourth ptograms to- prevent illegal immigration into the United
States. Undocumented workers compete directly in the secondary la-
bor marliets with minorities and women, and constitute, a large but
unknown total increase in our work force. I think it will be yery diffi-
cult for us to improve the conditions in the so-called secondary la
markets unless we integrate immigration policy with emplo ient
policy;

Fifth selective labor market policies to deal with specia) roblems
of working women. Things like day care, flexible working t e, labor
market incentives for people to work, emp oyment and trai ing pro-
grams, targeted outreach progr s to aid orEcn with spe ial labor
market problems---such specj1 problems as diisplagedlo makers,
single-parent families, teen ge mothers, and wel re li i les who
would like to work.

Experience with all these programs suggests that they can d lot,
within a framework of gene al economic policies, to improve the n-
ditions of woMen.

IMPACT OF REAGAN ADMINISTRATION POLICIES ON WOMEN

In most of these areas, the administration's policies will adlversely
affect women :

First, its economic policies will cause continuing increases in unem-
ployment, and have reduced the availability of programs to soften the
shock of unemployment.

Second, its government program cuts will weaken human resource
development programs1--and these programs have been responsible
for much of our economic progress and our productivity growth,as
well as in improvements in the quality of life, especially for low in-
come groups and for women.

Third, its incentive system provides carrots for the rich and sticks
for the poor, which is a perverse incentive system. The welfare reiorm
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program would create about a 05-percent tax on work, while much is
maoie ofthe need to increase the incentives o work.

Fourth, its attitude about affirmative action and discrimination
threatens the progress made in this area since the 1940's, under both
Democratic and Republican administrations.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you and your colleagues for
the opportunity to express my views on this important matter, and to
commend you for your leadership in developing excellent data anal-
yses of this and other important economic issues.

We are in a period of ferment, when better data analyses and debates
are required to better inform citizens and policymakers, and I thinle
that this committee, under your leadership. has done an outstanding
job in achieving that objective.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr.,Marshall follows :]

1
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PREPARED STATEMENT'OF RAY MARSHALL

Mr..Cha-irman and members 6T the Joint Economic Committee,

I am pleased to have this opportunity to present my views

on the labor market experience of women, a subject with pro-

found implications for human resource development and

economic policy. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that the answers

to your specific questions about the reasons for the continuing

gapintheoccupations -and earnings- of men and women 4nd the

effectiveness of various measures to deal with these problems

require a consideration of some very basic economic, social

and demographic trends. I Will discuss some of these trends

and their implications for the employment and earnings of

women after addressingyourquestions as briefly as possible..

As you can see fromthe data in the appendix to my prepared

remarks, women are still heavily, concentrated in traditional

occupations, but they made more progress in entering new

occupations than they have in eliminating earning differentials.

Women have entered sbme non-traditional occupations, but

they tend to be conAntrated in the lower wage jobs in each

category. To some extent, these occupationat and earning pat:

terns reflect differentials in education, cont.inuity of employ-

:
ment and work experience. However, there is no doubt that a

4 6
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large residua , estimated by one study to be between one-

half and one- hird of the earnings differentials between

men andwomen cannot be accounted for after tontrolling

for these thi gs. (Economic Report of the President,

1974, p. 155 See also U.S. Department of Labor, Women's

Bureau, "T 'inp,l-Osyment of Women: General Diagnosis of

Developme t d Issues," April 1979.) Studies controllinng

lor edu ien?1 Attainment show wide differentials in earn-

nd areer patterps between men and women. A recent
4

Susan Bailey and Barbara Burrell of Harvard's

of Institutional Policy Research on Women's Education

(Seco d Century Radcliffe News, Winter 1980) found that

seve yiears after graduating from Harvard's Law School, 25

pe cent of men and only 1 percent of women were partners in

law firms. The average salaries of graduates of Harvard's

School of Public Health were $37:800 a year for men and tv.-mf

$21,300forwomen. This survey examined the careers of 1972

graduates of Harvard's schools of law, dentistry, design,

divinity, education, public health and arts and sciences

seven years after students were awarded advanced degrees.

Women graduates had consistently lower salaries regardless

of marital or faMily status. The study concluded that there

was "convincing evidence that subtle biases continue to

constrain the career development of many women."

a course, discrimination and low incomes are not restricted
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to women in professional and technical jobs. Womer also are much

more likely to be poor than men. In 19711,.for example, the

poverty,rates for men and women Were:.

Women Men

White 9.S1 6.0%
Hispanic 20.9 14.9
Black 30.7 18.3

/ Source.: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Perspectives on Working Women: a Databook, Sulletin 2080,
1986-,..p. TS.

The problems of single 'par nt faMilies are particularly serious

because many of the most i tractable social problems in our

country are associated with minority group families headed by

women. At the beginning of the 1980s, IS percent of American

A
families were headed by women as contrasted with 41 percent of

black families; during the 1970s the number of black and

Hispanic families headed by women rose by 73 and 76 percent

respectively. By the end of this decade:at present trends,

probably over half of black families will be headed by women,

reflecting the growing incidence of divorce, separation and

unmarried child-bearfng. These female-headed households haye

very serious poverty problems. Almost half of all black (and

almost one-fourth of white) families headed by females live

in poverty; looked at another way, 60 percent of the eight

million blacks below the poverty line and ercent of all

black chilIren live in female-headed families. )The employment

conditions of black female heads of families is particularly

severe; in 1980 their unemployment rate wap 1'5.41 as contrasted

with 6.61 for white women in similar circumstances.

48
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2 It is, of course, impossible to show precisely how

effective various programs have been in improving the earnings

and occupational positions of women. Based on years of study,

however, I believe women have benefited from an a rray of

anti-discriMination, health, job and training programs,

general economic conditions (especially job growth and

measures to reduce unemp loyment) and clanges in public atti-

tudes about the kinds.of work women should do. Women have

benefited much more f7cW'EFIFT4kalrYeempl-ovmemtthanthey

have fr'Om improvements ieoccupational levels and earnings

once they eiiter the wd6; force.

Despite riee.toric about the economic mess we arc in and

the failures of governmefil programs, it would be a serious

misreading of the record to argue that Americans arc not

tetter%ff in 19g0 in terms of almost every measurable indicator

than before anti-diserimination and other human resource

development programs stareed. Nor can it be serioqsly argued'

Po
it
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that this progress would have taken tolace withou/ active

ederal involvement:

o Real disposable-per capita incpmes have

increasid from A2,393 in 1950 to $2,709

in 1960, $1,668 in 1970 and $4,567 in 1980.

These are after adjustments for taxes and

inflation. Federal income and social security

taxes have increised relative to personal

a

4.

income since 1960, but they have not "nearly

doubled", as President Reagan said in his

Februa4 1981 economic message, and most of the

increase has been for social security taxe.i.

Federal income and s9cial security taxes claimed

13% of personal income in 1960 and 15.91 in 1980.

o There also have been aignificant improvements

in the quality of life. Life expectancy was

almost 74 yearg in 1980, more than 4 years longer

than in 1960. Infant mortality, a good indica-

tor of a country's quality of life, started

movinedown during the 1960s after a period of

stagnation and declined 46 pent between 1960'

and 1980, largely as a result of Federal social

programs. 'Education levels have continued to_

improve from an average of 11.4 years in 1959

to 12.1 in 1979. 'Much of thek gains were due
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to public health and education programs, such

as nutrition and prenatal care programs for

poor women--programs subjectIto cuts imthe

Reagan program. In spite of our recent gains

in health statistics, the United States has a

Ions way to go. Despite our relative wealth and

technological ady ement, he U.S. falls behind

other developcdountries in such important

in icators as the rate of intant andMTh

tality and life expectancy.

o The proportion of people below the poverty line

declined from 22.41 in 1960 to 11.6% in 1980.

Much of this decline in poverty is the direct

result of federal anti-poverty programs, including

Aid to Families with Dependent Children, job

training programs for the disadvantaged, food

stamps and other programs which are being cut.

I believe thA advancds in anti-discrimination programs

have been necessary, but not sufficient causes of the improve-

ments in the conditions of women and minorities. I also

believe that the Administrative proposals to weaken affirma-

tive action enforcement-efforts would be a serious mistake.

It is important to improve the administration of anti-

discrimination programs, but this can be done without reducing
A -r

4
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the scope of coverage or weakening the penalties for vio-

lations. Cooperalfive relationships between enforcement
4

agencies and between these agencies and the private sector

are desirable objectives, hut there will aiwazt be somb who

will not coopeute, so voluntary.efforts must be baeted by

sufficient penaltits to encourage coOperation and lieter

violations. The arguments'about quotas and reverse.dim-

crimination are false issues which divert attention from the

real p -rArrearg=th-eneed.7totatepositi'Vemessures pi; break

down institutionalized patterns,of &iscrimination againsI

pepple for reasons unrelated to their merit and ability.'

Goals and timetables are notquotas, and special programs to

help lieople overcome the consequences of past discrimination

are not necessarily reverse discrimination.

It is therefore a mistake for the administration to weakek

penalties and to discontinue claes action suits, compliance

reviews, back pay awards and special programs for women and

minorities. The case-by:case approach to discrimination would

deal onlywith speciiic overt acts of discrImination, which is

a much less impOrtant problem than institutional discrimination,

which the administration's apprich will scarcely address.

The United States derives rich benefits from being a

multi-racial, multi-cultural societye But it is hard for me

to see how we.can derive the benefits of such a system and

avoid dangerous and debilitating social strife without equal

opportunity, and it is hard for me to see hoW equal opportunity
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,

can bell reality in the face of institutionalize* discrimina-
,

tion without affirmative action.

But anti-discrimination programs are not sufficient to make

significant improvements in the economic conditions of women.

General economic conditions to reduce unemployment and foster

full utilization of our resources and special targeted programs

to deal with the needs of part'cular groups also are required.

in this connection the Adminis a on oaomic programs will

cause great difficulty for women. Supply-side economics and

monetarism yill not deal with the problems of unemployment or

inflition. Moreover, reliance on gengral programs iknores

Vhe.,(11.yes y of our economy. Both the tAx and spending cuxs

wilt adVersely affect women, who are heavily.concentrated, in

low-income jobs which will not 'benefit from the tax cut and

which will bear the. main brunt of cuts ih human resource

development programs. Over 70 percent of the program cuts

now in place fall on 16w-income groups.. These include

education, jobs'and training, Meditaid, housing aid, food

stamps, schoOl nutrition, aid to poor families 'will children, /

energy assistance and unemployment compensation. By Concen-

tratingcheavily on very inefficient ways to stimulate physical

investment, the Administration seems to ignore the fact that

investment in its people has been the main ,source of America's

econoinic strength.

Indeed, President Reagan's program contains a cutious

inconsistency in its,incentive system. it provides great
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reductions in marginal tar rates for high income groups,

but huge increases in marginal rates for tile working,poor.

The Administration's program would reduce the disposable

income of workers who also get welfare to the extent that

the workers' families would be scarcely better off than those

who rely exclusively on public assistance. For example, until

recently in New Jersey, the monthly incomt diffey-dnce between

a working and non-working A'DC recipient with two children.

wa4 $141. The Administration would reduce this to $4. This

pattern is reflected among most other states including such

diverse jurisdictions is Texas and New York. Nationwide, the

typical welfare mother would receive $518 per month if he

did nqt work, and only $535 per month if she took a job paying

$300 per month--a whopping 95% maiginal tax on work. Where is

the economic incentive for a poorly-paid working mother to

keep her job? Where is,the economic incentive for 'the Unemployed

AFDC mother to look for a job? The Administration would.com-

pound this problem by encouraging workfare programs to"force

0
people to work rather than jobs and incentives prdgrams to ei

encourage them to work. What we seem te%see here is a peculiar

application of the carrot and stick theory of ecdnomics: the

carrot for the rich, the stick for the poor. These flaws in

the thinking behind the supply-side program arepow becoming

painfully clear as the hation tumbles into what may lie the

4.7*
worst recession since the Great Depression.

54
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The Administration has made cuts in taxes and spending

programs on the basis of simplistic ideological reasoning

about goyernment, and ot on the basis of the merits of

programs being tut--w ich it scarcely seems to understand.

Health sieciali,,J Karen Davis' (Johns Hopkins University)

conclusions about the Administration's health policies could

be equally applicable to other areas and are particularly

important fox women (Karen Davis, "Reagan Administration

Health Fllicy", August 1, 1981, p. 26):

The Reagan Administration health policy represents
a major shift in direction on the commitment of
the federal government to assuring that the health
care needs of its citizens are met. The major
retrenchment in the scope and type of federal
activity threatens to reverse progress made in
the last IS years in improving access to preventive
and primary care services of the vulnerable in our
society--the poor, the elderly, the handicapped
and minorities.

f .

This retrenchment comes well before gaps in access
to health care services have been eliminated. No

positive agenda for dealing with pressing problems
such as access to health care for the disadvantaged,
long-term care needs of the elderly cnd disabled,
emphasis on prevention, or direct restraints on
inflation in health care costs has been advanced.

As a result, the Reaaan"health policy, more than

any other portion of/the Reagan administration
econopic and social strategy, threatens the very
life and health of many of the nation's residents.
The potential for a major setback in life expec-
tancy, degree of disability, and access to health

care services to relieve pain and suffering of
many of our nation's most vulnerable people is a

real threat.

'
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These policies will have an adverse impact on

the economiC conditions of Ifomen, especially those with

low incomes and families to support.

BASIC TRENDS

Mr. Chairman, let me next discuss some basic trends

and even universal imperatives which must be understood

by those who would improve the job options of women:

I. The growing importance of jobs and the work place.

The work place will be even more important in the

lives of people in the future than in the past because work

is becoming more universal with the increasing labor force

participation of women and young people. Despite talk

about the decline of the work ethic, mosi people want to

work. Work is the way most adults identify themselves and-

is the central organizing principle of their lives.

II. Implications of the internationalization of U.S.

economy.

a. Jobs in the United States depend on development

in the world economy, over which we have limited control.,

5 6
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As we saw in the 1970s, the U.S. economy cannot prosper in

an interdependent world without a healthy world economy,

at least in those parts oY the world that believe in

relatively open markets. Therefore, both the quality of

jobs and the number will require greater attenfion to such

matters as international trade, monetary reform, and

cooperation in solving these and other international problems.

b. Multinationals will have an impact in generating

competition and jobs and transmitting labor standards and

work practices throughout the world. The information and

communicationsrevolutionshave gre.atly increased the ability

of corporations to operate on a global basis. These organiza-

tions have positive and negative effects on work and labor

standards. International labor standards and codes of conduct

for multinationals will be important policy issues of the

1980s.

r

c. The importance of international migration of workers,

especially from

(X

he Third World, where 600-700 million jobs

must be create in the next two decades just to keep unem-

ployment from rising. Illegal immigration perpetuates bad

jobs and low productivity in the United States and will

limit the job optiOns of low-wage domestic workers. Because

of the employment problems in the industrial market economies

as well as the developing countries, world-wide unemployment

will be a serious problem for the rest of this decade.

5
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d, Int rnationalization limits the effectiveness of

tra 10 domestic monetary and fiscal policiei, requiring

international solutions. For example, monetarist attempts

to control inflation are limited by the internationalization

of money in an age of instantaneous electronii communications.

e. Ab4e all, jobs will be subjected to the efficiency

requirements of intensifed international competition. While

relatively free and open trade is necessary to a healthy world,

econcy, absolutely free trade is a myth and while it might

temporarily reduce consumer costs in the short run, it would

threaten the long-run viability of basic American industries

and jeapordize international labor standards because during

periods of stagflation, when capital can flow freely between
ss

countries, labor standards tend to be very vulnerable. In

this, .as in so many other economic matters, we must apply

t),e nractical economics of common sense and avoid

pitfalls of the protectionistsand the naive free traders.

/n order to protect our job options, we must give

careful attention to the rules within which freer inter-'

national trade takes place.

The declining rates of growth in both productivity

and GNP will limit future job options, exacerbate internal

conflicts, weaken our international competitiveness and

intensify inflationary pressures. The work place will,be

where the solutions for many of these national and international
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problems will be sought.

We do not fully understand all of the reasonv for the

decline in the growth of preduCtivity, but improvements can

and will be sought in management systems, worker education

and training, and job practites.

III, JUsing unemployment will limit job options and exacerbate

social problems'. Concern about inflation has caused

unemployment to be minimized by policymakers.

But the futility of attempting to solve the inflation

problem With rising unemployment will become'very cletzr by

the middle of this decade, tausing strong public pressures

to pursue a full employment policy and sensible ways to

achieve price stability and full employment. The desire for

jobs is very strong in all sections of the population and

will grow during this decade. The desire for jobs wiII

combine with need to improve productivity to create support

for better--as well as more--jobs.

The solution to our problems will be found in increasing

output and employment, not limiting it. However, the job

problem will be complicated by the fact that the demand for

jobs is such that we have to create about 3 jobs to reduce

unemplo nt by one.

IV. There ae some very strong demographic and labor matt:et

trends that will influence job options:
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a. Increased labor force paiticipation by women.

who will constitute two-thirds of the growth in the

labor force during this decade. This is perhaps the most

important labor market trend of the century. In 1950,

701 of American households were headed by men whosl_intome

was the sole source of family income; to0y, only about

154 of families fit this "traditional" model, even though

many of us assume it still to be pervasive. This change has

profound impliations:

1. Despite improvements, women remain heavily concen-

trated in traditional job's. ',hout 70% of all women are

concentrated in 48 occupations whcre women constitute over

50% of the employees--40t of all women are in 10 such

occupations. There has been even less progress in removing

sex earning differentials. Women who work full-time earn

only about 59% as much as men who work full-time. Affirms-

tive acti/ on programs will continue to be major issues during

the 1980s. Again, improvements in th'e job conditions of

women will require economic growth and policies to make

relatively full use of our resources, including women who

want to work. But these general policies must be supple tented

with specific policies to meet the needs of women in gener

and the specific needs of particular groups of women.

These special policies include affirmative action to elimi-

nate disdimination, better counseling and labor market

Oh.

eo.
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information and job seagprocedures to make it possible

for womed to widen their labor markeeopportunities and

meet the special needs of women who are looking for first

or who seek to reenter the labor market after spells of

absence. Jobs must_become more flexible io meet the new

labor market requirements of women.

2. Job practices and family_practices become closely

jobs

related. Th absence of such family-enhancing services

as child care facilities and maternity leave will have a

strong impact on American families, and this in turn has a

major impact on delinquency, the development of children

and other social problems.

1. There is no evidence that the great increase in

working mothers has had a negative impact on child raising.

However, the mothers' self-image and the families' economic

.-:and emotional weil-being are heavily conditioned by the

abilysof the mother and fatker to work. A paid job has

become an important symbol of self-worth and personal inde-
.

pendence for women--even though(most women work for economic

reasons. The mechanization of household work and increasing

life expectancy have created much more time for women to

pursue careers. Around 1900 the a/yage life expectancy for

a woman was 47 years, 18 of which were sptnt child-bearing.

Today life expectancy is 77 years, only 10 of which is

devoted to child-bearing (though more is devoted to child

rearing).

.11



4, The educational level of the work force has

increasedtignificantly since World War:II. Be .

1966 and 1974, the number of people receiving bachelors

degrees doubled and the.number receiving masters and Ph.D.

degrees increased ai,out as fast. This development had a

number of implications:

- increasing educat-ion (and training) has been respon-

sible for sustaining economic growth, though it a diminishing

rate in the 1970s.

- higher levels of educational attainment intensify

competition for the good jobs, placing those with limited

education or training at a serious labor market disadvantage.

- higher levels of education have reinforced other

factors tending to change traditional attitudes about work.

There is a strong demand for "good" jobs and a growing

tendency to avoid marginal, disagreeable, low-wage jobs--a

tendenq that pany use to justify the continuation of

immigration to fill these positions as alternatives to

improving those jobs or raising wages to attract workers.

More highly educated'workers also wish to have greater

participation in job decisions. Demand for participatiOn

has not reached the intensity it has in Europe and Japan,

where workers participate more at every level of management

and in the national economy, but the desire for participation

plus the greater efficiency achieved through worker partici-

patAon in Japan, Germany and Scandanavia will undoubtedly
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intensify pressure for some forms of worker participation

in the United States. However, the main torm of participation

in the 4,g. undoubtedly will be an extension of collective

bargaining to younger, better-educated'workers,and partici-

pation in government-mandated protective programs like

occupational safety and health rather than participation on

boards ofdirectors or in work councils. However, the logichof

the participatory y#ocess and the-pressurento improve produc-

tivIty and effic ncy are such that efforts will be made to increase

worker participa,ion in qua.lity control and productivity

improvement programs. Many of these efforts will end in

collective bargaining, especially in the public sector:

S. There have been some significant changes in the

age composition of the work force and these will continue

during the 1980s. Youth job pressure will be relieved

somewhat by the fact that four millionsfewer 16-24 year-olds

will enter the work force. The most dramatic change will

be in the 25-44 year-old age group, reflecting the aging of

the host-war baby boom. In 197S, there were only 39 million

people in this category; by 1990 there will be over 60 million.

This will greatly intensify job competition in this group,

which will constitute over half of the work force. Intensi-

fied competition for jobs probably will make this group less

supportive of affirmative kction programs for women and min-

orities unless special efforts are made to gain their support.

There are those who believe that the decline in the

number of 16-24 year-olds will create labor shortages in

'
,P-
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this- category. I do not share this belief because I do

snot think we will control illegal immigration and the desire

for jobs is such that there will be continued Competi,tion

with young people for jobs in the secondary labor market.

If, however, temporary labor shortages should otcur among

young peple, it would improve their relative earnings and

lead to kmprovements in the nature of jobs they hold .

Men 55-64 have been withdrawing from the work force

and a 1,arger proportion of the popula.tion is over 65. This

will continue to strain pension funds and the social security

systembecause the ratio of workers to non-workers might

continue to decline. In 1935, when the social security.

system was passed, there were 11 4orkers for each one over

65,not working; today the.ratio is 3.to 1 and by 1990 it

will be 2 to 1.

',There have been some important occupational trends away

from goods producing an4 into services, especially information

occupations, which were 15% of jobs in 1950 but 55% today.

This change has contributed to the decentralization of

industry to rural areas and the sunbelt and reduced the size

-of producing units.

Rapidly changing technology and intensified international

competition have created serious job problems in the nation's

industrialized heartland, especially for relatively high-wage

union workers in basic industries. Minorities also have been heavily

,6 4
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wtoncentrated in these areas. The 'future of this area

and of America's international competitiveness will depend

on the development of effective industrial policies. General

po 'es that favor newer places and enterprises will

accelerate the decline of our.basic kndustries.

All of these changes have caused work forces to be

more diverse than they were 30 years ,ago. This diversity

will lead to pressures to increase job options in order to

meet wokers' diverse needs, because work forces have changed

, more fhan jobs. As Clarkjerr has observed:

The nontraditional worker, the educated worker,
the mobile worker...lead to pressures for more
variations [on the job]; to electives at the place
of work as in the school; to special arrangements in

in the office--to options in work time, in retire-

ment plans, in job tasks; to choices about when
to work, when to learn, when to take leisure time,
when to retire, rather than follow a set schedule;
the.multiple option society rather than the society

of the common rule.

LThe leadership challenge of the future will be how to

shapi these dynamic, diverse trends and values into viable,

efficient systems that will at the same 1-4mr satisfy changing

needs for self-fulfillment by women as well as men. We face

some very serious work place problems, but we also have.some

tremendous opportunities. Our task must be to generate the

leadership, resources and mechanisms to solve the problems

and enhance the opportunities.

9.-26 0 - $2 - s
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APPENDIX

The nature and dimensions of women's extraordinary

increase in the work force is suggested by some highlights

of the data compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

(especially in Perspectives 'on Working Women: a Databook,

BLS Bulletin 2080, October 1980):

1. During the,1970s, 60% of the gain in the work force

came from women who increased their labor force

participation by 12 milkion. About half of the

increase in the labor force participation by women

was relati,vely young women 25-34 years of age, a

remarkable 64% of whom were looking for work in

1979 and the first half of 1980; 541 of the mothers

in this group were in the labor force. Put another

wny, in March '81,ofalmost 32 million children under

18, 54% had working mothers.

2. Although a large percentage of women remained in

traditional occupations, there were significant

increases in nontraditional areas like .mediciale,

law, and accounting. In 1970 60% of all female

4
professional technical workers were in the tradi-

tional occupations of nursing and pre-college

teaching; by 1979 this percentage had dropped to

about 52%.
4

A
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.3. The abor fo;ce participation rates for women

have isen from 33.9% in 1950 to 51.6% in 1980,

while therate fer men declined from 86.4% in

1950 t 77.2% in*January-June 1980.

4. The unemployment rates for women generally have

been higher.than thosefor men overall, 5.9 percent

and 4 percent in 1970, but the differential was

part1.11y eliminated during part of 1980. The

present recession is unique in that previous

receslions (e.g., 1961-62 and 1970-71) temporarily

halted the growing labor force participation of

women and increased the-unemployment differentials'

between men and women while during the present

recession, the labor force participation rates for

women have continued to increase and the unemployment

rate for men has risen faster than' that of wOmen.

S. The median educational levels of women an'd men are

about equal, and have been since 1970; the medians

for both were 12.2 in 1970 and 12.6 in 1979. There

have been marked declines in the proportion of

women (30.6 in 1970 and 22.7 in 1979) and men (37.31

in 1970 and 26.4% in 1979) in the labor force who

t,ad completed less than 4 years of high school anA

marked increases in the proportion who had completed
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4 years of college: for women 10.7% in 1970, 14.9%

in 1979 and for men 14.2% in 1970 and 19.6% in 1979.

Thus men are more likely to be college graduates

and women are more likAy to finish-high sc ol only,

though the education gaps are declining,

The educational upgrading of the work force is

suggested by the fact that almost as many workers,pave

some college as those who stop with high school graduation:..'

in March 1981, 40% of all workers 25-64 had completed

a year or more of college; in 1970 this proportion was

only 23%. This increase reflects prim'arily the entry

of the baby boom generation into the work force and the

tendency for older workers wilt: less education to retire

eary.4*

I Data on the proportion of women wheitave had 4 or

more years of college indicatesignificantdifferences

for age groups, with a larger proportion of young

women 18-24 years.of age having 4 or more years of

education than men, but a larger proportion of men in

this group for the older age categories; a larger

proportion of men than women did not complete 4 years

of high school in every age category, as indicated by

the follOwing:



Age ind Sex

18-24 years

Women
Men

25-34 years

Women
Men

35-64 years1:

Women
Men

Percent of Labor Force with

Less than 4 Years 4 Years of
of High School College

14.7
23.9

22.6
27.5

9.3
6.4

24.7%
27.8

15.2
22.2

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment in Perspective:
Working Women, Report 650, Second Quarter 1981.

5. At the begihning of the 1980s, despite some occupa-

pational upgrading, women had about-the same earnings

relative to men that they had at the beginning of

the 1970s. Women who worked full-time earned about

60% as much as men. Although woken almost achieved

earnings parity in some newer occupations like

computer science, they ordinarily were concentrated

in lower paying jobs in each occu

< In the 51% of families whe e husband and

wives worked, median income wa $23,000 in 978,

compated with $17,000 for famil es where only the

husband xorked. Working wives ho worked all year
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contributed 381 to family income, but they

contributed only 111 to family income where

they workedpart-time o.r less than 26 weeks

full-time.

In 1978, the male-female earnings differen-

tials varied considerably by race; women:9

highest proportion was for blacks (72.0%) and'

Hispanics (69.81) compared with whites 5.5%).

In the second quarter of 1981, a little over

half of all working families with two working

members had median earnings of $561 a week--

nearly twice the earnings for families with only

One wage earner. Median earnings of white married

families ($474) were about 18% higher than for

black families ($401) despite the fact that a

slightly higher percentage of black women had

2 or more workers. Median earnings for Hispanic

families ($396) were similar, to those for blacks

even though i.elatively fewer Hispanic families had

more than one wage earner.

0
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Representative REUSS. Thank you,. Mr. Marshall.
Ms. Verheyden-Hilliard, if you will proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF MARY ELLEN VERHEYDEN-HILLIARD, DIRECTOR,
THE EQUITY INSTITUTE, BETHESDA, MD.

Ms. VERHEYDEN-HILLIARD. My name is Mary Ellen Verheyden-Hil-
Hard. I am the president of the Equity Institute.

I am grateful to have been asked to testify before the Jo.nt Economic
Committee at these hearings on the economic status of women.

I would like to open my testimony with what I consider to be a pro-
found statement, w hich I hope that the members of the committee will
take to their hearts. The statement is: "Women lx-gin as girls."

I came to understand this in my own life, and I see this again as my
daughter, who was a girl and is now a young woman, continues her
growth. And what I wanted to say is: I believe that if we are going to
have any long-lasting impact on changing the economic status of
women for the better, we must, in my opinion, attend to the little girls
who are coming along.

For example, are we continuing to educate her in the same way and
with the same career guals as the women whose economic status is now
in such disrepair?

Is the little girl leahung that le can indeed aspire to the gigh-pay-
ing jobs which used to be for men o y?

Is she getting support from her,tkachers, counselors, and parents, to
explore the widest possible options and to strive to be all that she
can be3

Is the young woman in high school learning to create her own eco-
nomic stability out of the reality of her own abilities and interests,
rather than out of the unreality of stereotypes which narrow her
options, cut her paychecl?, and lead to the necessity of hearings on the
economic status of women ?

I think if we den't nourish the root as the plant grows, we should not
be surprised if the blossoms are less strong and less diverse and less
beautiful than they might otherwise have been.

PROMOTE ECONOMIA, EQUITY BY TIIE WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL EQUITY ACT

One particular program I would call to your attention this after-
noon is making the effort to help educators and parents nourish the
root, so the girls can grow to be women who have developed their full
potential to contriute to their families and to their Lominunirty and to
tho Nationand indeed to the world.

That program is the Women's Educational Equity Act, a fitting
companion, it seems to me, to the Women's Economic Equity Act. And
I would like to depart from my text at this time, to take a moment to
express my appreLlation and the appreciation of those sho have bene-
fitted from it, to thank Congresswoman Heckler for her leadership and
support of WEEA, and Congresswoman Boggs for her strong sup-
portand indeed, to all members of the Congressional Women's
Caucus.

The Women's Educational Equity Act is a grassroots program. It
was enacted by Congresa in 1974, and reenacted and expanded in 1978.
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gress reauthorized it again in 1981, to servjhis purposeThe
s4NOmen's Educational Equity Act funds programs to develop curricu-

*1_r materials which can be used in preschool SBttings, in eleinuitary and
secondary schools, in collegks, universities, and vocational schools.
There are training materials lc as.sist educators at all levels, to work
with students in nunsteredtypie ways. There are materials for parents .
to help them help their children explore Is it:er options and oppor-
tunities.

I guess I wish that you could see a display of the WEEA materials.
I do bdieve that you would be impressed with their diversity, their
usability, and theh worthwhileness, and I wish you could hear a panel,
as well as this panel, a panel of the WEEA project directors, so that
you could appreciate their diversity.

The WEEA projects are in the South and the West and the Mid-
, west, and the North and the East. And they are in rural areas and in

the suburbs and in the big cities.And they are run by women and men,
by people who aie Asian-Americans, American Indians, blacks, His-
panicsfrom the majority group, and 'from those who are disabled.

One of WEEA'sgreat strengths, it seems to me, is that beyond sonic
ioverall guidelines, t does not tell people what it wants. Rather, it asks

potential projcas to set out what is seen as a need at the local level.
And WEEA is really a tiny program. It's budget last year was $8.1

million, and this year the Congress proposed $6 million in the continu-
ing resolution.

One of the ways ihat money is used, besides the projects, in the
WEEA is for the WEEA publishing center. And the center takes the
materials which have been developed by the projects all over the
country, packages them, and disseminates them at cost, to schools and
colleges and universities, and to individuals nationwide.

Each year, the center receives more and more feedback and requests
for the materials, materials which I believe can, over time, have, a
positive impact on the economic status of women.

If I may, I would like to tell you just a little about my project,
and in that way you will see perhaps the way in which WEEA mate-
rials can, in the long run, affect the economic status of women.

Among the highest paying careers which do not require college
training are the ciFeers in the apprenticeable trades. The apprentice-
able trades aro in ,industry, construction, and service occupations For
example, machinists at Goddard Space Centel , and in steel plants, and
operating engineers who drive-the earth moving machines at construc-
tion sites, or fire fighters. And incidentally, I have talked to women
in those jobs, at each of thoseplaces.

Now, if you are_accepted as an apprentice, you are peid for the 2 to
5 years of your classroom and on-the-job training, so it's a\little like
having a college scholarship. And when you have completed your
apprenticeship training and Become a iourneyworker, the pay is ex-
cellent. usually three to five time:, more than women's traditional pink-
col la r jObs.

Presently, while more than 50 percent of the students enrolled in
tho colleges of America, less than 10 percent of those enrolled as ap-
prentices are. women. And why is that? Certainly there has been dis-
criminationfagainst women at the point of entry. Howeverothe other
truth is that girls have nrt gone through elementary and secondary
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zch()01 ith thy idea that thi-:), &oul1 oi should prepare to be contend.-
ing candidates ful, sit), 2111 opcning as an apprentice electrician.

Sow, if you went to Harvard and ithked for a scholarship to major
in sk,lence, and you'd never had a single science class in school or
could not piusiuce it refei thee from anyone who could Jay tlia t. you'd
cei expres.ed the slightest interest in :,cience, se would not be sur-
prised if you did nut gut 1faitid 's scholarship in science. We should
not bu surprised if, under similar circumstances, people did not get
an apprenticeship scholarship either.,
. Thu material vs e aru developing in our WEEA projects will be
gem ed to children in glades 1 through 0. The materials will explain
thu appientice to journey worker eareel ladder, how it pays and how
tu climb it, and most important, tlmt this is a career for ss ornen,,aS well
as men. The IIlLtclial yil1 hale companion guides for teachyrs ahd
parent., to help them explore this career clustei with girls and to help
give them the ability to help aIiivci Oat:: questions that students may
have.

Many WEEA. materials are Jimilar to ours and reaching in difkrent
dire4ions than ours. Ab the womati Machinist at Goddard said to me,
lw tOok a test to determine interest and abilities when she was a grown

woman. She had thought to get a clerical job, but she scored so high
cm mechanical aptitude that situ was uncoui aged to go into machining.
She says she's never been so ha4y.

Another woman I met at a stcl plant used to be an elementary
school teacher. She says she like the 1,ay and tIm work at the steel
plant. These women were, in som4 sense, lucky. In tlieir twenties and
thir ties they made a connectica and they were able to make a change.
Their economic status is in pretty good shape. But, why should they Q

has v, had to wait so long, and what of the women who are nes er able to
!rialto that connet,tion and that change ? Why shouldn't we be helping
to make that commtion with the girls and the youno women in the
schools of America right now, not, 10, 15 or 20 yearse'down the road
when their economic status is in great, jeopardy.

Well, I belies e that there is one program, as I've said, which is'help-
int; girls and women to make connections

'
and that's the Women's

Educational Equity Act program. It helps be-cause its materials help
the adult woman w hu didn't base the opportunity when she was a-girl
to explore all hem options, and it helps Ch.: little girls because I believe
it. understands that that's where women begin,

So I would ask ou in closing that as yuu think about the economic
status of women and how to improse it, please think back to the begin-
ning aial *est direct some of your 'Ault:, to stopping the problem
before it starts.

Thank you very much.
Representative RELSS. Thank you. We will next hear from Ms.

Bergmann.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA. R. BERGMANN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOM-
ICS, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD.

Ms. BERGMANN. Thank you, Representative Reuss. I very Much ap-
preciate the oppurtunity to testify at these sery important hearings.

These are very difficult.times for many participants in American
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econotnic life, but they are particularly difficult times for millions of
women whose position in the economy is vicarious and many of whom
are in poverty or on tlie edge of being poor. Women have three major
economic problems. First and foremost, the woman has a much poorer
chance of getting a job with a good wage and a promising future than
a man does. The second problem is that millions oj women are in the
economically stressful role of single parent, and more are joining the
ranks of single parent:, every year. The third problem is women's lack
of resources in old age.

The economic hardships that many women tace are fairly well
understood, and previous administrations hove undertaken programs
to. try to improve their situation. Unfortunately, the Reagan adminis-
tration has decided to go in a direction which will reverse gains made
previously and which will make a basically bad situation worse.

It is not an exaggeration to say the Reagan administration has de-
clared economic war on women, particularly on those women who do
not. have a man to depend on.

Women's poor position in the job market is the most important ele-
ment in their difficult economic situation. In 1955 white women who
worked full time, year around, had incomes which were 05 percent of
white me,n's incomes. Since tat time there lms lieen a deterioration in
the average position of women workers. What is remarkable in this
record is that this deterioration has occurred despite the passage of a
law against employment discrimination, despite new ideas on the
rights and aspirations of woinen. despite the increasing commitment
of women to continuous labor market participation, and despite a huge
increa:se in the number of women student-5 in law schools, medical
schools, and business schools.

OCCUPATION.% L S EAR EthlT10 N PRESENTS MA MR LABOR MARKETING

PROBLEMS FOR 1VOZIEN

Women's low salary cannot be put down to lack of training. In 1979,
as in earlier years.ccollege graduate women continued to earn on aver-
age less than the average earned by men nho dropped out of high
schoolzhefore gra( nation. TheQclue to the cause for women s low earn-
ings is contin,mim occupational segregation, and of course the previous
witness has tol5YIIs some of the roots.

One of the ables in my Prepared statement gives us some details on
occupation segregabon. For example, among managers and odmin-
istrators there are 8 million men and,only :1 million women. Women
have very poor representation as sales workers, except in the retail
trade industry. As was just said, women have very poor representation
in crafts. Of the 11 craft workers. over 90 percent are men. And so on.
Women have poor representation in truck driving and in driving other
vehicles. I believe it is this occupational segregation which is at the
root of women's labor markpt problems.

These exclusions are illegal under the Civil Rifthts Act, but they
have continued because of flacid enforcement of the act's provisions,
and of course with the budget cuts and the cuts in leaderhin, we are
going to have even more flacid enforcement. Even in Federal employ-
ment, where women tend to do better than in the private sector,
women's share of the better jobs continues to be small. Women occupy
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most of the Fedta al jobs giaded GS 8 and below,, and less than half of
the jobs graded Gs-9 and abose. When we get t9, GS-11 and above,
women's share comes down to a pathetic 7 percent?'

at me .give you an example which I think all of you will under-
stand. It Is %cry obvious flow the news pictures and stories that 1 ir-
tutt1l all of the highly paid cisilian ai tiaffic controllers in Federal
employment before the strike w ere men. Since the military air traffic
controllers contain a Lonsiderable share of women in their ranks,
women's competente in this field has been demonstrated. I believe Con-
gress should monitor training and employment of replacement. con-
trollers to insure that women get their fair shttre of then jobs.

Let me gise,y ou another example w hich is very close to home for me.
This is something I just found out about yesterday. At the University
of Maryland sse have recently opened up a st.hool of public 'policy , and
seven senior professorships w eic allocated to this school. 1 found out
yesterday that six uf them have now been filled, all of them with white
malesWhen I called up the affirmatise action officer she said to me,
"Well, Barbara, you know,that's the way things go around here."

Well, the reason they go is that w e has e not y et succeeded in making
the Federal presence felt in places like the University of Maryland,
that the law be enforced. there's been a lot of complaints about the
intrusiveness of the Federal Government. I w ould argue that in the
matter of equal employ went oppoi tunity there has been insufficient
instrusiveness.

A. 1 ital mt hanisni foi unt oui aging employ ers is, of course, affirma-
tive actionnumerical goals and timetables. I don't believe there is
any alternative to this kind of affirmative action-, and the Reagan
administration is again try ing to turn back the clock and get rid of
affirmative action.

Another vital mechanism for encouraging employers to end occupa-
tional segregation by sex is back-pay claims', which the administration
is also try ing to scuttle. Training pregrams w hich hale been useful to
get woinen started in crafts occupations has e been terminated. As
more y, omen want to and need to participate in paid w 01k a failure to
reduce occupational segregation by sex w ill mean greater crowding for
women in the trad,itionally female ocuipations, some of which by tile
way arc going to be on the ssa y Ma pretty soon and ss ill mean lowei
relative pay for all women.

Let mu just also.say something w hich has been against. the grain of
a lot ,pif the testimony yOu've just heard. It's very common to say
women need the worl- tey'Te_not working for fun. Well, that's true,
millions of them d . But I think we shouldn't become so wedded to
that that we begin think that women have no right to work for fun.
'1he riklit to work is a right of every American adult. I think we
should keep that in-mind. ,

ECONOMIC STATTTS OF WOMEN AS SINGLE PARENTS

The second problem, which Lthink i extiemely important, is that
of Is omen as single parents. In March, 1980 the Census Bureau esti-
mated ttiat there were 30 million families with children under 18, and
of these 6 million, or 1 in 5, were families consisting of single parents
and the:r children. The number of male single,parents is increasing,
but still the majority of these single parentyfe women.
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Single parents of either sex are in a very difficult economic role,
as well as in a difficult psychological and social role. Those of them
who work, who are the majority, suffer frorn the lack of sufficient
person-hours to deal with the parental tasks they must shoulder, and
women whu are single parents of course suffer in addition from those
poor opportunities in getting jobs with salaries large enough to sup-
port more than one person.

Single parents also suffer from the poor state of the enforcement of
child support obligations on absent parents. For mothers not living
with the father of their child, 65 percent receive no child support pay-
ments whatsoever. Of the 35 who do receive some payments, only
about half receive all the payments to which they are entitled. Only
.22 percent of mothers get as much as $1,000 per year in child support.

Single parents--I may say, by the way, that the Congress has taken
the lead in trying to get some progress in this child support enforce-
ment picture, and I would hope that the Congress would try to protect
these programs and carry forward these programs, despite the general
rush to dismantle the Federal Government. Single parents need gov-
ernment help. First and foremost, they need Federal help iiireforming
the archaic and poorly functioning child support enforcement proce-
dures and in liquidating delinquencies. Budget cuts will reduce the on-
going effort that the Federal Government has been making.

I bplieye Aso there is a strcno. argument for assisting single parents
with free or federally subsidized child care facilities on the ground
that such parents are providing a socially desirable service to the
community under unusually difficult circumstances find have special
needs for out-of-home child care, as compared to the two-parent
family. Here again, the level of help previously provided by the
Federal Government is being slashed.

Where child support from an absent parent cannot be obtained on a
steady basis, either because the absent parent's income is inadequate
or because the enforcement effort is insufficient, it makes sense for the
Federal Government, to provide child support payments out of public
revenues. Here again, previously mandated levels of help to single
parents, particularly those who are working, are being eliminated by
the Reagan administration.
. The high incidence of poverty in single parent families iS the com-
pounded result of poor job opportunities, poor child support enforce-
ments, and poor child care provisions. And let me say that I think we
ought to begin even now to think about new forms of welfare reform.
I think the public'is going to be ready for that,'soon, (Ind I think the
basis of such welfare reform ought to be every adult supports himself
or herself through work, to the greatest extent possible. Every child
gets suppoçt either from both its biological parents pr from the
governme

ECONOMIC PLIGHT OF OLDER, WIDOWED WOMEN

The third problem is poverty aga4ist older women, and we're all
familiar with those statiStics. The millions of poor old women are not
people who can be motivated to become more productive by denying
them gOvernment help. There is no way, other than by increased
Federal help, that their plight can be erased from our consciences.
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Tho Reagan administration, by moving to reduce social security bene
fits, is gomg to inoitably increase the proportion of old women who'
live in povertY.

\ Lei me end by saying that the direction of the current program
\ will worsen the economic plight of millions of Americabs. It will h.t

hardest at women who are not under the protection of a relatively
affluent employed malt. Perhaps this ties in with the family policy of
the extreme right, with its agenda of strengthening the subonlination
of women to men within the traditional family. Possibly the con-
gruence of these two policy directions is not merely chance. But _the
President cannot, by waving a wand, get every ....merican woman under
tho protection of a man. There are millions of never-married women,
millions of single mothers, millions of older. women who are without
a man. Tho present administration's dismantling of Federal programs
is going to make their already bad position worse.

Thank you.
[Tho prepared statement of Ms. Bergmann follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBAW.A. R. BERGMANN

VVotnties EccomatkCottditkntittthe1980s:BadanclGetting
VVorse

These are difficult times for many rarticipants in American economic life,

but they are garticulatly difficult times for millions of Women whose position

.in the economy is precarioo,and Who are in poverty or on the edge of being poor.

Women have three major economic problems. First and foremost, a woman has a

much pprer chance of getting a JO, with a good wage and a promising future than

a man does. The second phblem is that millions of women art in the economically

stressful role of sin9je parent and more art joining the ranks of single parents

every year. The third'problem is women's lack of resources in old age.

The,economic haydships that many women face are fairly well understood.

and previous administrations have undertaken programs to try to improve their

situation. Unfortunately, the Reagan Administration has decided to go in a

direction which will reverse gains made previously and will make a basically bad

situation worse. It is not an exaogeration to say that the Reagan Administration

has declared economic wdr on women, particularly on those women who do not have

a man to depend olt.

Women's Labor Market Problems

Women's poor position in the Job market is the most important. element'in

their difficult economic sttuation. In 1955, white women who worked full-time

year-round had incomes which were 65 percent of white men's incomes. Since

that tire there has be.n a dramatic deterioration octhe average position of

wemen workers. (See Table' I) 4,1965 the ratio had fallen to 58 percent.
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In 1979, the latest year for which we have comparable data, the ratio was

59 percent.
1

What is remarkable in this record is that this deterioration has occurred

dcspite the passage of a law against employment discrimination, despite new

ideas on the rights and aspirations of women, despite the increasing commitment

of wcoen to continuous labor market participation, and despite a huge increase

in the number of women students in law schools, madical schools and business

schools.

WTen's low salaries cannot b.. pikt down to lack of training. In 1979,

as in earlier years, college graduate Komen continue to earn on average less

than the average carried by men who dropped out'of high school before graduation.

(See Table

The clue to the cause for women's low earnings is continuing occupational

segregation. (See Table 3). Women have been excluded from fair participation

in jobs in the managerial and admiristrative fields, from jobs in many pro-
.

fessional and technical fields, from jobs in non-retail sales, and from crafts

jobs. These exclusions arc ill,gal under the Civil Rights Act but they have.",

continued because of flaccid enfacement of the Act's provisions.

Even in Federal employmont, where 1./Omen tend to do better than in the

private sector, uomen's shart of the better jobs continues to be small. (See

Table 4). Women occupysoost of thc Federal jobs grada GS-8 and bclow and less

than half of the jobs grad,d 65-9 and abov,. When we get to GS-j4 and,above

1
8lack women have had some imprev,m at in their 6osit1on relative to white

men, thanks to the fact that tiltro has been some progress in the fight on race

discrimiration in employment. Clack women am now about even with white women,
but will not aavance farther unless advances against sex discrimination arc
made.
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women's share comes down t
)
a pathetic 7 percent. The problem derives for the

most part from sex differe ces in the Federal jobs in which people are initially

placed, and from continuing remnants of discriminatory promotion practices in.

soma agencies.
2

It is obvious trom news pictures and stories that virtually all of the

highly paid civilian air traffic controllers in Federal emplOy before the strike

were men. Since the military air traffic controllers contain a considerable

share of women 4n their ranks, Women's competence in this field, has been

demonstrated. Congress should monitor the training and employment of replace-

ment controllers to insure that women get their fair share of these johs.

Mile the courts may mandate a realignment in occupational wage scales

under the rubric of "equal pay for work of equal value", particularly for firms

which an-, convicted of practicing occupational segregation, it is obvious that

an end to occupational sefiregation is necessary if we are to eliminate complete-

ly the unfaircess with which the labor mar)et deals with womn. This can only

occur oree wide scale through the usc of affirmative action plans, with

numerical goals a'))(1 timetables. The Reagan Administration's attonpt to turn

back the clock and"get rid of affirmative action plans of this type toad

reduce the position of itomen even further, aed reduce the ratio of woven's to

men's wages below even tne cerent 59 cents on the dollar.

Another vital mechanism for encouraging empl6yers to end occupational

segregation by sex is back-pay claims, which the Administration is also trying

to scuttle. Training programs which have been useful to get women sprtedoin

craft ocrwations have also been terminated.

2The work of nary E. Eccles shows that sex discrimination in promotion
had been diminishing in the Federal establishment, but that veterans' preference

is inportant in keeping women in a subordinate position. She suggests that

vuterdn's preference has little justification where the draft is not used. See

Race, Sex and Government Jobs, Harvard University dissertation, 1976.
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As more women need to and want to participate in paid work, a failure

to redue, occupational segregation bx lex will mean greater crowding fo? women

in the tritiitionally female Occupations, and lower relative pay for All women.

Wren's Problems as Single Parents

As of March 1980, the Census Bureau estimates that there were 30.5

million familfts with children under 18. Of these,5.9 Million, or one in five,

were families consisting of singl, parents and their children. The vast

majority of these single wants are women -- about 5.3 million.

Single parents of either sex are in a very difficult economic role, as

well as a difficult social and psychological role. Thosc of them who work --

thc majority -- suffer from the lack of sufficient person-hours to deaV with

the parental tasks they must shoulder. Women who are single parents suffer in

addition from poor opportunities in getting jobs with salaries large enough to

support more than one person.

Single parents also suffer from thepoor state of the enforcement of

child support obligations on absent parents. Of mothers who Are not living

with the fathcr of thcir child 6E percent receive no child support payments

from the father. (See Table 6). Of the 35 percent_who do receive some pay-

ments only about half receive all the payments to which thcy are entitled. Only

22 Percent of mothers gut as much as $1000 Nr year in child support, dnd only

11 percent of them get as much as $2000 per year. Almost half of the mothers

have more than one child to take care of.

Single parents need government help. First and foremost they neeci-

Federal help in reforming archaic and poorly functioning child support enforce_

,

ment procedures and in liguidoting dclincguencies. Budget cuts will uce

the ongoing effort that the Federal government has been making. I 4elieve

there is also a strong Argumcnt for assisting single parents with free or

Federally subsidizcd child cam facilities on the ground that such parents

15-1;6 0-- e2 - 6
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are providing a socially desirable seryice to the community under unusually

difficult circumstances and have special needs for out-of-home child care as

compareditq the two-parent family. Here again the level of help previously

provided by the Federal government is being slashed.

Where child support from an absent par t cannot be obtained on a steady

basis, either because the absent parent's incomis inadequate or becausc the

enforument effort is insufficient, it makes serst for thu Fedeiral govcrnmemt to

provide child support payments out of.public re. niujs. Herc again previously

mandated levels of help to single paientse paitidolarly those who arc working,

are being eliminated by the Reagan administration. The high incidence of poverty

in single-parent familiei (see Table 5) is the compounded result of poor job

(..opportunities, poor child support enforcement and poor child care provisions,

hverty Among Older Women

As of 1978 36 percent of women over 65 had incomes bclow thc poverty line.

At that time the median income of a white single woman aged 65 over was $3970

and of a black single woman in the same age greup was $2690. These old women

are not people who can be motivated to become more productive by denying them

government help. There is no way other than by increased Foderal help that

their plight can be erased from our consciences. The Reagin administration

by moving to reduce cocial SLcurity benefits is going to in,Yitably increase

the proportion of 01,1 women who livi in poverty.

To Sum Up

The direction of the Reagan program will worscn the economic lot of millions

of Americans. it will bit hardest at wocen who are not under the economic pro-

tection of a relatively affluent employed male. Perhaps this ties in with the

"family policy" of the extreme right, with its agenda of strenthening the

subordination of women to men within thj traditional family. Possibly the

8 0
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congrtincejfthese two policy directions is not merely chance. But the

President cannot, by waving a wand, get every American woman under the protection

of a man. There are millions of never-married women, millions of single

mothers, and millions of older women who are without a man. The present

Administration's dismantling of Federal programs are going to make their already

bad positioq worse and more hopeless.

(Ns./

4
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TABLE!

Ratio of Women's Median Money income
to- Men's for

Year-Round Full-Time Workers *

Year

Ratio Wonen's to

Man's incomes

1955 .65

1960 .61

1965 .58

1970 .59

1975 .58

1979 .59

*Refocs to Whites only.

TABLE 2

Wan Money Earnings of Year-Round

Full-Time Workers
by Sex, 1979

Education Completed Men Women

Elementary: Less than 8,years. $11,426 $ 7,076

8 yoars 14,371 7,889

\Nigh School: 1-3 years 14,806 '8,698
\
\ 4 ypars 17,100 10,036

Col4ege: 1-3 yoars 19,002 11,409

4 years 24,473 13,303

5 years or more 29,609 16,91r

Source: Current Populatien Reports, Series P-60, No. 129

8.1
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TABLE 3

Employed Persons by Occupation and Sex
(Thousands of Persons Aged 20 and Over)

November 1981

JD-

MALES FEMAIF5

TOTAL .... 52,303 . 39,579

wy i
Professional and technical 8,943 7,375

Health workers 996 2,079

Teachers, except college 983 2,384

Other professional and technical 6,964 2,912

Managers and administrators, except farm 8,021 3,037

Salaried workers 6,635 2,579

Self-employed workers in retail trade 539 279

Self-employed workers, except 0

retail trade 847 179

Sales workers 3,239 2,551

Retail trade 957 1,784
x

Other industries 2,282 767

Clerical workers 3,311 13,612

Stenographers, typists, and
secretaries 58 4,528

Other clerical workers 3,253 9,084

Craft and kindred workers 10,948 834

Carpenters 966 16

Construction craft workers,
except carpenters 2,310 60

Mechanics and repairers 3,043. 67

Metal craft workers 1,156 44

Blue-collar worker supervisors,
not elsewhere classified 1,603 224

Ali other 1,871 423

Operatives, 'except transport 5,561 3,920

Transport equipment operatives 3,002 311

Drivers, motor vehicles 2,551 291

All other 450 20

Nonfarm laborers 3,090 452

Service workers 4,204 7,035

1. 1,986 454Farm workers

Source: Employment and Earnings, December 1981
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TABLE 4

Women lmployed by the Federal
Government November 1980

NUMBER of
.WOMEN ramaN

GS-1 2,322 74

GS-2 13,493 77.

G5-3 63,278 77

GS-4 132,200 78.

GS-5 136,503 71.

65-6 64,993 73

65-7 71,684 54

/.. GS-8 16,147 53

GS-9 66,312 41

GS-I0 10,950 38

GS-II 40,167 25

GS-I2 24,163 14

GS-I3 11,244 10

GS-I4 4,343 7

GS-I5 2,251 7

GS-I6 & Higher 518 6

Source: Foderu1 Women's Program, Office of Personnel Management
Minority Group Study of Full Time Employment
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TABLE 5

Poverty Rate by Typo of Famlly
1979

o-
r 1 .Family Type Poverty Rate

White Families

(Percent)

Married-couple fcmliles 4.6

Male households, no wife 9.2
Female households, no husban& 22.2

Black FAilles

Married-couple families 13.0

Male households, no wife 13.3

Female households, no husband 49.2

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Report4;

Series P- 60, Ho. 125, Money Income and Poverty Status of

Families and Persons in the U.S. 1979

Uu.mbor of .0
Children

TABLE 6

Child Support Payments to Mothers
From Absent Fathers, 1978

Mothers Receiving
No Payments
(Thousands of Women)

Mothers Receiving Some
Payments

Number " Average

Receiving Amount

Payffents in Year

(Thousands)

2,530 1,097V 31,288

2 1,2io 880 ,14,14,11.

3 533 297. 2,528

4 or more 356 181 2,752
ft

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population ReportstiT
Series P-23, No. 106 Child Support and Alimony: 1978
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Reomentative REM, Thank you.
Nancy Barrett, if you will proceed, please.

;STATEMENT OF NANCY S. BARRETT, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
/ AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, NVAqIiINGTON, D.C.

Ms. BARRETT. Thank you. I'd like to Id my congratulations to the
committee for holding these hearings.

I think that it's very clear from your own remarks that you view
the key to bringing millions of people out of poverty and eliminating
their dependency on public grants to be imprmed emplo3-men

j
t oppor-

tunities for women. Let me ust restate a few statistics in a slightly dif-
ferent way. They are fatniliar, but I think they bear repeating.

FEMINIZATION bF POVERTY

Well over half the 10 mill ion.children who live in poverty today are
solely supported by their mothers. The chance is 1 in 3 that a female-
headed family is lit poverty, compared with 1 in 18 husband-wife fam-
ilies. Over 25 percent of all divorced and separated 'women are on
welfare, and the fact that all of the increase in pol erty that, we have
experienced since the war on poverty in the late 1060's has been at-
tributable to families headcd.,4,women, has resulted in now what has
come to be commonly called t're feminization of poverty.

I would like to focus on three issues today. T think it's ery clear that
improving the job climate for women so that women can provide the
means to support themseh es and their families is the key, but it means
not only jobs but decent wages, working conditions and, as many peo-
ple have said, adequate child-care provision.

I'd like to focus on three aspects of the problem. the first being the
recession, the second being our anachronistic social programs that pre-
sume that the State should assume financial responsibilitv (or women
and children in the absence of a male breadwinner and. third. a ver3,
brief discussion of the persistent failure of the egalaarian goals of our
equal employment opportunity laws to be realized.

The current rece-smn is, of course, the most important short-run
problem facing women workers.

Mr. Chairman, you%e already stated much more eloquently that I
could,ever do that the problem in a recesion is not only that more
women are unemployed hut that the competition that occurs for jobs
in a recession elicits reactionary attitudes rdgarding women's employ-
ment. The idea that women don't need jobs as do men rears its ugly
head.

And I. just the other evening, heard the evening news reporter Este-
ing that the unempkyment rate of mai ried males was shockingly high
and that this unemplcq ment rate is clearly the most significant indi-
cation of the recession's true burden and impact. It was quite shocking
for me to hear a presumably enlightened commentator make such a
statement.

It is clear that the misguided economic policies of the Reagan ad-
ministration have contributed to the recession's severity.

And, the Reagan administration has compounded the problem by
its drastic cuts in the CETA, employment and training programs.

S8
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Studies of CETA participants undertaken by the research staff of
the Department of Labor during the Cartcr administrationldramatic-
ally demonstrated that poor women experienced the most inbstantial
wage gains as a result of their CETA experience than any other par-
ticipants. This is really very important. In fact, the evidence inVese
studiesand I must say that it's very difficult to get this kind oT
formation, that there's not a lot of it ont there. But what we have is
that poor women are perhaps the only group for which we can demon-
strate conclusk ely that their future chances actually improved as a
result of their being in CETA and having had a CETA job.

.. The CETA experiments w ith nontraditional job placements for
women have also been N ery highly successful. And these are all being
cut back drastjcally.

A. general cutback in these programs i3 going to hurt women dis-
proportionately more Cian male workers bet wise these programs have
played such an important role in upward mobility and self-reliance
for women, especially the poor women and the female household heads
upon whom those programs were specifically targeted.

.het ine turn quickly to tl e question of the social programs.
'Women and families head d by w omen are the principal beneficiaries

of the social entitlement pr grains. I won't talk about the income-
tested jumgrams, although it is worth noting, as most others have,
that most social security recipients are women. One of the great in-,

eonsistencies of the Reagan administration's domestic program is its
-desire to cut :,ocial program costs while maintaining traditional con-
servative opposition to the emplo,yment of mothers. If women with
cnildren are not expected to support themselt es through work but one
of seven families w ith chihlren is headed by a woman and solely de-
pendent on her financial support, this %iew implies a verv large trans-
fer of resource,i, from the tax dollars of workers, who will be forced to
take on this responsibility.

;Now, of course, in a severe recession such as we're now in, these fi-
nazwial supprts ale desperately needed. ..tlid I'm not mcommending
that they he cut out from ander the poor when no jobs are available.

What we have to be thinking ahead to is a full employment economy,
which is. of cout-se, our longer range objective. And in such an econo-
my, there's DO reason why women should not have as much right to
a decent job and financial independence as a Than.

CHANGING FA MILY STRUM RE REQUIRES ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPOIITCNITIES FOR WOMEN .

-
To assert that women with children are not expected to work, of

eourse. also implies a les.ser commitnwnt on the part of society to
providing employment opportunities for the,- women. And this view,
whieh is :To deply ingrauwd in th - ligibility criteria for our social
programs, is w hy these prin.!, uns have Town at such an alarming rate.
They;1..t4r,Town because soviet ie of women's rights and responsi-
bilities has not caught up w ith the rt ality of a changing family gtruc-
turo in which a pry large and grow ing peFeentage of families, espy-
eially poor families. are not supportei' by a male.

If you think back to the original coneeut of aid to families with
dependent children. it was payments to w idows and orphans, when

8'0
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the loss of a male breadwinner was an unusual and tragic happen-
stance. The eligible population today is now very different 'from wi-
dows and orphans. And in these days of general economic distress,
there's a danger that many more poor families will become female
headed simply so as to be eligible to receive government support.

The problems can't be solyed by reducing payments to the families.
Tn fact, the growth of all of these programs is not due to the fact that
the real payments have gone up to families, it's noldue to liberal
generosity and liberal handouts. but due to the fact that the eligible
population has grown. The eligible population hasn't grown because
people are cheating; it's because of the fact that the concept that
we're using to impute eligibility to families has not cringht up with
the trmendons changes that are going oh in our society in terms of

"famil?..Structure.
It's simply not possible to deny women jobs at decent wages and to

cut social programs at. the same time. As I said before. over 25 percent
of divorced and separated women are on welfare. The Reagan ad-
ministration, with its antigovernment bias, of course. doesn't want to
track down men who fail to support their children. The Carter admin-
istration, of course., began to initiate such a program, with a reason-
able amount of success. In other countries, garnishment of pay for
child toupport is a routine matter.

And Profe,sor Bergmann earlier pointed out that very few women
receive any child support at all. even though they are eligible.

With apparently no enforceable penalties for male abandonment,
without putting ,women to work lit decent pay, we end up not only
with a huge poverty problem but a huge public responsibility.

Let me just say one thing about child care. because it hasn't been
entioned in this context. In 5 years, in between MO and 16R5, the
mber of preschool chihken with working mothers is going to
utile, from 6 million to 12'million. Yet, withing is being done to
mmodate the need.
hink one of the lumbers of the committee said that we're the

tetry in the NN ()I hl where the growth of the female wof k force
urred without a eoncommitant growth in child-care facilities.

just say a word about the problem of the failuv to realize
arian objectis es. as si e pas-ed all of our equal employment

over a decade and a half ago.
Many women renuain on welfare because even if they find wifrk it

Is at such low wages and with so few fringe benefits that it makes
welfare, food stampr, aml medicaid just a much better deal. We
forget sometimes about the fringe benefit issue.

T mean to say that affirmative action hasq't. been important
and that equal employ meta opportunity legislation isn't important,
butt these hasen't becn enough. The question is: What more do we
need to do?

T alluded to the iew. which has been aggravated by the recession.
that is onwp aren't deser ing of higher paving jobs as men are. The
jobs that wonwn tidditionant do and there are many iobs that
W omen hese always don( that men has en't wanted to dohave also
been (radii ionalls loss pay mg, ulecting the N iew, I shppose. that if a
woman does it, the rate of remuneration ought to be .ess.
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Most women ilaN a double burden, as some people have pointed
out, of housework and chfld care that competes for their time and
energy with their labor force activities. Not every woman can be or
wants to be the superwomp.n who shoulders not only both employ-
ment and houseNsork. but does each as though she were doing each lull
time. with the same impeccable high standards.

Possible ways to deal with this program vary from increasing social
services to increasing male involvement in child care and housework.
In Sweden, for example, if n couple is going to take any sort of child-
care leave after the child is born, they have to share it, the man and
the woman. That's one type of solution.

Another is increasing flexibility in work arrangements. We must
recognize that employment conditions that were suited to n labor
force that was predominantly comprised of males and childless women
will have to be reconsidered. IVomen's low-paying occupational

' ghettos have even reflected women's need for flexibility. They often
do allow flexible hours, but they provide this flexibility in lieu of
financial rewardk Women's double burden must be recognized as a
factor impeding the realization of our society's egalitarian goals.-

If women are to stand on their own feet rather than cling to the
coattails of society, N% e must begin to confront the full range of societal
expectations that women are called upon to fullfill.

Mr. Chairman, you asked for some specific recommendations, and
in my prepared testimony I did specify a few. Let me just list them.

The No. 1 prioritythe absolute, No. 1 priority is an improved
economy, increased economic growth that will sthnulate economywide
employment.

Reinstatement of funds for CETA work experience and training,
especially for women workers.

Increased emphasis on nontraditional work experience and training
for women in CETA. and'in private employment, and I might say
from such .prog-rams as my colleague described for younger women
and girls in school.

Increased attention to child care and related arrangements. This
is a time bomb ticking, especially for poor women.

Investigation of ways to increase paternal support of families, both
financial sunport and participation in child care and housework.

And finally. the recognition in public jobs programs that women
workers, pArticidarly female household heads, have special needs re-
quiring,Added flexibility. Women shodhl not be relegated to low pay-

deadend jobs simply because of these needs.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Barrett follows:]

9
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY S. BARRETT

;0

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to be here today to discuss policies for remedying women's

employment problems. The Committee's decision to hold these hearings re-

flects your wise judgment that the key to bringing illions of people out of

poverty and eliminating their dependency on public !rants is improved job

opportunities for women.

Well over half of the 10 million children living in poverty today are

supported solely by their mothers. The chance is one in three that a female-

headed family is pottr, compared with one in eighteen husband-wife families.

Over 25 percent of all divorced,and sefarated women are on welfare. And the

fact that all of the increase in poverty since the late 1960s has been

attributable to families headed by women has resulted in what has come to be

called the "feminization of poverty."

One remedy to this problem is to reduce the incidence of female-headedness,

especially among the poor. However, it is unlikely that government efforts

would meet with great short-run success here, and the current welfare system,

if not actually discouraging fathers from assuming financial responsibilities,

at least provides them an "easy out." A longer-run view would see a reduction

in female-headedness riser:PLED& from a reduction in poverty and welfare dependency

rather than the reverse.

A second approach -- the subject of these hearings -- is improving the

job climate for women so that women can provide the means to support them-

selves and their families. This meana not only jobs, but decent wages,

working conditiOns and adequate child care provisions.
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Iyill focus on three issues: the recession, our anachronistic social

programs that presume the state should assume the financial responsibility

for women and children in the absence of a male breadwinner, and the persis-

tent failure of the egalitarian goals of our equal employment opportunity

laws to be realized.

The Recession

The current recession is, of course, the most important short-run

problem facing women workers. Not.only are more women unemployed in a

recession, but the competition for jobs elicits reactionary attitudes

regarding women's employment. The idea that woman don't "need" jobs as do

men rears its head. The evening news reports the unemployment of married

males as the mostylagnificant indicaci of the re-esslon's true impact.

The misguiddd economic policies of the Reagan Administration have

contributed to the recession'sleverity. And the Reagan Administration

has compounded the problem by drastic cuts in CETA.

Longitudinal studies of CETA participants undertaken by the research

staff of the Department of Labor have dramatically demonstrated that poor women

experience the most substantial wage gains as a result of their CETA experience,

mo r ethan an9 other participants. Indeed, there is evidence thaepoor

women are the only gioup whose future chances are actually improved after

heing in a CETA job. CETA's experiments with non-traditional job placements

for woMen have also been highly successful. In short, a general cutback in

federal employment programs hurts women workers the most, because these

programs have played such an important role in upward mobility and self-

reliance for women, especially thseiscoor women and female household heads on

whom che programs are specifically targeted'.
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Social Programs

Women and families beaded by women are the principal beneficiaries of
4

the social entitlement programs. I will speak here of income-tested programs,

although it is worth noting that most social security recipients are women

too. One of the -great inconsistencies of the Reagan Administration's domestic

program is a desire to reduce social programs while maintaining traditional

conservative opposition to the employment of mothers. If women with children

are not expected to support themselves, but one of seven families with children

,s headed by a woman, this view implies a very large transfer of resources
, --tax

from the/dollars of workers who will take on this responsibility.

Of course, in the current severe recession, these financial supports are

desperately: needed and shonld not be cut out from under the poor when no jobs

are available. But in a "full employment" economy, our longer range objective,

there is no reason why women should not have as much right to a decent job

and financial independence as a man.

To assert that women with children are not expected to work also implies

a lesser commitment.on the part of society to employment opportunities for

these women. And this view -- so ingrained in the eligibility criteria for

our social programs -- is why these programs have grown at such an alarming

rate. They have grown because society's view of women's rights and responsi-

bilities haven't caught up with the reality of a changing family structure

in wrch a very large and growing percentage of families, especially poor

families, are not supported by a male. Think back to the original concept'

of Aid to Families with Dependent Children -- payments to "widows and

orphans" -- when the loss of a male breadwinner was an unusual and tragic

happenstance. The eligible population is now very different and much much

larger. And in these days of general economic distress, there is t danger
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that many more poor families will become female headed so as to receive gov-

ernment support. But the'problem cannot be solv:d by reducing payments to

these families, as this will only increase their misery. Unless we provide

jobs for women -- both expanding the overall economy and through government

jobs programs -- the demands for AFDC, food stamps, and other social expendi-

tures will continue to grow. It is extremely important to bear in mind that

the growth in these programs ie due less to "liberal generosity" than to the

rapid growth in the population of eligible re'cipients.

It is simply not possible to deny women jobs at deccnt wages and cut

social progiams at the same time. As"ntioned earlier, over 25 percen of

divorced and separated women are on welfare. The Reagan Ad;inistration,

with its anti-goveqoment bias is loath to track down men who fail to suppott

their children. In othc.4 countries, garnishment of pay for child support is

a.routine matter. According to a 1979 Census Department survey, three-

quarters of mothers who were separated or divorced from`the child's father

received not a single support payment and only eight percent received $1000

or more. With apparently no enforceable penalties for male abandonment,

'without putting these women to work at decent pay we end up with a huge

poverty iroblem and a huge public responsibility.

All this adds up to the need for intensification of efforts in a number

of areas: more and better jobs, training programs, emphasis on non-traditional

0
jobs which are usually higher paying, and child care.

A word about child care. In five years, between 1980 and 1985, the

number of preschool children with mothers working or wanting to work will

double -- &zoo around 6 million to 12 million. Yet nothing is being done.to

accommaiie this need. We are the only country in the world where the growth
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of the female workfora has occurred without a concomitant growth id child

care'facilities.

Causes of Women's Low Wages

Mans women remain on welfare because, even if they find work it is at

very loAmages and with few fringe benefits. The availability of Medicaid

and food *stamps often makes welfare a "better deal" than work. A decade and

a half of EEO legislation has been extremely important in aiding many women.

Affirmative action is critically important too. But these clearly haven't

been enough. What more needs to be done?

I have alluded to the view, aggravated by the recession, that women aren't

as deserving of higher-paying jobs AS are men. Of course, there are jobs

that women have traditionally done, but these are also traditionally low-paid

jobs, reflecting the view that if done by a woman the "just" rate of remun-

eration ought to be less.

Most women also have a double burden of housework and child care that

competes for time and energy with labor force activities. Not every woman

can be or wants to be the "superwoman" who shoulders both employment 'and

homework as.if he were both a full-time breadwinner and a full-time

hcliemaker. While the possible ways to deal with thls probltm vary from

increasing social services, increased male involvement in childcare and

housework (in Sweden, for instance, liarents *are required to share post-

anatal maternity/paternity. leaves for childcare), and increased flexibility

in work arrangements, our society must recognize that employment conditions

that were suiteO to a labor force that was.predominantly comprised of males

and childless women will hav-6 ID be reconsidered.. Womees low-paying-

occupational ghettos have often reflected women's needs for flexibility, pro-

viding flexibility in lieu of financial rewards. Wo'men's double burden Mumt

4
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be recognized as a factor impeding the realization of our society's egali-

tarian goads. If women are to itand on their oun feet, rather than to .

cling to society's coattails, we mat begin to confront the full range of

societal expectations women are called upon to fulfill.

Imasary of RecommendatiOns,

o Increased ecenomic growth to stimulate economy-wide employment

o Reinstatement of funds for CETA work experience and training, especially

for women workers

o Increased emphasis on non-traditional work experience and training for

uomen in CETI and in private employment

,o /ncreased attention to childcare and related arrangements,especially for

poor women

o Investigation of usys to increase paternal support of families, both

financial support and participation in childcare and housework

o Recognition that women workers, particularly female household heads, have

special needs requiring added flexibility. Women should not be relegated

to low-paying, dead-end_jobs simply because of these needs.
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Rep resen t at ive It cuss. Thank you, Ms. Barrett,
Because I'm sen,it is to the problems of afternoon traffic and want

to make sure that Mr. Marshall meets his plane, I'm going to ask Ms.
Stein teAvithhold her testimony fot lust a minute and inquire whether
there are questions that we has e of Mr. Marshall so that he can be on
his way:

I wouhl have one. You referred to the administration's work-fare
proposals and :suggested that they weren't the right way to attack the
problem of the ssul k jmucrit is es. How do the jobs contemplated for
welfare recipients tinder ssot k-fare differ from the public jobs that
Iv-ea to be provided by CETA provamgr

cr.Try. paovIDED EcoNoutc INCEN rim To wonK
y ,

Mr. MARSHALL. Well, one of the main differences, of course, is that
under the CETA system there was an economic incentise to work.

I And what 3on hojwd would happenanti I think in most cases did
happen in lot al mudswas that the prime sponsors or others who ran
the program, sass to it that people m the local areas did things that
needed to lw thine. but workers got paid for it. I think in our sysfem
that's a sery important principle- that is. hat instead of workin.!r off
y our welfare. that you make a wage like es erybody else does and to
do something that !call% needs to be done in those areasthe kinds of
thing, that %sere lone..foLsexamplesuch as home health care, which

thought was (ow of the ery goo`d pi.ograms. And I visited a number
of these and was terribly impressed by them.

But the ba,ic point was, %%hates er in the local community tieeded to
be done, what frequently happened wasto pursue the home health
care ea,essonien who had been on ss el fare or men who were able to
get into the fir.4 lung of an occupational laddyr. into the health area,
it didn't at tir-t require a lot of training, but they got -onie. And they
tended to take care of indigent people. sick people. in their homes.

Now, that ser i. cd a lot of national needs. Tt helped prevent instil n-
tionalint ion of people, it lielwd train people and helped provide for
the upward occupational mobi.Ws%

There are a lot of jtihi- iii thiii category. rather than ,simply make-
work.

T think that one of the problems with the work-fare system is it
really doe', tend to be work-fare and therefore doesn't seem to be related
to the regular work force because yin don't attach warres to it and
provide an ineentis e fot people to move info paid employment.

T think that paid.work wa, terribly imphrtant to the people who
were involved in it. T remember once visiting such a project. and I
tried to he the des ;I's ads ovate and pointed out to the people who were
invols ed in it t hat tiles didn't seem to be making much more than they
woold has e if they'd been on welfare and that the work they wer .
doing was.diffienit and di,agreeable. taking care of old people in their
homes who were ill.

lmo,t a spontaneotc, combustion took place when I said thaeoThey
said :

This ts tremendoiedy different, because those people need us. This is impottant
IA oil, itot 'too to re oot,liou, tbat hP11 w -'re .11 elf the wolfgro
authorities deeule lioss %se spruid our nioni*. When v,e're earning mono, we decide
how to spend It.
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Tnstead of using the opporhulity to reform the Tax,Act in ways that
you've mentioned, to make thew less regressive and have a more equita-
bk impact on varions income groups, that opportunity was lost in an
across-the-hoard tax cut thin in my judgment was too large.

You won't be able to make it up w;th budget cuts, and in the effort
to make it up with budget cuts youll get the weakening and elimina-
tion cy-f som rograms that are extremely important. And in essence,
what the ad linist tat ion will do and m hat the Govermlient will do will
be to pay fo hat lmge tax cut by going into the n ney markets and
borrowing at very high interest rates, and tending to Ip those inter-
ests rates up.

Thqse things seem to me to swamp the impact of the brackgt creep
and anything else that they would have (lone. I would have preferred
to have refOrmed the system, rather than tofiave a tax cut of the mag-
nitude that they did have or to index it.

Representative HECKLER. Would you say that it was fair to have
the Government, through bracket creep and through the invisible tax
of inflation, take a percenttlge such as 19 percent out of the wages of
the lowest, income wage earner, $5,000 to $10,000? I mean, this is
outrageous. 4,

Mr. MAtisjiALL. It is. I don't think that'l fair, nor d ho T tink it's fair
to put a 95-percent tax on the earnings of welfare recipients who work,
which is what,is being done. And it creates a great disincentive to
work.

-..
.

The rens% for my comment about the social security tax is that I
would have'llone more to delay the increase in social security taxes,
lweause that's an inflationary tax and it's also repTessive. because of

g the cap. AntT it really hits workers and relatively low income people
very hard. In fact, if yon look atiitT've just been looking at some
numbers. and combine.tlw social securih tax increases with' what's
happened in liel;afrRuts, the people who make less than about $50,009
a IPA r by ITTF.441 P9 v more axes le un ht. not ss. der tis svstenl.

I <think al those things needed to be addressed. awl to have used
this opportunity to make that system less regressive. T think we didn't,
and that's nnfortunate. arid I'm not sure w lilt the implications are of
having passed a badjet to start with. T do believe that it's impor-
tant to do whatever we can to rectify those injustices.

Representhtive ITEcKLER. T wonld not sav that T agree with von in
your total characterization of it as a bad tax act. T think there wete
many provisions of the Tax Act that were very. very good. The ac-
celerated depreciation elm increase our productix ity. whic'a is lagging
in the world markets. I would ag-ree w ith von. however. on OLP social
security tax. which shonhl luny been correctNi when we nagsed the
last great round eif illeren,es. T tatjected to that omission at thht time.

But T frankly think that when oge looks at the impact of taxes on
women. and realizes the number of w onwn who am contirregnted at
the lowest rung of the income ladder. we realize this lins been the case
for, lo. the,,e ninny decades. desr>ite all the thinas that Government has
done and all the preachinc that wethe women oft, tlw Congress. at
least. and a certain number of the menhave offered to onr eol-
leagws ,' Petheless. we can see at least that this hidden tax whieh
is walk% so snWantial for the lowest income worker nnd at tlw lowest
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income level has finally been bmught out of the closet and been re 4
moved by the Tax Act. I happen to think that itself was a benefit for
women. .0

Mr. MARSHALL. In fact, I think out of this whole experience we're
likely to bring a lot of things out of the closet and that that will be
at least educational for us. I think, for example. with respect to the
depreciation allowances, they create new tax shelters because of the
fat t that the,v tend to be biased toward structures, for example, and
in favor of certain kinds of comonies. And you will do too much.

I think the other thing about productivity. pthink that's terribly
important. but I really believe that if ypn look at the things that could
have been done to improye productiy ity, coiitintiingjii y estment in our
people, is one of the most important things that we can do. and it's
w here a lot of our competitors in the world hay e an ady antfige over us.

Repysentative REUSS. Thank you.
aigressman Richmond.

Representative Riernroxn. Thank you, Congressman.

Jon HA IN IN ti Mutat.% MS PARTIcELAR1.1 IMPoRTANT DURING RECESSION

Mr. Secretary, you know recessionarry times in a'way are very
helpful. because ditt ing a recession imbistry, for example. tends to
modernize and to eh an tip its factories, improve the. quality of its
products. I can tell 3 on that's going on in many companies with which
I'm connected. using the lecession to make sure that your equipment.
your product, th quality of your product. your sales materials. every-
thing is in as good shape vs possible. Wouldn't this be an ideal time
for the administiation to understand that this is the time to attack
unempIoy uncut. illiteracy . all of the programs that you and I and so
many of our friends hale worked so' hard to build up instead of
tearing them down? Isn't it during recessionary times that you need
job trainin, prograllis. that you need prouTams that take high school
droponts and get them their general equiy alency test, give them the
dignity of knowing that they can at least read and write?

What can we do to get at ross to this administration that a popttla-
tion that is illiterate and not ttained for job:\ is a terrible drag on the
economy and will only continue the retigni? It just won't help this
economy.

Mr. "AtmeniAm. Maybe one wa3i to do it is to emphasize the impbr-
t once of hay nig an !Hitt. t ate opet a mg a very expensive and dangerous
piece of military equipment, wh ch is the kind of thing T think we
face. But I think you are ahisol uttb ri t. The cifeapetst time and the
time that the opportunity cost fo ervbody involved is lowest, to
train workers is during a recession And during a depression, because
the cost, of course. is tmemploymenWand it would be much better for
us to concentrate, I think, on programs to train, to educate, to give the
long-term training and education that we need.

Now. to pursue your point. I think one of the things you're, talking
about that happened with plant and equipment won't happen with
workers. This is exactly the tinte that we. will create future labor short-
ages, la cause unemployed workers will not be trained and that human
resource will be wastid now, even though it's the best time to do it. We
rarely do it, and it would be a very good idett to be expanding those

1 0
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'programs and (he tin.e to do it alit onuit kali). That's why , as'you know,
always ad% veldt, triggering these pi ogialos to tinclupioy ment so that

?..'"it %%mild be automat i,, and you wouldn't hit% e to ha% e a big debate about
it. And to ggt suflicient fui w at d funding of those programs, that 3 ou
could do something about the education of ',topic. and ha% e enough
time so you ean ruin), help young people get (klucated and get into the
workforce.

So I have always, for long, advocated that. belie% e tlutt it's impor-
tant for u as to do, nd belie% e t h iat w e're creating future nItationary
pressures for ourseh es now by not doing it because those shot t ages (hat
are created now w ill show up as bottlenecks w hen the economy starts
expanding.

Representati% e ER nom). Do y ott know job t i aining programs that
y0.11 designed that are in effect in New York City are now on a cutback
basis'? Yet, we figure it costs us $7,400 a year to take a high school
dropout, give hint or Iter a stipend, $3.35 an hour, provide 3 or.1 hours
daily of instruction so they can become literate, and give them 3 or
hours of on-the-job training. So at the end of the year, for $7,100, i e
can take a17-3 ear-old high school dropout and make him 01 her into a
dignified citizen w Ito is ready to go out and apply foi a job. What is t he
alternative to that ? The alternathe is 1 year in jail in New Yot k City
which costs us $39;000.

'What's the other alternative? We're talking. about the status of
women. A. woman, a young (rid w it 1 I no job, again a higlt school drop-
out, has only one easy out itit'd that's t o hal e a-child. The minute she has
That child, she then gets enough welfare to set up her ow n establish-
ment at a cost to New York City again of $7,5001nut counting medic-
aid. Now, in all likelihood that y ouncr girl didn't want to lea% e her
family's house. She isn't really ready ror the ivsponsibility that comes
with having a hihl. Basically site w as just unhappy w itlt her life. She
couldn't read, she couldn't w lite, she wasn't trained for a job. She fig-
ured ber onl futitre was to go altead and become the head of lict ow n
household so that she could go on wel fnre.

Now, we know all these facts, and Fut sum the administration knows
the facts. And if only we could get these y oung people and get them
into training progriaus, I'm sure we could cid down on unwanted
births, we could cut dow a on welfare, we cquld cut down on crime.
Wo know t hat the al erage young teenrer does not really go out look-
ing toward a life of crime. Tie only turns to crime because he feels
totally hopeless. Nobody 's helping hint, he.'s got no guidance, he can't
read, he can't w rite, he's not trained for a job. What can society expect
of him?

And if we'd only get this across to the administration. How can we
do it? ,

Mr. i1fAnsuma.. T think this kind of hearing and discussion ami
debate, and tr:ving to get public at t ention to the problenis is about the
main thing that we have to do. The riolitical pjwess, the discussion
and debate. trying t ovd neat e the public to the issuesthe issues are
very complicaled, and people frequently make up their mind on the
basis of symbols and very superficial evidence. What I would com-
mend to the Congress is That y.ou do everything von can to publieke
the very detailed evaluations that are being made of all these pro-
grams. Tho polls show that the people think they aiv popular, bnt
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somewhere there is a short circuit in the political process. There are
a lot of things that people think ought to be done that the political
process is not doiwr, and jobs and training is one of those things. ,

Tho other one o?those things that I mentioned that people all be-
lieve we need to do something about, but the political process hasn't
heLn able to deal with, is the problem of illegal immigration. I think
that what we do is hold heal ings and t r3 to pal idze things and debate
people, and tr3 to get public education and bring as much pressure
as we can on people.

The thing that worries me about the decentralization of a lot of
these programs in the places that rill familicx is that you won't be
able to (Yet a critical mass to deal with a lot of issues at that level. You
can, I hope, get a 'critical mass here in Washington to deal with the
preiblellis of the most disadvantaged of our people, but I'm convinced
that in many State and local areas there will not be. Therefore, these
things will go ignored. It seems to me that's one of the dangers that
we faed.

Representative Ru IIMONI). You mentioned during our brief chat
that 3 ou thought the administration wanted to do away with the
.rob Corps. Are they ,ierions about that?

Mr. MARsuALL. I've heard that's one of the objectives. I don't know
how serious they are. about that.

Ropresent at i % e RiuliMlixu. What's 3,-our opinion of the program?
Mr. MmusiiALL. I think it's a good program. Tt's been i program

t bat's been in operation now for 0%er 1 C oy IT 3 ears. Tt has received sup-
port --w a vering support, lint bipartisan suppoi t 1,3 % a lions admin-
ist rations, and I w ould again recommend that before that is done, if it
is contemplated, that a careful look be taken at the el al tuitions because
duo all slum% it's a % er3 good im est ment for the country: that this Job
Col ps deals 11 ith the most d isa 41 % a Waved and there's no cheating in the
Job Corps. There are people w it h svi ions and multiple disad% antages.
The% come out of the .Tob Col ps iii an overwhelming number of in-
stance,. to heroine product i% e and useful citizens, with the qualities of
their live, improved greatly.

But T think that's the ease with a lot of our programs. Wbat we've
been aIde to do with the .Tob Corps is t o impro% e it through time. Tt's
a bet ter program than it w as 15 3 ears ago, and w it 11 many of t hese pro-
grams tlw imreeption problem is that 3 on putt it out if it doesn't work
w intuit a month, and 3 ou declare it'a failure without realizing that
what oul do is 3 on put a proirram in plum' as the best 3on can, and then
le it e% olve. Anil if 3 on look at the Job Corps, it's a case wherci pro-
o'ra ins have evolved.

Many of these proirrams for women have evol% ed. Sonie of the tar-
geted outreach programs to get w omen in nontraditional jobs are very
much better today tImn Ilte3 were when they wei:e started.

I think instead of 11 eakening dm programs or scrapping them, tie'
irisle question ought to be how can we in tproN e them? rc it's not a good
program, and sonic wpm i, then it makes sense to scrap them. But to,
do it in a meat-ax way, regardless of w heftier they demonstrate their
effeet iveness seems to me to be a serious mistake.

Reprent ative RICHMOND. Thank von.
Repre-entative Rixss. Represent ative Wylie.
Representative WYLIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

1 03
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EstrArr OF HEAGAN AnnrIxtsm.YrioN TAX CUTS

I'm glad to see yon here again. Mr. Marshall. I think it's easy to be
critical of a program, but I ss mild submit that the et mimic program
of the Carter administration did not woik and that we needed to tr3
something diffen nt. 1 suppbse it comes at no sill jH ise that I. might
tlke thaCapproach. but 3 on suggest in hen, that the suppl3 side pro
grain is flawed by a carrot for the rich and a stick for the poor ap-
proach, that the personal across-the-board tax cuts are bad. But don't
personal tax cuts base the same relatis e benefit for loss er income people
as they do for higher income people?

lfr. MARSHALL. I think 5'ou have to look at the total tax structuro.
Taxes are increasing for low income people.

Representative WY.LIE. It's 5-10-10 across tlie board.
Mr. MAnsu.sm. T think you have to,look at the total tax st rurture.

What you have to do is look at what's happening to tlw social security
tax, which has gone up. Look at IN hat's likely to happen to State and
local taxes as 3 on shift responsibilit3 to local areas, and excise taxes
and real estate taxes will go up as a result of that activity. Then, if you
put all that together. nobody who makes less than $50,000 by the thne
it's all over will benefit very much frail tax cuts.

Represent at ive WI LIE. Now, social security taxes were put on by the
Carter administration.

Mr. MAnsum.L. I'm not saying an3-thing about who put them on.
I'm saying who rouhl take them off. We put the income tax on. too.
That is, we had a tax bill, and I don't think you get ery far by trying
tO say,

Representative WYLIE. Do you like the. approach of the perso,nal
income tax, though. 5-10-10?

Mr. MAnsuAm. I like the tax cut. I thought it was too great.
Representative WA LIE. I might agree with you that it wasmite IL

bit too big too soon, but overall. that part of the tax program?'
Mr.. MARSH.% LL. Oh. we needed a tax cut. We needed to stimulate

the economy and I applaud the efrorts,that are being made by Chair-
man Reuss and others to move the time of the tax cut forward. I
think what's likely to happen if 3 on don't do that, is that you're going
to stimulate it too much when you don't need it and not enougly when
ou do. But that the real problem with that is that you're going to

rim mpumental budget deficits, in which the government will have
to go into the money markets and borrow and keep the interest rates
up. I'm worriA about the fact that the interest rates

Representative WYLIE. I am. too. I am worried about the deficit,
of course, but the point I want to make here is that aren't the poor
still better off with the tax, cut than they siould be if they hadn't had
one?

Mr. MABSTIALL. If they got one, the answer is "Yes."-.13ut if they
don't get one, the answer is "No.:' And they're not going to get one.

Representative WYLIE. I don't. ku v. The withholding statements
have gone down.

Mr. MAlitillAhh. hilt it see -fs to ine that the thing that's im-
portant is to look at the total tax that's Paid by people, pot what
happens to any particular ta*.K. I could make the same argument by
saying look at the social security tax. It's gone up, and therefore taxes
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are going up. But Fin convinced that if you look at the total tax pay-
ments of people w ho rnak(: less than $:;0,000 when this system has a
chance to work it's way out, you will find that there's very little, if
any. improvement in the incomes of low income people.

Representative WYUE. I3ut isn't it better that the individma tax4
rates are cut than if they had not been cut?

Mr. MAnsir.u.r.. Well, what I would have done would have bern to
have made the system less regressh e than it was, because I don't r
believe that the tax cut does a lot to stimulate inyestment. It does
some. I think we ne,ed in N estinent, -out I think the thing that stimulates
investment is sales.

Representative WYLIE. Aren't the poe, m. more likely to benefit from a
grow mg economic parlay than they arc from the traditional redistribu-
tion of income program?

Mr. MARSILUL. The poor are likely to benefit from (Wining unem-
ployment, You know, all the eN idence suggests tipt that's the thing
that is really significant to them. And we're going to haN e increasing
unemploy ment, and I think the high interest rates are going to choke
off expansMn. And I belies e that unemployment w ill be a. worldwiae
problem,.and relatit ely -low-income people w ill have serious problems.

Representative. WYLIE. I know you'i4 in a hurry. I'd just like to fol-
low up on Chairman Reuss's question with reference to work-fare.

Isn't work-fare better tharrwelfare?
Mr. MAnstrAm. Well, r thinkwork-fare? No. I would say that a

welfare reform system that gave people an incentive to work is a better
option than worle-fare, that work for wages

Representat ive WYLIE. A welfare program that gm e them incentive
t o work. nither than suggest ing that they w ork for the welfar,?)

Mr. MAnsum.L. Regardless, yes. It seems to me we have,a free- enter-
prise system where people work for w ages atul where we provide eco-
nomic incenth es for peolile to wm k. And if you're going to have a
forced work system. that's not free enterprise.

Representative WYLIE. You didn't like the CETA program then ?
Mr. AfAriSHALL. I liked the C'ETA progra el. 'We paid C'ETA workers

to work. But let me say I didn't start the C'ETA program. It wasn't
my favorite. .

Representathe Wyt.ra. T liked the first part of it, the comprehensive
and training program. But what about the second part, where you had
public works and public service jobs?

Mr. MARSHALL. I think that all the evalations that T seeand
c ommend those to 3 ou, the Brookings Institution has made one, the
National Science Foundation has done one, the Urban Inst itutit has
done one, Mathematica has done one ; and they all suggest, particularly
a fter the CETA reauthorization in 1978, that we greatly improved the
effectiveness of those programs.

Now, the problem, if there was make-work in time program, it was
mainly a problem of State and lqeal government.

Representative WYLIE. It started out as a $11/2 billion training pro-
gram, the title TT program. Then, title XT and title IXjumped up,
until it was a $10 billion program and the til was wagging the dog,
almost.

Mr. MAnsnALL. I think we should-have given more. Of course, you
haye to (I() w hat y on hate to do w hen you get to the basic problem. Tf
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unemployment i very high, then I think you have to worry about
training and unemployment.

But I beliey e that the direction of the program ought to be to give
much greater attention to training and less to public serv ice employ
ment. Though, as I mentioned, I Mould try to trigger both of Oiese
so that they would be automatic stabilizers rather than automatic
destabilizers.

Representative WYLIE. As frequently happens, the time is all too
short. The chairman J ugg es ts that we let you go on and get your plane.

Mr. MA its txt.r.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Rtuss. By doing an 0. J. Simpson act, nil sure you

can make it.
Thank you, and good luck.
Now. 1ileen Stem, a Washington attorney, thank you for your

patience. And I'd like to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF EILEEN M. STEIN, ATTORNEY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

MS. STEIN% Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

ADMINISTRATION'S BUDGET CUTS THREATS to A NTI-DIst,RIMINATIoN
E3trLoYmENT 'PROGRAMS

I appreciate the Opportunity to be here today to discuss the Govern-
ment's policies in the area of employment discrimination and its
effect on women.

In the mid-1960's, the U.S. GON ernment undertook a commitment to
equal employment opportunity for women. In 1963, the Equal Pay
Act was passed. The following, year, sex discrimination was included
among the prohibitions of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
And in 1967, Executive Order 11246 was araended to prohibit employ-
ment discrimination on the basis of sex by G9vernment contracts.

In the decade and a half which has passed since. title VII became
effective, considerable change in accepted employment practices has
occurred, Tt has been established, for example, that denial of jobs to
Weiner' because they are married or because they have small children
is unlawful w here these F,ame conditions do not disqualify male
applicants.

By amendment to title VII in 1978, Congress made it clear that
women temporarily disabh.d by pregnancy or childbirth may not be
treated more harshly than men temporarily disabled from other causes
Jobs closed to wonwn by custom and tradition were opened.

Here in Washington, for example, we soe a police force which is
sexual ly int egra ted, \diet is as little as a decade ago the idea of a female
reguhir police officer was laughed at.

So-called female protective laws which set limits on the hours
women mmmy ssork and the weights they can be required to lift, and
thereby excluded them from many of the higher-wage jobs in industry.
were struck down.

The unfairness of most of these discriminatory! practices is widely
appreciated today. It is therefore difficult. but it is, at the same time,
essential to remember that these practices were generally accepted
norms a decade or two ago. 4
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The diffelem e in perception and in practice wrought over so short
a period of tnue is (h I usult of Federal policy against discrimination
and the Fudel al enforcement efforts deloted to implementing_ that
policy.

While many of the precedents that has e referred to come from
eases brought by indiv idual citizens acting as private attol neys gen
el al, they were ln ought to enfolte Federal lass in a (Militate of Federal
concern, against a backdrop of pal allel Federal enforcement by the
public attorney general.

Establishing the eligibility of women fol nontladitional jobs would
has e been an empty exercise ir access to them were limited only to a
few token women. It is there that the fedel ally sponsored concept of
affirmative action' becomes important.

Whyte an employe! was found to has e discriminated, the courts, in
eniploy meta disci iluthation cases, oldered a cele rated 'oiling or pro
mot ion of tke grolips that had been excluded in order to remedy the
effeets of diserilnination.

Where an t'iiiployei II ishes to c(int ract with the Federal Gos em-
inent, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs of the
Departnwnt of La6or, iii enforcing Executis e Order 11210, requires
the emplov er to develop an Ail !native action plan ins ol ing an anal-
ysis of widei utilization of w omen and niinol ities and the causes of that
underut i izat ion, !mos al of d is( I infinatory pi act ices and of the adop,
Gab a goals and timetables fol bringing t he excluded group into
employ went lii ufliticiit tiumbeis to (A( iconic the effects of past exclu-
sionary practices.

The use of goals and timetables h4is pros en to be necessary to remedy
racial and sexual exclusion t In result of long-standing disci imina-
t ion and has pros en pal Genial ly effectise in facilitating the entry of
woweii into nontraditional jobs.

TIle ( fficacy of goals, ratios, and other numelii. al hiring, of t raining,
and ads ancenwnt measure:, and the support gil en them by all three
blanches of the Fedel al Gov ci !uncut, has prompted tlwir &tint a r;
adoption by some eniploYel s and unions. And Mk Ii a v oluntary affirina

gt e action has been appraed by the Supreme Court, in the case of
T'n/f II Ste(11Vorkeiw of .1nu rivet N. IV( ber, as fully in accord wit Ii the
policy underlying title VII,

Despite the gains niade thi ough court, interpretations of antidis
riminat ion laws.; oh the one hand and t !trough required and splunfary

affil mat is e action plans on the other, the battle for equal employment
oppol t unity for women has certainly not been won, as the eloquent
testimony of tIW cal Het ss it nesses must certainly has e cons inced you.
Continiwd Fedel al en fol cement of EEP policies is N it:d to further
progress in redressing these inequities.

The haves in Is omen's as cess to equal employ went opportunity are
so fragile and precai ions because they ale so recent. They cannot sur-
ise %1Ithotit Cont inued Gos el nment support. Yet, t he Federal enforce-

ment elfin t is & iii lent l t lii eatened in t ISo major waifs. by financial
440 backs and by philosoOieal ret reats.

Budget entbacks are a scrim's threat to the ability Df EEOC and
OFCCP to ea ly out tkeir EE() and affirmatise action enforcement
responsibility. In the case of EEOC, budget and staffing reductions

0
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erionsly harnpei effoits to redut.e the charveback log, so that the coin
plaints of disci iminat ion arc pi wesseil within a reasonable time.

They also virtually eliminate EEOC's capacity to litigate on behalf
of workers filing meritorious charges, which mans that, where the
employer is not willing ol unta rily to redress unlawful conduct, only
those victims of discrimination who are in a position to retain an
attorney to sue on their behalf have a chance for vindication.

Budget cuts at OFFCP mean seiere understating, eliminathm of
tilts neeessary for training anti for widespread ana evenhanded en-
forcement efforts, and continued inadequate data processing.

Far more damaging than budget cutbacks, however, and far less
understandable, is the apparent determination on the part of the cur-
rent administrationlo withdraw Government support from the ifiost
effective techniques for achieving equal opportunty.

EEOC guidelines, including those on :exual harassment. haN e been
targeted for abolition or modification. And proposals have been put
forward to reduce tiie number of Government contractors 'subject to
affirmative action requirements. ,

Most disquieting of all, howeN er, is the statcd intention of the AA-
sisGant Attorney General for Civil Rights tp.eliminate preferential
hiring in ads ancement from the remedies sought by the Government
in employ mein, discrimination cases and to persuade* the Supreme
Court to men ule tlw Webur case, permitting voluntary affirmative
action goals.

The developilient of ratios or numerical goals and quotas for hiring
in the judiciikrsetting occurred because other remedies tried wive so
often fou crinadNuate to elaninate the effects of discrhnination.

Arailai1e results of affirmatite action plans. such as those-required.
under E ecutise Order 11246, Amsted them often to be equally, neces-
sary aM effective.

In rn5' prepared statement..T have sqt forth several exampks of the
results/ achimed following the adoption of goals aml timetable& in
contrast to previous lack of success under simple nondiscrimination
policies. And I will not repeat those at this time.

But speeific numerical goals or quotas for the birnig. tr:tifline., and
assignment a women succeed where nondiscrimination injunctions or
pledges fail. because discrimination against women has been so long-
standing and so deeply ingrained.> ow- society that sexxnentral be-
havior on the part of employrrs and unions is inadequate to correct it.

=Historically. the rieilts of women were eN-plieitly limited by law,
and,women were specifically eNcloded by law from manyfo`ccupations.
including my own.,Deeplv held beliefs and pi :judices about a woman's
place and women's capacities were prevalent* even' mor,vecently, and
persist even to the present.
'Business is transacted and contacts vre mode at clubs and social

functions which PNelude women. vtithout ninny of the Participants
being conscious of the 'discriminatory imPlintions. The iksence of
women from nontraditional jobs has been so itersistent.that it has pro-
ducedoa tenacious belief on the part of many thai women cannot per-
form in such iobs and. oiethe part of women, that they will not seri-

. onqly be considered Tor-such jobs. This, in tnrn. results in the steering
and self-steering of women awa= from the types of training and ex-
perience.that normally lead to such jobs inul to the fnrther reinforce-
ment of stereotyped:beliefs.

411"
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Good intentions and a neutral behavior are rifit enough to
interrapt the cycle. Experience has. showa that results are only
achieted when specific sex-conscious numerical obligations are placed
on an employgr. Those who challenge goals or other numerical, affirma-
the action measures on the grounds that they are no longer needed or
that they are unfair to white males or that they are inefficient and
costly are ignoring the clear and persistent existence of dise'rimination.

Discrinunation does persist in our society. Its continued existence is
manifest in the employment statistics I've cited in my written testi-
mony, wI:ich, for all the gains and changes they indicate, still show

i

'

that, n absolute terAis, women have far less access to high-paying,
desirable jobs than would be expeited if hiring and promotion were '
truly based upon ability and inclination.

The continued .existence of discrimination means that hiring goals
cannot be viewed in a vacuum where they might, indeed, appear unfair
or a form of reverseidiscrimination, but: must be seen as course correc-
tions made to a system in which the momentum of generations of dis-.
crimination perpetuates inexorably the preferences white males have
historically enjoyed and still enjoy today.

And the continuing discrhnination with which we live carries with
it ma ietal osts that dw arf tlw inefficiency and expense claimed to
result from affirmative action.

The proprietary of numerical affirmative action measures has been
established, in numerous decisions of the Supreme Court and tbe lower
Federal cofirts. for the executiv-e branch to take the position that
will not demand such measures from employers wha are proved to have
discriminated and that it w ill oprosd such measures even when they
ha% e ken nluntaribs adopted. w hich will have, the most devastating
cifeets on the fight against sex discrimination in employment. It will
bulge indeed. it hah already changed the perception of emploYers

that EEO is a high go% eminent object ion. to a perception that there is
little reason to frau the consequences of discriminatory policies and
practices.

I believe it may well wipe out the progress toward true equality for
, women that we have lately seen during Th mocratic and Republican

administrations alike.
"Ultimately, it is a betrayal of that solemn commitment made to

equa7 employment opportunity for women by this Government less
than 20 years ago.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
rThe prepared statement of Ms. Stein follows :1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EILEEN M. STEIN

In the mid-I960's, the United States government

undertook a commitment to equal employment opportunity for

women. In 1963, the Equal Pay Act was passed. The follow-

ing year sex discridination was incladed among the

prohibitions.of the most comprehensIve employment disc.rimina-

tion legislation enacted by the
federal government -- Title

V/I of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. And in.1967 Executive

Order 11246 wa; amended to prohibit employment disciimination

'on the basis of sex by government contractors.

Not all the legislators who voted to add sex

discrimination to the prohibitrons of Title VII did so from

the same motives, and not all of those whose motivation Was

opposition to inequality of opportunity for women foresaw

the extent to which this law would eliminate long-accepted

yet unjustifiable barriers to women's economic advancement.

In the decade and one-half that has passed since

Title VII became effective, court decisions have applied it

to a wide variety of factual situations, thereby developing

the legal principles that
today define the rights and

obligations of workers, employers, unions and employment

agencies. It has been established, for example,that denial

of jobs to women because they are marriedif or because they

1/. Sprogis v. United Air Lines, 444 F.2d 1194 (7th Cir. 1941).
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have young childreJ/ is unlawful, when these same conditions

do not disqualify male applicants. By amendment to Title

VII in 1978, Congress made it clear tha women temporarily

disabled by pregnancy and childbirth may not be treated

more harshly than men suffering from other types of temporary

disabil.ty.2/ Jobs closed to women by custom and tradition

were opened! Police departments dropped overt barriers to

women, as well as minimum height requirements that had

indirectly and unnecessarily excluded them. The insurance

industry practice of channeling men inio "outside" claims

adjuster jobs while limiting women to "inside" claims'

rCpresentative jobs where the Salary and benefits were.less,

was struck down.i/ As the Court of Appeals for the Fifth

Circuit said in opening telephone switchmen )obs to women

in Weeks v. Southern Bell Tel. CO., 408 F.2d 228,

(5th Cir. 1967):

Men have always had the right to determine
whether the incremental increase in
remuneration for strenuous, dangerous,
obnoxious, boring or unromantic tasks is
worth the candle. 'The promise of Title VII
is that women are now to be on an equal
footing.

So-called "female protective laws" which set maximum limits

on the hours women may work and the weights they can be

called upon to lift (and thereby excluded them from many of

the higher-wage )obs in Industry) fell by the wayside for the

same reason.

2/ Phillips v. Martin-Marietta Corp., 400 U.S. 542 (1971).

3/ P.L. 95-555, legislatively reversing General Electric
Co. v. Gilbert, 425 U.S. 989 (1976).

4/ , e.g., Wetzel v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., 508
239 (3d Cir. 1975).

lii
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More recently4,- it has become established that

Title VII is also violated where supervisors demand sexual
t

favors from women employees in exchange for job security and

adGancement, or subject them to other types of sexual

harassment, and where employers
dekiberately set wage levels

lower for "women's jobs" than for men's jobs of comparable

worth, thereby taking aavantage of women's lack of bargain-

.. ing power in the marketplace.
-

The unfairness of most of these discrimin tory

practices is widely appreciated today. /t is ther'for-

difficult, but at the same time eqserttial, to remimber that

these practices were generally
accepted norms a decade or

Imo ago. The difference in perception and in practice,

\\,wrought over so short a period of time, Is a result of the

federal policy against discrimination an&the federal

enforcement efforts devoteTtd implement that policy. While

many of the cases I have referred to were brought by individ-

ual citizens acting as "private attorneys general," they

were brought to enforce federal laws, in a climate of : .

federal concern, against a backdrop of parallel federal

enforcement by the public Attorney General.

Besides discrediting specific policies that excluded

women fromjobs and hindered their advancement, Title VII

, cases brought by the Attorney General and the EEOC, as wejl

as by private plaintiffs,
estab;ished the necessity ot

affirmative remedies -- dot merely prohibitory injunctions --

to remedy the effects of discrimination. Where an employer

'is found guilty of discrimination,
the courts require not

only the elimination of discriminatory policies and practices,

not only the compensation
of'identifiable victims of

discrimination through awards of backpay and whatever

seniority or advancement is necessary
to bring Oem to their

ho1
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"rightful place," but also the establishment of goals and

timetables for the hiring of qualified women and minorities,

where necessary to remedy the exclusion of these groups

from the workforce resulting from generations of discrimin-

ation.

Such affirmative measures to correct discrimina-

tory p'ractices have not been limited to Title VII defendants.

Employers wishing to contract with ,the federal government

are subject to the non-dascrimination requirements of

Executive Order 11246. In enforcing the Execu'ive Order', the

Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contradt Compliance

Programs requires contractors with 50 or more employees and

contracts of $50,000 or more to have an affirmative action

program. The prd7gram is based on a self-analyslx.of the

contractor's patturn of employment of women and-mina.rities in

all job categories. It involves a quantitative analysis oe

the level of employment of women and minorities as comparedl

with their availability in the workforce, and a qualitative

analysis aimed at identlfying and changing those emp'loyment

practices producing an underutilization of women and

minorities. 05Aithe basis of this analysis, the contractor

is reqUired toNdivelop goals and timetables for each job

group in which minorities and women are underut.lized, and

these goals and timetables are used to measure the success

or failure of the "affirmative action program in correcting

identified discrimination.

The:Ise of goals and timetables has proven to be

necessary to remedy racial and sexual exclusion as a result

of longstanding discrimination, and has proven particularly

effective in facilitating the entry of women into non-

traditional jobs. The efficacy of goals, ratios and other

numerical hiring, training and advancement measures, and

the support given them by all three branches of the federal

11 3
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levernment, has prompted their voluntary adoptioe by many

employers and unions. While some may be motivated by a

desire to remedy the harmful effects to society as a whole

caused by the exclusion of women and minorities from job

opportunities, others undoubtedly take this step to reduce

the possibility that they may be subject to discrimination

suits. The Supreme Court approved such voluntarily adopted

affirmative action measures in United Steelworkers of America

v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193 (1979), when it struck down a challenge

to an employer-union plan which provided that employees

selected for an on-the-job training program qualifying them

for advancement to craft positions would be 50% white and

50: black. The Court thereby recognized the lawfulness and'

appropriateness of quota-type measures to remedy discrimina-

tory exclusion of minorities and women from traditionally

white and male occupations.

Despite the impressive gains made through court

interpretations of anti-discrimination laws and through

required and voluntary affirmative
action plans, the battle _-

for equal employment opportunity for women has certainly

not been won. 'It is well-known that women's average income

is only 59% of men's average income;
that th6 median income

of women college graduates
is nearly $2,000 less than the

median income for all men; that women's occupational

segregation is so pronounced that it would require about

two-thirds of all women workers to change jobs for women's

occupational distribution to match'that of men. Though ,

women's access to non-traditional jobs has been established

in legal precedent, in practice women still remain over-

whelmingly confined to low-paid, low-status jobs offering

limited prospects for advancement. And hundreds of

meritorious complaints of sex discrimination languish in the

tT
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backlog at EEOC.

Continued federal enforcement of EEO policies is

vital to further progress in redressing these inequities.

Yet the federal enforcement effort is currently threatened in

two major ways by financial cutbacks and by philosophical

retreats.

Budget cutbacks aie a serious threat to the ability

of EEOC and OFCCP to carry out their EEO and affirmative

action.enforcement responsibilities. In'the casq of EEOC,

budget and staffing reductions seriously hamper efforts to

reduce the charge backlog so chat complaints of discrimination

are processed within a reasonable time. They also virtually

eliminate EEOC's capacity to litigate on behalf of workers

filing meritorious charges, which means that where the

employer L not willing voluntarily to redres's pnlawful

conduct, only those victims of discrimination who are in a

position to retain ah at`oYney to sue in their behalf have a

chance for vindication.. ,nd they Virtually preclude the

development.of an effective program to investigate "pattern

and practice" discrimination, which would direct enforcement

efforts where they would be most productive in corrqcting

systemic discrimination and its effects. Budget cuts at

OFCCp,mean severe understaffing, elimination of travel

necessary for training and for,widespread and equitable

enforcemunt efforts, and continued inadequate data processing.

Far more damaging than budget cutbacks, however,

'and far less understandable, is the apparent determination on

the part of the current administration to withdraw government

support from the most effective techniques for achieving

equal employment opportunity. EEOC guidhlines, including

those on sexual harassment, have been'targeted for abolition

or modification, and propol,als have been put forward to
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reduce the number of government contractors subject.to

affirmative action requirements. Most disquieting of all,

however, is the stated intention of the Assistant Attorney

General for Civil:Rights to eliminate preferential hiring

and advancement from the remedies sought by the government

in employment discrimination cases,,and to persuade the

Supreme Court to overrule the Weber case permitting voluntary

affirmative action goals hnd qUotas.

The development of ratios or numerical goals and

quotas for hiring in the judicial setting occurred because

other remedies tried wereoften,found inadequate to eliminate

the effects of discrimination. For example, in 1972 the

Mississippi State Highway Patrol, consisting of about 500

uniformed officers of whom none were black,....was found to be

discriminatitig against blacks in the hiring process; the

court accordingly ordermA the elimination of all discrimina-

.tion.And the implementation of a recruitment program

directed at blacks. Two years later 91 new officers'had

been hired, but only 6 of them'were black'. 'The Court of

Appeals, finding that a recruitment program alone was

inadequate to,"purge in two years a reputation which dis-.

criminatory practices ot approximately 30 years have

entrenched in the minds of blacks in Mississippi,"/ held

that the relief ordered was insufficient, and directed the

imposition of a temporary ratio requirement for the hiring

of-qualified black applicants.

5/ Morrow v. Crisler, 491 F.2d 1053, 1056 (5th Cir.)

(en banc), cert. 49nied, 419 U.S. 1395 (1974).

11 6
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The effectiveness ';f such judicially ordered

relief in remedying the exclusion of women from non-tradi-

tional jobs is well illustrated by the experience of AT6T

under the consent decree which resolved the suit against /t

by the EEOC and the Department of Labor. During the six

years that decree -- with its specific, numerical assignment

requirements -- was in force, women's representation in

management increased from 2.1% to 6.9%; in outside craft

positions, from 0.2% to 3.9%; and in inside craft positions,

from 6.5% to 17421./

Available results of affirmative action plans,

such as those required under.Executive Order 11246, show

that the adoption of specific numerical goals produces

equally substantial results without the necessity of liti-

gation, compared with the inefficacy of other known techniques.

/n 1971, for example, there were 221 women employed in blue-

collar occupations in the shipbuilding industry. The

Executive Order had for three years required nondiscrimina-

tion on thdPbzis of sex, but shipbuilding contiactors were

not required to adopt goals for the utilization of wemen

in these positions. In early 1972 such a requirement was

imposed on shipbuilding contractors. By early 1976, there

were 4,223 women in blue-collar shipbuilding occupations;

the percentage of women in these positions had jumped from

0.31 to 4.11 in just four years. Two interesting side

effects weve observdd -- there was a drop in turnover rate,

and applications from women snowballed as women began to he

seen ,in these positions in greater number.2/ Another

compelling example occurred in California, where the State

6/ Final Report filed in Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission v. American Tel. 6 Tel. Co., Civil Action
No. 73-149 (E.D. Pa. Jan. 17, 1979)

7/ Affidavit of John M. Heneghan, filed in Advocates for
Women v. Marshall, Civil Action No. 76-862 (D.D.C.
February 4, 1977).
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Department of Industrial Relations required local labor-
./

management coordinating committees to set realistic goals

and timetables for women's participation in apprenticeship

programs in January 1976. By November of 1978, the number

of active women apprentices had more than doubled, although

for the nine yearsveceding the requirement female

apprenticeship had remained at about the same leve1.12/

Specific numerical goals or quotas for the hiring,

training an assignment of women succeed where non-discrimina-

tion injunct ons or pledges fail because discrimination

against wom has been so longstanding and so deeply

engrained iL,r society that "sex-neutral" behavior on the

*lpart of employers and unions is inadequate to correct it.

Historically, the rights of women were explicitly.' limited

by law, and women were
specifically excluded by law from

many occupations, including my own. Deeply held beliefs and

,prejudices about a woman's place and women's capacities were

prevalent even moie recently,
and persist even to the present.

'Business is transacted and contacts are made at clubs and .

social functions which exclude women, without many of the

participants being conscious of the discriminatory implica-

tions. The absence of women from nOn-traditional jobs has

been so"persistent that it has produced a tendcious belief

on the part of many that women cannot perform in such jobs,

and on the part of women that they will not be seriously

considered for such jobs. This in turn results in the

steering and self-steering of women away from the types of,

training and experience that normally lead to such jobs

and the further reinforcement
of,stereotyped beliefs.

Mere good intentions and neutral behavior are not

enough to interrupt this bcle. Experience has shown that

results are only achieved 4hen specific, sex-conscious,

8/ State of California, Dept. of Industrial Relations, Divi-

sion of Apprenticeship Standards,
"Growth of Women

Apprentices in California 1967-1978."
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numerical obligations are placed on an employer, either by

the employer himself after self-scrutiny, or by courts or

government agencies after judicial or administrative scrutiny,

and he is required to meet them br explain why he did not.

Those who challenge goals or other numerical affir-

mative action measures on the ground that they are no longer

needed, or are unfair to white males, or are inefficient and

costly, are.ignoring the clear and present existence of dis-

crimination. Discrimination persists in our society, both in

the form of isolated unjust acts and in the form of self-

pfrpetuating institutional processes. Its continued existence

is manifest in the employment statistics I have cited which,
A

for all the gains ana changes they indicate, still show that in.

absolute terms women are far from enjoying that degree of

access to high-paying, desirable jobs that would be expected if

hixing and promotion were truly based on,ability and inclina-

tion. The continued existence of discrimination means tha't

hiring goals cannot be viewed in a vacuum, where they might

indeed appear unfair or a form of "reverse discrimination,"

but must be seen as "course corrections" made to a system in

which the momentum of generations of discrimination perpetuates

Inexorably the preferences white males have historically enjoyed

and still'enjoy today. And the continued discrimination with

which we live carries with it societal costs that dwarf the

inefficiency and expense claimed to result from affirmative,

action.

Whether these affirmative action requirements are

called goals, ratios, quotas or targets, there is nothing un-

constitutional, unlawful or unfair about them so long as they

are based on a sound analysis of what is necessary to correct

discrimination and its effects, and so long as they do not

unnecessarily trammel the interests of other groups: The

Supreme Court,has so held an Weber, where it approved a col-
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lective bargaining agreement requirement that 501 of all

employees selected for an on-the-job training program be

black, and in Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448 (1980),

where it approVed a statutory 10% set-aside of federal public

works contract funds for minority businesses. The propriety

of such measures has also been established in numerous decisions

of the federal courts of appeals,,,Ad distrIct courcs in Title

VII and Executive Order cases.

For the executive branch to take the position that it

will not demanh suchimeasures from1employers who are proved

to have discriminated, and that it will oppose such measures

even when they have been voluntarily adopted, will have the

most devastating effects on the fight against sex discrimina-

tion in employMent. It will change -- indeed it has already

changed -- the perception of employers that EEO is a high

government priority to a perception that there is little reason

to fear the consequences of discriminatory policies and

practices. At best it will remove the incentive that has

led employers and unions to take the steps and achieve the

results detailed in the examples I have cited, and at worst

it may well wipe out the progress 'oward.true equal4py for

women that we have lately seen during Democratic and Republican

administrations alit.e. Ultimately, it is a betrayal of that

solemn commitment made to equal.employment opportunity for

women by this government less than twenty years ago.
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Representative REUSS. Thank you, Ms. Stein.
Representative Wylie, please proceed.
Representative WYLIE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I didn't realize I was going to be called on first there,,but I appreci-

ate itI think.
Ms. Bergmann, I have to take umbrage ivith your prepared state-

ment where you state that the Reagan administration has declared
economic war on women. As a matter of fact, rfind it a litdo ridiculous
for you to say that. On what basis do you make a statement like that?

Ms. BERGMANN. Congressman Wylie, I can understand that you
would consider the statement somewhat extreme, but I believe that I
have docuniented it.

Women need equal employment opportunity. And as you've just
heard, we're going into reverse in equal employment opportunity. They
need to get off welfare. And those women tiho have succeeded in getting
jobs are being slapped in the face and essentially are going back on
welfare.

They need training so that they can get into jobs which will pay a
living wage fpr themselves and their children. And that training has
been cut.

Representative WYLIE. But that hasn't just been cut for women.
Ms. BERGMANN. No; but as you heard, women need itsmore thari

others. And the training has been more effective for women.
hepresentative WYLIE Do you have any statistics to show that ?
MS. BERGMANN. Well, I believe Ray Marshall
Representative WI-mt. Well, he made the statk.ment--
Ms. 131.1to31.v.;s. Well, I've recently seen sonic data on a supported

work experimentfrom a New York experiment, which show that of
all the people on whom this experiment was tried, the most progress,

. the most benefits were to AFDC mothers.
And I could give you the ieference. I donit have it with me.
Finally, ihe budget cuts, which are going across the board, are not

being targeted at things which even I might agree could stand some
cutting.

The across-the-board cuts are being particularly destructive. They
are hitting things like child-support enforcement, which is directly
counterproductive to getting,people off welfare. And we were making
progress in that area. I believe we'l.e going backwards now.

As has been Inentioned
Representative WYLIE. What you're saying is that more women bene-

fit from welfare programs and child-support programs and AFDC
than men.

Ms. BERGMANN. That's right.
Representative WYLIE. So if you have a national cut1 a 5-percent

cut or a 10-.percent cut, then that's discrimination against women?
Ms. BERGMANN. No; I didn't say that the Reagan program is good

for men and bad for women. I'm here toToint out, however
Representative YLIE. You say the administration has declared

economic war on women.
Ms. BERGMANN. Well, I think virtually every activity that the

Reagan administration has done has hutt women, particularly poor
women.
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Representative Wyr.m. Why wthild they want to do that, when there
are so many more women than men.?

Ms. BERGMANN. Well, I think they haven't seen the nymbers, al-,
though I think President Magan has seen them. Women are now
startirtg to vote in *ays that are different than men. I've recently
seen some numbers which say that women are far less favorable to,
this administration than men are. particularly working women..

Representative Wym. What about the huge reduction in the estate
tax? Doesn't that benefit women?

Ms. BEnonmv,r. I think that again will benefit very rich women.
The vast majoritypof women has,e nothincr to gain from an elimination
of the estate tax. Most of themmost .'of the estates they got were
exempt from it.

Representative WYLIE. Well, the idea of it was to benefit the not-
so-wealthy woben or rich widows, as the case mak be, so I would have
to disagree with you thcie, too. On page 3 of your testimony you say,
"Another vital mechanism. for encouragincr employers to end occu-
pational segregation by sex is back pay claims, which the adminis-
tration is also trying to scuttle.v Now I don't see how that's necessarily
directed at women.

Ms. 13Eria3tAxx. Well, there again, the antkliscrimination activiiies
of previous administrations have helped blacks and they'r helped
women, and,so, the back pay claims have been most effective in moti-
vating employers to change their practices so that they rouldn't have
to suffer those back pay claims. And some of thoe claims run into
millions of dollars.

Representative WYLIE. That's related more to women than to men?
Ms. BERGMANN. It's related to the problems of women and the prob-

lems of blacks, because what we're .talking about here is back pay
claims for remuneration for past discrimination. So I would say when
you get rid of back pay claims, you're impacting badly on the oppor-
timities of women and on the opportunities of blachs. Now my testi-
mony does not relate to what the administration is doing to blacks.
They also have gotten the idea.

Representative WYLIE. That xouldn't be related to sex though, aify-
more than this statement is related to sex.

Ms. BERGMANN. Pm not saying tbai the ;Om ini-4 rat ion has put down
only women. It has put down women, it has put down poor white
peopiv. It lias put down black people in its programs. I'm not saying
that women are the only ones. I'm sa, "Ig that women are included
very generously in the people who have been adversely affected by
the administration programs. [Laughter.]

CE'rA maooyAMS HAD rostrivE EFVF.CT ON L31PL0YMENT OF WOMEN

Representative WYLIE, I doubt if the administration is directing its
attention to just women, but Ms. Barrett, would you name a few of the
jobs performed by women in CETA programs?

Ms. Thonnirr. As you know, there are many different work experience
opportunities in the CETA programs, and they're run by local prime
sponsors. Some of them are run by local community-based organiza-
tions. In fact, in the later years of the CETA programs, a dispropor-
tionate number, a larger proportion of the prime sponsors were com-
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munity-based organizations, and many of these were programs specif-
ically designed to put women into nontraditional employment op-
portunities and nontraditional training programs. There was one, I
remember, that was sponsored by Control Data, I believe. I'm not
positivepbut one of the computer companies that was training welfare
women that had been previously on welfare, welfare mothers, for
work in computer-related or electronics-related kinds of jobs. This
was a demonstration project and was very, very highly successful. I
might point out that your question of Professor Bergman regarding
the data on experience that women had in these various CETA pro-
grarns, the data that I referred to came from the Continuous Long-
itudinal Manpower Surveywhich was a survey of very, very large
sample of all CETA participants. It was a random'sample of CETA
partIci pants.

Representative WYLIE. But most of the CETA participants were
men. I saw the survey too. So if the CETA program is reduced, it's
going to hurt men more than women.

Ms. BARRETT. I think I pointed out that according to the data in
CLMS, the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, the poor
women, low-income women, that worked at low wages before, prior
to their CETA experience, were the greatest gainers. In fact, they were
the only really large systematic gainers as a result of their CETA
participation. Now it is truelet me say: two things. I think that about
45 percent of the CETA participants in PSE-2 and 6, this is public
service employment, were women, which is just about: equivalent to
their proportion in the labor force and, of course, in the welfare
reform demonstration projects, they were a much higher percentage,
because the eligibility criteria were that they had to be on welfare
beforc, and that, of course, meant that they were mostly women. So
that there were some programs within CETA that had a very high
proportion of women.

Representative 'WYLIE. There were some programs within CETA
that had a high percentage of women, but I don't think there were
really all that many vis-a-vis the number of men that were employed
in the program, but the real point I want to make here again is that
it started out 4 a $1.5 billion comprehensive employment training
program, which I supported and spoke in favor of, and almost before
you could :,,ee the magic, it became a public works and public service
jobs programs. 'Would you agree with that?

M. BAinurrr. After the 1978 amendments were passed, the demo-
graphic profile of the part icipants changed rather dramatically. It was
trip, before the 1978 amendments that the CETA programs were very
roundly criticized by myself as well as others, for not having an ade-
quate representation of women. After the 1978 amendments, which put
not only more stringent eligibility criteria on participants, but also
lowered the wage ceilings, a lot of males didn't want to participate in
the program. Th.,re was quite an increase in female participation.

Representative WYLIE. Welf, wouldn't it be better to put that $10
billion that ss as located to the public ',works and public service jobs
part of that CETA program into the private sector, so that we might
employ women on a long-term basis, so we could really get them

Ms. BArtmIrr. You've got several avenues, several recourses. It seems
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to me we ought to also be expanding emrioyment opportunities in the
private sector. There's no question about that. From the testimony we
just heard here the private sector isn't doing all that well in providing
high-paying jObs grid training opportunities for women, and there s
always going to be a group of individuals that the private sector dbesn't
want to touch. And I think that one of the big problems with CETA is
that we all went out and looked at some of the CETA programs, as the
Congrcss, I think in its wisdom, targeted tilt peogram to the very, very
poor and unskilled and uneducated. This wasn't a Harvard University
demonstration project; right? t

Representative WYLIE. Don't you tliink there's a chance that the
Reagan program might work, though, if we put more money into the
private sector to create more private jobs?

Ms. BAnnErr. Right riow the unemployment rate is goingup, Con-
gre.ssman Wylie. Even the,Pmsident's own advisers tut saying, your
own economists are saying that it's likely that the nnemployment rate
is going to go up. Now T don't know what's going to happen when the
unemployment rate gbes above p percent, because I don't think it has
ever gone that high.

Representative WYLIE. But the Reagan economic program has only
been in effect since October, so there are probably some dislocations
that could be attributed to previous budget deficits.

Ms. Mamma. All I'm saying is that his own advisers, his own econ-
omists are saying that unemployment is likely to still go higher, a,nd
tha t worries me.

Representative WYLIE. It worries me.
Ms. BAnnEvr. There are forecasts down the road for next year, and
haven't seen the budget document or tbe economic assumptions; I

don't think it's out yet. I suspect that they'ye still going th be showing
in their economic assumptions very high employment. Thilt means that
yon'regoing to have the effect that Chairman Reuss mentioned earlier.
Animosity and resentment of women- workers and feeling that women
workers don't deserve jobs is just going to be aggravated for a long
time. That means, you know, we were talking aboutwell, if the
Reagan administration's program was in another year even, if they
could get unemployment down into a reasonably acceptable range,
we're talking about something different. But we're talking about 2. 3,
or 4 years down the road, unemployment is still going to be very high.
That means there needs to be some sort of Federal program where the
poor can feel that something is being done for them, where the unem-
ployment can feel that something is being done for them, other than
having cheese at the end of a long line.

Representative WYME. What do you suggest in that regard?
Ms. BAnnmr. Virguggesting increasing funding for the CETA or

programs like CF1TA.
Representative WyLIE. And we go right back around the same circle

again.
Ms. BAniturr. My experience. when T was in the Labor Department

in the Carter administration with CETA, was thaltit gave the poor a
feeling that there was a place that they could go.1There were never
enough slots. There were never enongh positions. There was always a
scarcity, of CETA jobs. If you just read what went on every summer
in Washington, trying to get jobs for young people.
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Rep-resentative WYLIE. I'm here to try to find out what is the right
thing tb do, and I'm a good listener, so if you would name for the rec-
ord a few of the CETA. programs thatfYbu think provided income and
meaningful long-term employment for women, I'd be glad to have
them. Could you do that, please?

Ms. BAnnarr. I can provide you with some in writing, or I can say
that there were a number of very small programs that were demon-
stration projects that were specifically aimed at putting women into
nontraditional jobs. There were the work experience programs in PSE
title II, for example, that varied tremendously in their effectiveness,
because they wfre State and local programs that were administered
with Federal guidelines, but by anti large, there was the displaced
homemaker program, that in many areas was highly successful. It was
often the community-based organizations that ran the programs, were
very committed, women's organizations that tried to not only provide
jobs but a lot of psychological and emotional suppoa to the
participants. -

And I just talk to people in so many communities that now tell me
that all of this is collapsing. We have the experience here with a very
small program, $6 million program, that people are very worried
about. Funds are being cut off.

Representative WYLIE. Well, we've been going through that for sev-
eral years. It's been cyclical, where we have unemployment.

Ms. BAaarrr. These are very small programs. It costs more to store
that cheese than to run this program.

Representative 1Vrmr.. That's not a small program, I submit, $6
million.

Thank you, Mr. Cheirman.
Representative Rtnass. I'm certainly no expert on this, but I have

seen now abandoned CETA. programs which seemed to me used women
employees usefully. Day-care centers, playground assistants, libmry
associates, auxiliary police personnel. Those were all part of CETA,
were they not?

Ms. Mum.. Yes, definitely.
Representative REITss. And I think one can add-to the list. That

doesn't account for $10 billion, blit it still suggests that there was
iis.4u1 work being done, ir al now that, it isn't being done, the public

i'tgetting the police pnxection, the library services, the recreational
services it needs. And a lot of women, old and young, are on the un-
emplOment rolls.

Representative WYLIE. There are some programs that are being con-
tinned, though, that are being confirmed through community develop-
ment block grant program. Some of the CETA programs have been
continued. T ,dibmit. Mr. Chairman. Tint T wonderT think that's the
philosophical unestion hereis the role of the Federal Mvernment
to try to pros ide money in these areas? Now as von suggest that's not
$10 billion worth either. as far as that's concerned. But what I'm think-
ing is that most of the programs that were financed bv CETA
came through city recreaHonal departments. I think your study will
show that, too. And there were a considerable nnmber of leaf-rakrng
jobs and snow-removal jobs and that sort of thing. which doesn't seem
to me to be meaningful employment. Now o be gime. that's better than
no employment at all. but I think the money could be spent far better
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in partnership with the private sector and mayee getting the money
into the private sector to create long-term meaningful jobs. That's iny
point.

Ms. BARRETT. Congressman Wylie, it's not clear exactly what the
right amount is. I can't say exactly what the right amount of spend-
ing on these programs is, and I'm not saying that we even should rely
totally or even primarily on these prop anis, but these al e individuals
that private employers are not willing to hire, and the question is,
what do we do with these people?

Representative WYLIE. Why wouldn't private employers be willing
to hire women ? I mean, I would think that the cost of discrimination
to the private employer from not hiring women would be so costly that
they wouldn't want to get into that position.

Ms. BARRETT. She may be illiterate. She may have five children,
which many employers would find to be a potential handicap. She may
have no work experience, and she's in the 30-40 age group.

Representatis e WYLIE. But if they were otherwise equally qualified,
I don't know why the employer would opt in favor of the man.

Ms. BERG3IANN. Let me pop in here, Congressman Wylie. I think
what you're sort of implying, and this a lot, of economists have stated,
reallydiscrimination couldn't exist because if it did exist, if there
were women w ho could be hired for less, they would be. Since they're
not, it must mean there's something wrong with them. I have to dis-
agree.with the thrust of Nancy Barrett's testimony. There is something
wrong with them. They're illiterate. They have too many children.
Women are just as literate as men, believe me. T think what kesps em-
ployers from hiring them is t radition, and aLo the problem that there's
a cost to breaking some of these patterns of eccnpational segregation.
If you have 20 men in a shop and the next people you bring in are
women to work with them as equals, some of the men are going to be
unhappy and may create problems. which reduce the productivity of
the establiAment. perhaps temporarily. And employers don't want to
bear that. They lull e to be forced to bear that. Now you nuNsflv. "Well.
God, the last thing we want to do is rednce prodUctivity."

What I would mut to you. we are increasingly a society where if we
don't break this svNlrome of women having poor iobs. we're going to
have a depressed clas\ of women and their children and an increasingly
large sector of women ,,nd their children on welfare. And Mr. Falwell
isn't going to be able t \lo anything about that with his preaching,

assure you.
Representath e WYLIE. hapoen to he one of those men that think

women arc smarter than m n. but be that ns it may, T wanted to ask
Mr. )farshall. before he left. ut didn't ,ret the chance. what percentage
of union members are female..T think this may be a source of part of
the diflietilty. Yon mentioned a little earlier that women are becoming
electricians and P:ett int:. into the labor fore that arm We ought to
look into that, T iIpJo. Rut inst one question for the panel, gen-
erally, and tlwn Ill onelude Mr. Chairman. I know you're anxious to
conclude.

What changes in trends concerning s% omen in the work force do you
see occurring in the 1980's?

Ms BERNIANN. see a continuation of past trends. T see more
ofeen in the labor force. I see more women not haying i man to de-

pend on, because the dsivorce rates are going to continue to rise.
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I think, by the way, that although there is no way that we can fight
thatyou can't pass a family act and reduce the divorce rateI think
what we have to do is try to minimize die economic consequence of these
trends, particularly on children, because there are millions of children
in poor families now, and when they get older, it's going to inhibit
their lives. So, I think we have to make sure those children are sup-
ported in some wayhopefully out of private initiative rather than
public initiative, through jobs for their mothers, jobs for their fathers,
and insuring that both parents, even absent parents, send support to
those children.

That is something that the Government has to do. That can't be done
family by family, on a private basis. If you have a separated father or
even a separated mother, it's a government duty to see that those orders,
first of all are establizheil, and enforced. If that means more intrusive-
ness. so be it. .

Representative WYLIE. Should the Federal Government do anything?
Ms. BERGMANN. Well, there is a Federal initiative, called the Office

of Child Support Enforcement. Its funds are being cut. That makes no
sen,e. It's an increasing problem, and it's something which is counter-
productive. .

So, there are legitimate roles for the Government. Sometimes the
Government has to enforce private obligations, you see. So it's a little
pa radoxical. .

But when Mr. Stockman cuts the budget for those things, we're
going backward in making t hese kids be supported by their own par-
ents. You see, we're not. going forward; we are pushing that toward
Government relief. .

Representative WYLIE. I see where you're going. But I'm not neces-
sarily agreeing.

Ms. Stein.
Ms. STEIN. I would agree with Ms. T3ergmann that we will see more

women coming into the work force, but the type of jobs they will be
getting, or whether they will get ariy job at all, or just join the ran1;.s
of the unemployed, I think depends 'an the state of the economy and it
depends on the extent to which the Go .'ernment is willing to maintain
tho support for EEO that it has underta en in the past.

Representative WYME. Ms. Barrett.
Ms. BAnnErr. I certainly agree wholeheartedly. The trends are all

moving in the same direction, and whether or not the fruits of women's
laborproduco a GNP gap-1'm sorry, an earnings gap that remains at
GO percent, or whether or not it goes up, is going to depend on many
of the things that we have talked about today.

Representative Wymn. Ms. Verheyden-Hilliard.
Ms. VEnnErDEN-ITILLIAnn. 'I guess I just want to say that I don't

think that women will move out of the labor force. I tliink it's going
to gonowhere but up, for two reasons:

Thiy have to eat; and they are .going to have, to earn their own
money, bnause of what we know of what's happening:

And for the other reason which Ms. Bergmann said : That women
aro entitled to work at work which they enjoy, and to earn money
doin 0 it, just as men do.

Birt the bottom line for me will always be that if we don't do some-
thing about the little fAirls coming along, we will be putting band-aids
on forever. And we have to really address that, because I also think
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that when we begin to offer hese options to little girls, and they under-
stand them, fuld little boys see this happening at the same time, then
little boys and girls grow up to understand that they will boili work,
and that they will both have equal participation in our society. And
that is my goal.

Representative WYLIE. You see an upward trend in women's employ-
ment opportunities?

VERIIEYDEN-HILLIARD. I don't know about opportunities. But I
know women have got to earn their money. They've got to eat just like
everybody else. .

One of the things I did want to saynot-to-btat a dead horse about
the CETA programis that I do know one of the reasons that I came
back to looking at little girls again is that, when I looked at the CETA
programs, there were a number of them which were making an earnest
effort to prepare women to work in nontraditional jobs, giving them
opportunities to learn about these kinds of things. And some of them
were relatively successful.

I think there were at least two or three which were national demon-
strations, supported by the Women's Bureau, and I'm sure they could
give you the facts and figures on those.

Representative Wym. I don't want to be left here with the state-
ment that all CETA programs were bad. I have seen some good CETA
programs in Columbus, Ohio, too. They had an excellent training pro-
gram. I also saw that some of the money was fieing used, as I say, to
rake leaves and to shovel snow and that sort of thing. And I ]ust
thought maybe that detracted considerably from the program, maybe
it had gotten too big too soon, and therefore was difficult to administer.

Ms. VERIIEYDEN-HILLIARD. What came out of it for me, that the
Federal Government was doing and I thought should do at the CETA
level, is something which the schools could have done if girls had been
encouraged to take those vocational education courses and understand
that these were opportunities for them there, at that time, as well.

Representative WYLIE. I think the panel has been very generous, Mr.
Chairman, as have you, and I thank you very much.

Representative REIM. You have provided creative tension in these
hearings. [Laughteri

We are very grateful. I have several volumes of questions to ask but
since, quite honestly, you answered them all very excellently in your
written and oral statements, I won't prolong the hearing, except to say
that holding the hearing was one of the Joint Economic Committee's
better ideas. And I am very grateful to the entire panel.

We now stand in adjournment until Friday, when we will have a
session on unemployment. And the very attentive members of the audi-
ence are cordially invited to join us then.

Thank you very much,
The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5 p.m., the committee adjotu-ned, subject to the call

of the Chair.]
[The following information was subsequently supplied for the

record :]
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The American Association of URiversity Women, a national

organization with a long tradition of addressing issues bearing

on the advancement of women, is grateful for the opportunity to

address the critical area of employment as it relates to women

and their families.

Our society is in a transitional period where demographic,

economic, and cultural changes are creating a profound shift in

the-relationship between Mme life and work life, particularly for

women. In their testimony, Sen. Kassebaum, Rep. SchrOeder,

Dr. Barrett, and Dr. Bergmann provided the statistics that

document this shift, and we will mst repeat thosi figures.

Clearly, Mswever, the repercussions from this shift will be with

us fof the foreseeable future, and they create issues which belong

not just to women, or families, or employers, or gpyernment at

any level, 1sut to everyone. We all have responsibility for working

to resolve problems centering on these issues, and we cannot

resolve problems unless we first define them properly.

Toward this end, AAUW has initiated discussions among a
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number of constituencies concerned with issues generated.by the

conflict between family and work responsibilities--business,

Vorganized labor, and other interested.organizations at the

national and local levels. The immediate goals of this effort

are to invOve as large a representation of these groups as

yosOble in identifying critical issue areas 'and to lay the

foundation for multi-organizational coalitions to address them.

Ultimately, AAUW hopes to promote and participate in actions

by these coalitions that can impact public andyrivate policies,

local and national, which affect the relationship between home

and work life.

AAUW's meetingSat the national level have resulted in a

consensus that these groups can learn from.one another and work

togethet productively, though bpportunities to do so have

previously been limited. Replication of these meetings at the

grassroots level across the country has only recently begun, and

our findings ara necessarily preliminary. One thing is certain,

however, and it iethat there is a well7spring of interest and

concern about problems faced by working families in communities

around the country. In Ankeny, Iowa, for example, a recent

41,
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Mayor's Commission.on Families survey reflected the often-cited

difficulty of balancing work anti home-related schedules, with

36 percent of the Ankeny respondents reporting conflict. The

stresses of balancing two sets of major respon ibilities was also

a predominant theme.at a commuriity forum held n Kankakee, Illinois,

as was the inevitability of change on bo onts, the necessity

of understanding this change, and the need for support systems in

both sectors. Three Wyoming townsWheatland, Powell, and Sheridan--

have plans for meetings to discuss avariety of employment issues

including shared jobs, single-parents'workers, and dual-career

families. Some of the concerns to be addressed in Helena,

Montana include sex roles and work, and age and re-entry into the

job market. In New Jersey, plant closings and lay-offs have been

cited as areas of serious concern. In other communities across

the country, meeting agendas deal with topics as varied as

planning for one's retirement years, the impact of workplace'

technology on women's employmedt opportunities, and stress management.

Though these grassroots meetings have just begun, one

finding which bears on the relationship of federal laws apd policies

to working women and thdir families has emerged: There is no one
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overriding issue among working families. These issues are exceedingly

complex, and any solution such as "If only all companies provided

flexitime" or "If only the governmeht provided subsidized child-care"

is too simplistic to- resolve our national dilemma--although such

initiatives may well have value in a given setting or as part of a

more comprehensive approach. Moreover,,such one,dimensional

solutions do not get to the he:rt of what is needed for broad-

based, long-term resolution of Imirk and'family life conflict--that

ls, widespread shared responsibility.

The conflicts posed for working women and men vary by age

and life stalef marital status, occupation and incoMe, geographical

location, subcultural values, and other factors. Even a specific

need (e.g., child-care-or care for the elderly) does not lend

itself to a single solution. The way an issue is resolved often

depends on how it is manifested in a particulav community or_

work setting and on the resources--human and other--which are

available to resolve it. Communities best define their own needs

and, given viable opportunities to work together, local businesses,

governments, labor organizations, and other appropriate groups

can begin to move toward meeting those needs at the rommunity

level.
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However, community-level activity by itself cannot achieve

the fundamental changes needed in our treatment of the relationship

between family life and employment for womeh or for men. The

federal government can aid does set the tone and create environments

which have implications for people's daily lives. In addition to

this subtle influence, AAUW believes that there are also specific

legislative and programmatic areas in which the federal

government has a necessary and proper rOle to play in dealing

with issues inextricably related to the quality of its citizens'

lives.

The persistence and importance of issues surrounding

employment and family life--underscored by the concern exhibited

in those.communities where discussions have been initiated:

reconfirms AAUW's,commitment to positions it Uhs long espoused

a number of areas.

The Family Protection Act

The Family Protection Act, now dividedNinto a series of

bills which propose to strengthen the American family, in reality

presents a domestic agenda that in no way reflects current

sociological or economic findings about the changing nature of
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family life in America. Provisions of the bill would be espeCially

4

detrimenial o women: for exmple, women'Who ai-e single heads of

househ34 s would be denied basic protectioris as a family unit.

Tax Policies

One of the more vexing problems which confroI nt fiscal policy
.

planners is the disparity between sound fiscal policies which are

equitable and progressive and the recogKition of the unique role

women play as homemakers. Since homemakers do not earn wages,

their contribution to the economy is not counted in monetary terms

in the calculation of income. Thus tax benefits which accrue to

two-earner families are not applicable to the single-earner

household. A good case in poini'is the spousal IRA. Under the new

tax law, an unemployed spouse rimy not set up)can Individual Retiremtnt

Account (IRA). The working spou5e may establish an independent

IRA account in the name of the non-working spouse, but the

contributions to both accounts cannot total more than $2,250.

If both spouses were working, they could make contributions totaling

$4000 in a single year.

From the perspective of tax law this type of policy makes
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sense. It merely acknowledges that one income deserves only a

single tax-free IRA. In reality, the inability of warden to star6

their own pensions in tax-free funds, even if they are not wage-
3

earners in tge traditional sense of the word, negates-the

economic and social contribution of the homemaker and jeopardizes

her retirement security. It is precisely this type of hidden

inequiiy whiCg must be addressed in future tax law legislation if

women are to gain equal protection under the law while fulfiliing

their role as part of a4fami1y unit.

Social Security.
,

An aging population combined wtth differing fami)y and work

patter'ns demands that retirement policy be a pancipalfederal

concern. The Social Security system harbors a number of practices

which, though ad quate and reasdnalily equitable wheninstituted in

the 30's, now re1ult in inadequate benefits for women.

AAUW supports mandatory earnings credit7sharing for wohing

.t.

hosbands and wives as a necessary step for families in which botti .

parents work. Likewise, the non-working spouse must be adequately

covered by the Social Security system. We also urge this Congress
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t:5 accept other legislation proposed by Representative Mary Rose

Oakar: inheritance of earnings credits by gurviving spouse or

surviving divorced spouse; credit-splitting at divorce; and Social

Security eligibility for disabled widows and widowers under sixty.

The Social Security system will face serious financial

difficulties over the.next 50 to 60 years. In light of the number

of families that depend on this.system, and who will continue,

because of their low to moderate incomes, to depend on it even

after pensions begin to play a larger role in retirement security,

it is essential that the program remain a cornerstone of federal

retirement policy.

The retirement needs of individuals and families cannot,

however, be answered by a single all-encompassing system such as

Social Security. In 1978, only 33% of the post-65 population

received public or private pensions to supplement their Social

Security--or only about one dollar in six of the elderly's total

income. Though participation in pension plans is growing, their

structure is still prohibitive to individuals who do not stay

in one job for a long time or who have breaks in their employment

record for childbearing or other reasons.
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AAUW's recommendations for pension reform include: pension-

vesting after one year; counting employment years before age 25

toward pension credits; portability of vested credits from one

pension pl-nto another; liberalizing breaks-in,service rules to

allow women to take time for bearing and raising of children.

Comparable Worth

Differing lifestyles and family structures necessitate

that employment optiow, and wages be comparable between men and

women. Single heads of households, divorcees, widows and widowers,

housewives who return to the job market are alien to the traditional

picture of family and work needs. Yet these groups constitute

larger and larger percentages of our work force and must re eive

the training and comparable wages that reward their contri utions.

When national productivity is at stake, it is the resPons)fltY

of the federal government.to provide institutions and Odividuals

with the financial assistance necessaryto bring their skill

levels into line with their abilities.

Women and men are entering careers which heretofore have

been dominated by the opposite sex. This trend needs to be

1 3 8
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encouraged, but there must also be assurances in federal policy

that jobs of comparable worth are afforded equal pay. le concept

of comparable worth is central to the freedirof individual

family members to find employment which most closely suits their

needs.

Cutback of Federal "Safety Net" Programs

The presert Administration's proposed budget cuts for FY'83

will deal a severe blow to this country's working poor. The

definition of the "safety net" has been altered so that odly

those people who can under no circumstances be expected to help

themselves will receive federal assistance.

The family unit with a marginal income which is struggling

to make ends meet will have their AFDC, Medicaid and day-care

benefits cut out if the President's budget requests are

granted by Congress. For many in this group, especially single

parents who cannot afford to hire child-care and do not have

anyone At home to take care of their children, the most sensible

solution is to quit work.

Also in the FY'83 budget are proposals for cuts in food

stamps, education and training programs, Medicaid and Medicare.

Each of these has become an integral component of recipient
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families' income structure. Their elimination or turning them

back to states, where there is an inadequate tax base to support

them, without regard for productivity, retirement security, or

human needs, does not enhance this country's ability to deal with

the growihg diversity of family needs.
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